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SUMMARY
Th© purpoa© of thla ?^ork wae to tb© reactivity
to carbosn dlossid© of carhom deposited by tlie tbormal 
cracking of m©tbmme om raotallie Iroja powder^ with a view to 
©VOIvlmg a procQse? for th© production of aymtheal8 froEs
na tMra1 gaa^
Th© varlo'o.© methods €5f carbom-reactivity maaaanremmmt 
and typ© of carbon avallafol© for gasification proc©aa©a ®.r© 
di©enaa©d„ ÎD3?.lating proc©s©©© which ntlllm© mmtural gaa fo 
th® production of syntheeia ga# are crltlciaed and the 
bemeflta of a proc©©© isi which a©parat© streams of hydrog©n 
amd of carbon Eaomoziid© arc produced contlnaouisly froMî 
matnral gas ar© indicated„ Conaideration la given to the 
state of knowledge on the thermodymamlca and kinetic© of 
the thermal decoisaposltlon of methane and of Bondonard 
reaction^, and to the published ©vldenc© for th@ enhanced 
reactivity of deposited carbon as compared with {S-graphite^
As a basis for comparison a number of preliminary 
experimental studies hav@ been made of the reactivity to 
carbon dioxide of powdered m©ta.llurglcal cok© In both fixed 
and fluid!^©d bed® and the effects of reactor tempermtur©^ 
ga© flowrat©p and the disposition of the bod^ The results 
obtained were found to agree well with published datao
A large ©cal© laboratory fluldlmed bed ga©ifi©r hâê 
b©©si developed together with a ©yatem of two katharometer© 
to give oomtlmuonaly a complete analysis of a gas containing 
carbon dloxld®, carbon monoxld© and mltrogom* This reactor 
wa® supplied with powdered haematite iron or© which warn 
reduced to metallic Iron in the finidimed état© with 
hydrogen, The iron powder was fluidl^ed with a mixture of 
nitrogen and mo than© at about l^OO^^Fg to deposit carbon on 
th© irosio The Iron-i'.carbon saixtur© was them fluidlmed with 
a mixture of carbon dioxide mml nitrogen to gasify the 
carbon. The axit gas analyslta and th© rata of gasiflcation 
of til© carbon and the rat© of oxygen absorption by the iron 
were all studied under a vs.rlety of conditions of t©Mp©ratur@ 
and inlet carbon dioxide partial presaura*
It wsia found that for gasification temperatures In the 
range of 1000 to the concentration of carbon momoxid©
im the exit ga® was sguch in excess of that predicted by the 
Bonidouard equllibrium over graphite « The values obtained 
corresponded to ©xeess free emorgioe for deposited carbon 
of th® order of I300 to 3000 calor"© p®r gram molOq Th® 
exit ga® analysis was dependent on th© partial pressure of 
the inlet carbon dioxide, the highest valu© of the 
aquilibriums ratio belmg obtained with a low eomoontratlorn^
The rat© of gmalficatiom of' th© carbon warn fonmd to 
bo a constant for large rmmg©a of cmrbom-irom ratio osi th® 
bod.
It wx'.o aZac aho'wn that i/oacti*/i'';y of the carb.\n
to carbon dioxide waa dapondont oiA the tec^peraturo at wdrleb 
tîa© Irom aubstrato had b©en reduo©d with hydrogen,,
¥h©n air wao used in plaecï of carbon dioxide the exit 
gas showed n©gllglbl© oxygen content Indicating that coE^ple 
utilisation of the oxygen had taken place.
The ratdx of uptaBc© of esiygen by the bed wao sîtudled 
and calculo.tiosis L^ad© of the proportion ©f the input carbon 
dioxide which gasified th© carbon, gmd the propoirtlean which 
oxidised the iron,, It was suggested that If th© gasl.fleati 
t©B3peratur© was ircrreaseci to the absorption of
oxygen by the Iron bo came a SR^ rall fractio.?a of the oxygen 
loavlmg the gaoifior a© oarbom moHoxido»
Th© high CCIÛIC emtrmtlozi of carbon memoxide pro duo ait 
a relatively .low tesaper'atur€) ©iiggest that this pro©©©© may 
well be worthy of industrial ©xploltsitlom for synthesla gas 
pz^oduc t .1 on.
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Th© piirpo©© of this work wa© to study th© reactivity 
to carbon dioxide of carbon deposited by th© thermal 
cracking of m©tham© on metallic iron powder, with a view to 
evolving a process for the production of symthesie gas from 
natural gas.
Th© various methods of carbon-reactlvlty meaaurememt 
and type of carbon available for gasification processes are 
dlsGussQdo Existing processes which utilise natural gas foi 
the production of symtheals gaa are criticised and the 
benefits of a process in which separate streams of hydrogen 
and of carbon monoxide are produced continuously from 
natural gas are Indicated. Consideration is given to the 
state of knowledge on the thermodynamice and kinetics of 
th© thermal decomposition of methane and of Boudouard 
reaction, and to the published evidence for the enhanced 
reactivity of deposited carbon a© compared with p-graphite.
As a basis for comparison a number of preliminary 
experimental studies hav© been mad© of the reactivity to 
carbon dioxide of powdered metallurgical coke in both fixed 
and fluid!zed bed© and the effects of reactor temperature, 
ga© flowrat®, and the disposition of the bed. The result© 
obtained were found to agree well with published data.
3.1
A large scale laboratory fluid!zed bed gaÈlf1er hââ 
b e e n  d e v e lo p e d  t o g e t h e r  w i t h  a  © y © t© m  o f  t w o  k a t h a r o m e t e r s  
to give oontisEuously a complete analysl© of a ga© containing 
carbon dioxide, carbon monoxide and mitrogem. This reactor 
wa© supplied with powdered haematite iron or© which wa© 
reduced to metallic iron in th© fluidized ©tat© with 
hydrogen. Th© iron powder wm.m fluldlzed with a mixture of 
nitrogen and methane at about 1300®F, to deposit carbon on 
the Iron. Th© Iron'^carbon mixture was then fluldized with 
a mixture of carbon dioxide and nitz'ogen to gasify the 
carbon. The exit gas analysis and the rat© of gasification 
of the eaz'bon and the rate of oxygen absorption by th© Iron 
were mil studied under a variety of conditions of t emp ©rat nr ©
and inlet carbon dioxide partial pressure.
It was found that for gasification temperatures In th© 
rang© of 1000 to 1300®F, th© concentration of carbon monoxide
im th© exit gas was much im excess of that predicted by the
Bomdouard equilibrium over graphite. The values obtained 
corresponded to excess fz'©© energies for deposited carbon 
of th© order of 1300 to 3000 calorEes p©r gram mol© & Th®
©xit gas analysis was dependent on th© partial pressure of 
the inlet carbon dioxide, th© highest vain© of th® 
equilibrium ratio being obtained with m low concentration.
Th© rate of gasification of th# carbon was found to 
b© a constant for large range© of carbon-iron ratio on the 
b e d .
Ill
It wa© also shown that the reactivity of the cartoon 
to cmz'toom dioxide was dependent osi the temperature at which 
the iron ©utostrate had to©@n reduced with hydz'cgem.
When air wa© used In place of cartoon dioxide the exit 
gas showed megllgibl© oxygen content Indieatliag that complete 
utilization of th® oxygen had taken place.
Th© rate of uptmice of oxygen toy the toed was studied 
and calculâtioms made of th© proportion of the Input cartoon 
dioxide which gasified the eas’lbom and the proposition which 
oxidised the Iron. It was suggested that if the gmaificmtiom 
temp© rat sure warn Increased to 1%0©®F, the atosorptlom of 
©xyg©si toy th© iron becasa® a ©mall fraction of th© oxygen 
leaving th© gasifier as cmrtoom monoxide.
The high c one ©nt rati ©si of cartoon momoxide produced at 
a relatively low temperature suggest that this process may 
well to© worthy of industrial exploitâtion for symtheslm gas
LIST, OF SYMBOLS AND ABBREVIATIONS
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I V
lea of methane docompomed.
G ïfî mole© of carbon dioxide reacted.
S3 Weight of carbon deposited im time interval, gma.
S3 weight of carbon deposited np to the and of a
cycle, gma.
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vi
p aaid y £3 constant So
p  Î2J t r u e  d e n s i t y ,  o r
1 « 1 « Carbosï Reactlirl-fev
The gasification of* cok© at ©levât©d t©mperatnr© 
with ©team to form blu© water gas 1© frequently th.® first 
step In th© production of so-called "syntheal© .
¥hil© til© composition of this gas dopends on th© mature 
of th© gasifying' fluid, e.g. ©team alone, or st©am and 
exygon, and 'on th© temperatœ*© and pz^essur® in th© 
gaeifior, th© rat© at which It 1© produced at ®. given 
z’oqnired coEiposltion depend© on the "z*eactlvity" of th© 
cok©o
The reactivity of coke or carbon 1© aImply th©
extent to which It z^©act© with the ga© c on side r a 11 cm,
in a givezi time and at a given tempermtur©.
A considerable amount of study ha® been devoted to
carbon reactivity-. ¥hll© it is obvion® that any reacting
gas may to© ©mployed for woasurementa, moat worker® r©serv©
th© term "reactivity", as applied to carbon, for studies
1—1*^of it© reaction with carbon dioxide ' .
Chow _ and Or-ning^^ report that a higher precision
of reactivity meaaurement is possible when using carbon
dioxide. This is due to the better adiabatic control
possible with an endothermie reaction. Thring and hi©
1 5co-worker©“ prefer caz^bon dioxide for fuel reactivity
di
m©asur©M©rat to methods based on Ignition limits, hmomiQ®
emrbom dioxide eemvermlom at 950^0 1® a direct memsure of
rat© of reactlorn. At this t©mp©ratur© th© reaction is
etiomically controlled and therefor© it gives a direct mmamur©
of th© apparent "aotlvatiosi ©m©rgy" of th© carbon.
Th® reactivity of cmz'bom has b©©m defined by th© Fuel 
J 3Research Board " as "th© number of millilitre© of carbon
monoxide formed from 100 ml of carbon dioxide" under certain
definitely specified condition©.
1.2. Method© of moaam'ement of reactivity.
There are several method© for th® measurGmemt of th©
remetlvity of carbon, of which the following ar# widely used.
1 31.2.1. Fuel Besaaz’ch method. This method measure©
th© remet!vity of carbon in term© of the extent of completion 
of th© reaction
G CO^ s 2 GO
when the equilibrium concentration of carbon monoxide i©
97 A standaz'd volume of graded carbon (? ml of 10 - 20
XoM.Mo test ©i©v© size) is maiz&tmined at 930^0 and a current 
of pur© cartoon dioxide i© passed through at th© rat© of 5 ml 
par mimute. Th© carbon monoxide formed is then measured.
Thr©0 values are recognised from thl© ©xp©rim©nt as 
g i v e n  b e lo w s
Hoi. i© th® m'umtoer of Erl 111 litre© of carbon mosnoxid© formed 
per 100 ml of cartoozi dioxide. It i® therefor© th© initial
reactivity and ha© a limit at th© Boudouard ©qullibritisa 
©oneeiatratiosi of 19?o% ml.
R.llo le mm apparently comstamt value which la reached 
after the expul©lorn of th© volatile matter.
Rc-XIl. 1© a lower comm tant value reached after the
comtimued actiom of th© carbom dioxide om th© mampl© of 
carbon.
method, a comotamt stream of pure carbon dioxide, at the
rat© of 2 litres per hour, is fed to the reactor, a quartz
tube, heated by a furnace. The flow of carbon dioxide is 
metered through a flowmeter. A quartz boat inside the 
reactor tube holds the sample of carbon. The temperature 
of th© reaction is leapt at 900 ^ 5^8. The product gases 
are cooled im a water-cooled coil and metered through 
another flowmeter before going to the ©xhaust. Th® flow­
meters make it possible to have a continuous reading of the 
ga© compositiom. Th© reactivity of the carbon i© given by 
th© formula
Q.
H 53 1 0 0
where E
Q
Qa
percent reactivity 
volume of carbon dioxide 
reduced in a given time, 
volume of carbon dioxide 
supplied in that tim©.
it is foumd that the calculated R values Increased rapidly 
to a maximum wit him om© or two mil mut ©a from th© a tart, amd 
baglm to d©cr©a©© rapidly after 10 mimute© to a comstamt 
value which remmim® almoat umchmmged. This value is taken 
aa the s^eaetivity of th© carbon under test.
1.2.3. Critical air blast (C. A.B. ) m e t h o d . T h i s  
method uses an apparatus developed by th© Northern Coke 
Research Gommitte© im which is kept a bed of closely graded 
cok© (1% - 25 B.S.So) which 1® 25 mm deep and %0 mm im 
diameter. A measured rat® of air (ft /mln.) is then passed 
through the bed from the top to keep the bed In combustion 
state. The minimum rat© of air which will keep th© bed in 
that state 1© memmured as th© C.A.B. value. Th® lower the 
C.A.B. valu#p th© higher the reactivity of th© cok© or coal. 
This method has been widely used In Britain for industrial 
p u r p o s e s .
Modified ignition method. T h i s  method is 
based on the gasification of a coke with air or oxygen. The 
rat© of ©volution of heat is th© memsur© of th© reactivity 
of th© cok©.
This method was developed by th® Coal Research 
Laboratory, Pittsburg, U.
1.3. Physical properties Influencing carbon remctiyity.
Factors much am partiel© size and surface area, 
porosity, partiel© strength and crystaXlln® otmctur® are 
all known to hav© marked effects on the reactivity of carbon
5a© it is found In.ook®. It is well r©allè©d that uniformity
of siz© of fuel im a ga© producer, ©Imc© It promote©
imlform ga© flow acro©s th© fuel bed, will ©msur© high
voluiaetric efficiesicy and cosistamcy of outlet gas composition.
Th® principal regions in which reaction© occur im gaaification
processes are at the coks> surface and in the interstice©
between th© coke pieces constituting the bed, and thus the
nature and availability of cok© surface as well as the
chemical reaction© and their rate© at this surface will
determine the overall reaction rat©. The overall surface
area of th© coke or char is, of course, dependent on th®
size and shape of the pores contained in the solid partiel©©.
The narrower pores react faster as they provide larger
19surface area per unit volume. Porosity, reactivity, and 
strength of cok© ar© not independent factor© but inter­
dependent .
Th© physical structure of different types of carbon 
depend© both on th© method of preparation and on the carbon 
containing raw material. Thus great differenc©© in reactivity 
are possible. Th© proportion of crystallographlcally dis­
organized material may influence the reactivity by providing 
"active" or reaction sites. These active centres may b@
Identified with the unsaturated edge atom© of the exposed
7 9graphite crystallite© of carbon or with th© disordered
6.
20carbon atom© aoooeiated with th© otr-uetur© mmd oxiat omly 
at mod@rmt© t©mperaturoG. They ar© ©llmlmmtod by thermal 
ammeallmg at high t©mperatwoo & " Amiorphomo carbono
prepared at low tomperatur©® ar© highly reactive du© to the 
presmmce of the©© mctiv© eemtre© which exist to a leseer 
©xtemt Isa graphitic carbons du© to th© high temperature 
laivolvod Isa their pr©parat 1 on. H©saoe th© reactivity of 
graphite carbons decreases with iracreas© isi degree of 
graph!ti za11on.
ÂM extremely reactive type Is carbon that i© deposited 
on a porous carrier. Such carbon deposit© often fora on 
catalysts that ar© exposed to hydrocarbon© or carbon monoxide 
This ha© been demonstrated by Gilliland and his co-workers,■’ 
who deposited carbon at low temperature© (700 - 1100®F) on 
a %'educed Nickel catalyst by the thermal cracking ©f hydro­
carbon© and studied th© carbon reactivity. It was found 
that th© carbon deposited from butane and carbon momoxld© 
at 9D0®F was 10 times more reactive thaza that obtained from 
methan©. The reactivity of carbon deposited from methane 
at 1%00®F was found to h® 10 times gz%W;er In reaction with 
carbon dioxide than with hydrogen. 
lo% 0 Types of carbon available in ^aaificatioEto
For a long time, cok© was the sol© raw material for 
gasification. However, capital, Eaaint^snanc© mmd labour 
costa for carbon!sing plant have increased together with 
th© increase in price of carbonising coal. Thus low grad©
7o
©oaX has assumed am Import am©© a® a source of carboai for 
gasification. Aa the host typos of coicing coals are being 
preserved for metallurgical purpose©, lower and lower grades 
of solid fuel© are now being considered for gasification.
These include, anthracite or anthracite fine© or' breezes, 
deep-mined or open-cast low grade bituminous coals, high 
ash and high moisture content brown coals, lignite© and 
peat, high moisture content wood or cellulosic material, 
hea^sy fuel oil with high sulphur content, light petroleum 
distillate and natural gas.
1c 5 o Bynthe si© gam produe ti on and its value.
9w u *n»*,Tar*i£c35î*wfcÜLj»TTrTry!:s g -sCa»«i‘wygT?^<gea35aa>g.eyrsjjj y iy£ugKgfc3as.£jt * r w trA*i>R.i<'J i i r t • » it
"Synthesis gas" is essentially a mixture of hydrogen 
and carbon monoxide and atoW usually manufactured on an 
industrial scale either by gasification of a solid 
carbonaceous fuel, by the gasification of a liquid hydro­
carbon fuel, or by the reforming of gaseous hydrocarbons 
such as natural gas. Bom© carbon dioxide is generally also 
present in th© gas and th© ratio of hydrogen to cartoon 
monoxide casi be varied by re-converting ©om© of th© carbon 
monoxide by reaction with steam.
CO -Ï- H^O £5 COg
Dev©1opment of ©ynthesie gas proceaoes, as of any other 
manufacturing process, mr© closely related to economic trends. 
As a result the orientation of z^esearch In gasification has 
differed from country to country according to th© nature of 
th© indigenous fuel r©©ourc©s and national requirement©.
8Orne for ito production which is applicablQ to all
ooimtrlQOg is th© utilisation of th© low-grade fuels to 
produce cheaply ©ymthetie liquid fuel or other vital 
chomicalo. By mature all coumtrles are mot equally endowed 
with enough fuel rosources. Th© world® s petroleum, coal or 
gas fields are mot systematically distributed to all the 
countries but situated within th© borders of a few countries. 
Others have to depend om them for their day to day supply. 
There is mo sure guaramte© of their flow. It can stop at 
any time for political or other reasons, as happened to 
Germasiy during the last world war. Thus countries having 
only solid fuel resources will necessarily develop methods 
to utilise their Indigenous fuel to produce liquid or 
gaseous fuels. For the comitrles rich Im liquid fuel, other 
reasons apply. Although the present reserves of petroleum 
are quite high and should continue for another half-a«c©ntury, 
it must be recognised that the actual reserves are finite 
©md will eventually be exhausted. Even if the day of 
d©clinisig production is still far away, there can be no 
doubt that the cost of production will inevitably show a 
general upward trend. The major factor© in this cost trend 
will be the exploitation of relatively deep producing 
formation® and off-shore drillings. This inevitable rise 
im th© co®t of recoverlmg petroleums will in the end Justify 
the produet lorn of oynthetl© fuel from ©ynthesl© gas 
utilising other low grade fuel.
Thoro aTo lîaany ohemlqalG Im tho m a A o t  today tîlaieîa 
t m r e  G a s ^ llo s T  © o o t l y p  b u t  a r e  mo"cf p r o d u e o d  e b o a p l y  
s y m t h o s l o  ^ a o »  E e m o a  a t t a m p t o  as?ô b o ls a ^  m a d o  t o  d o ^ i a o  
% y m  to ®als© aa ©heap a ^a© ae poaslbl© whloh W.11 mot 
omly opom tlio s?i©ld to more ohomleal eamùfme tus^ o fro® 
eymtWola gâe but to ©ymttaotio liquid fuel also*
SyBtto@©io ^m,B earn b© uo©d as a atartim^ material for 
th© produetiom of *^ *ariou© liquid mmd ^ameoua bydroearbo2i©j> 
cbasaioal© asid hydrog;#m for hydro#0mmtiom imduatrleo, The 
various procossee that earn util!s© symthesls igas imclud© 
produo tiozâ of g
(a) liquid hydrooarbom© by FiQoh©r«-Trop©ch symthesis,
(h) methmm© or ©ymthotie hl^h-Btu plpellm© ^as by methamatlomp 
(o) mothamol amd higher alcohol© dlreotly,
(d) higher alcohols by reduet lorn t-^ ith oloflm© im 
0 X 0  -  s y m t h e s iS p  
(©) hydrogem for use in the hydrogenation of coal to produce 
either liquid fuels and byproducts or gaseous 
hydrocarbons and for us® in the ©ynthosi© of ammoniap 
(f) hydrogen or hydrogen-r 1 ch ga© EBi^ stures for the direct 
reduction of iron ore^
lo 6^  The potosatial of natural
Natural gas is found in large reservoir© under the 
surface of the earth in a condition, and also with
i n ,
petroleum in ©il-weXl© In a comdlttorn, 0a© a©soelated
with petroleum may be recovered in the oi1-refinory by ©uitable 
aeparatiom plant. Almost all the oil<-f)rodiaeing countries have 
vast reserve© of natural ga©, A ©mall portion of these gases 
are recycled to the oil-well for pressurisation^ but a 
coaislderablo proportion is burned due to lack of économie
outlets. It is reported that in middle ©astern countries
3  ' pp
about 1,000 million ft of gmo is daily wasted Im this way,
Natural gas also mslsts Im some coal pits. This
presents a hasard and modem drainage schemas are employed to
recover quite a large amoumt of the gas. It Is burned at the
pit-head to raise ©team or piped to local gas undertaking© for
enriching toms gas or for reformilmgo
Dry deposits of natural gae ©ssist in several countries5
'Ü,S^ Aot> üç,BoSoE,p Canadap Algeriaj, Netherlands and Fair!©tan
have large reserves of dry gases, Smaller reserves have also
beem found ±n France and Italy, The total reserves of
natural gaSp both dry and wet (including the latest estimate
for Nether land and Canada" " ), are estimated to be 790
trillion cubic feet.
The vast reserve of Slochteren im Netherlamd is so
close to the Worth S®a that it has brought a ©pate of
activity by the big oil compamlem of the world to find gas
in this sea-bed,
IX,
lo7o The manufmetur© of ©ymthosi© ebb from natural gms.
There ar© two commonly uo©d methods for oynth©©!© gas 
mamufmeturo from natural ga©, Th©a© ares -
m) a catalytic otoam-reforming pro©©so doveIppod by 
the standard oil oompatiy of N©w Jersey^ 
a partial oi^ldatlom process developed by th©
T®:moo Oil Go,
26 P71,7,1» Catalytic stgam-reformingo ^" In this process^ 
a mixture of ga© and ©t©am is introduced into a reforming 
furnac© kept at 1300 - 1500*^ Fp and In which is suspended a 
amltip3.ioi ty of heat resisting steel tube a of varying diameter© 
and wall thiolm©©©. These oontalai uniformly ©l^ed particle© of 
a highly active nickel catalyst. The reforming of th® ga® 
proceeds according to the following reaction
-î- H^O GO <. 3 Hg,
This reactiom Is endothermie and hence greatly favoured by 
high temperature emd low-pressure. To overcome^ however^ the 
compression cost of th© product gases^ the process is operated 
at elevated presous:»©® which shift® the equilibrium toward© 
methane formation. To counteract this a high temperature i® 
maintained inside the furnace^ This has been possible by 
improved furnace design and improved heat transfer through 
the packed bed. This process is now widely used for the 
provision of gas for ammonia and methanol synthesis,
,2
1,7oS, Partial qssidatlon procès®, Im this process 
methmno 1© burnt saosi-^oatalytically in m specially ©lesignod 
burmer with a limited supply of ç^iygem usidor pressure. The 
first remet ion of methane with ©Jsygesi is
G %  2 ÎS CO^ 4. 2 H^O
and them a series of reactions follow between the product 
gaBmm and methane
CH^ CO^ 2 CO -i* 2 Hg
CH^ ■<■ HgO « CO ^ 3 Hg
CO <. HgO S COg -t- Hg 
2 CO 8 COg i- C
But the overall reaction may b© depleted as
CH. ❖ I- Og s CO 4. 2 Hg
Th© outlet ga© i© obtained under pressure thus saving th© 
cost of compression. This process is also Increasingly 
used for ammonia synthesis,
1,7 o 3* Limitations of the above prooessea. It is well^* 
îmot7n that water-ga© formation is favoured by high temperature
and low-pressure and that methane formation is favoured by
low-temperature and elevated pressure. Thus the ©team- 
reforming process carried out at elevated pressure to save 
compression coat© Is limited by temperature, Due to the 
presence of sub©tantiml amount of unreformed methane in the
product gmSg a second reformer Is necessary. The process is
moreover limited by the ©team g mathame ratio, A steam s methane
ratio of 2 mol/mol is considered to be the minimum to avoid
27carbon deposition on the catalyst. The partial oxidation 
process is also limited by the ozsygen g hydrocarbon ratio,
This is considered to be very critical and hence accurate
28control is necessary to provide steady reaction conditions.
The cost of production of synthesis gas by these processes 
prevents them from being suitable for syaithetic liquid fuel 
production»
1,7,% d Requirement© of am ideal process mrml th© 
reac t ioms imvoIved,
Am ideal process for the mamufactur© of symtheais gas 
should be flexible im terms of product gas composition. The 
hydrogen s carbon monoxide ratios required by various processes 
ar© differentg and a process for synthesis gas might be called 
upon to meet the requirements of several such processes, A© 
the prooeaaes for synthetic chemical© have distinct boundaries 
for their no©d© for efficient opération, do also a synthesis 
gas process has its own fiKed process conditions which cannot 
be changed without incurring loss in ©fficiency, A specific 
essample of the varied requirements of a process is the Fischer- 
Tropsch synthesis procee© whose synthesis gas requirement 
varies in volume and composition accos^dlng to th© catalyst and 
the pressure, t©map©rature and time of contact selected to yield.
ih.
a prlsiaE^y product with desired amount of saturated to 
umaaturatQd hydro©arbon©, Synthool© ga© mmd© ±m a ©ingl© 
step will have difficulty in meeting Queh varied requiroments, 
mmd can osaly bo met by ©Employing sovoral produet ion stopo,
With much a oitumtiom, it ©eomo that a proeoso which 
cam manufaeture th© two ©ymthesle gm# coisapomento, vl^, carbon 
EBomoss'id© and hydrogen, separately froE? a sisagl© feed material 
such as natural gas i@ worthy of consideration. Such a 
proceas could well utilise the two reaction©g -
(a) decomposition of methane into it© ©lemesat© carbon and
hydrogen,
CH^ Si. G <. 2 Hg
(b) gasification of the deposited carbon to produce carbon 
momossid©,
C ;. COg ^ 2 CO
It ±Q envisaged that th© process would be a cyclic one 
in which a reactor produced alternately hydrogen and carbôn 
monoxide. By the use' of two such reactor© in parallel and 
suitable gao valve arrangement © it might be possible to 
obtain virtually contlnuou© flows of both product gases,
‘lo8. Purpose of research^,
The evolution of a suitable process for the mamufaetur© 
of synthesis gm© by the above sohemse requires a detailed study 
of both reactions and the influeme© of catalysts on their 
rates 0 As will be described later, substamtlal metham©
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decOBpoaltiom cmm be achieved at modérât© temperatures over 
frroohly reduced iron powder, A  oonsiderable amount of work
36Imo been carried out on this remotlom by Vmm Hormor mad it 
was not propomed to ©ontlnu© this otudy hore^ However, in 
the ©our©© of burmimg off oarbom deposited om the iron 
powder, ioolatod weamurememt © of the anmlysi© of the gm© 
coming from Van Wormer® © reactor showed ©ssoeptlonally high 
value© for earbom mosaossid©, Thi© point wa© later noted and 
studied further by Gibb et al who im fact showed that the 
concentration of carbon maomosEide comimg from such a unit 
appeared to eiiceed that predicted by the Boûdotmrd 
equilibrium» It appeared therefore worthwhile to make m 
myat©matic study of the reaction
C ^ COg 2 CD
under condition© that would apply to ©uch a procem© of 
mmnufmetmrimg hydrogen and carbon mono^sld© separately for 
better missing a© ©ynthesi© ga©«, With m suitable and cheap 
catalyst such m© irosi asid a* moderate temperature of ©peratioa, 
l»©o 1000 - 1300®Fp ©uoh a two-staged procoe© comld well have 
commercial attraction In the event of large amounts of cheap 
methane becoming available in the United Kingdom,
Xt wae hoped also to make calcmiation© of free energy 
for th© ©eoE^lngly very reactive carbon and to determine how 
th© reactivity was related to the iron substrate. To ©saour© 
con©tant temperatur© comdi11ona, it was hoped to carry out 
moot of the experiment © im a fluldiased bed reactor.
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Xo9o Theory of methame d©©ompo©itlon„
l,9olo Thermodwamlo8, M©ttosi© 1© a ©table gao a 
complet© décomposition into it© oloEaonts takeo place at woll 
above l O O O ^ G ^ * ' ^ ' ' X t  is an ©sidotliermle proeeas amd hemee 
tOEiporaturQ dopemdemt, Th© degree of décomposition Imoremses 
with imoreaoimg tomporature and its rat© Is stro&ngly affected 
by th© surface ar©à of porous Eaaterial© ^ mmd catalysts
which aooelerat© it considerably , Th© theraodymamio
eojullibrium of the system (C - ) has beem studied
ig 37extensively by several authors at high temperature
and high pressur©,^^”^^ at high temperature and low pressure
(atmospheric)3 7 at low temperature and low 
39 % 1pressure ' , The general ©onclusiom© drawn from these 
studies was that low temperature and high pressure favour 
methmm© formation and high tempestature and low pressure 
favour# its decomposition. The effect of temperature om 
the thermodynami© equi3.Ibrlum of th© system, (C - - GHg^  )
is shown in Figure 1,1, These data were taken from the 
 ^ThermodymaE:! c # of gasification and gas- sym the si s reactions*^
Lavrov, Korovov, and Piliphova in preferemce to that of 
Rossini et ^ e 5D i^ jecaus© the former ©ompilation is the 
most m o d e m  one and is based ôai. spectroscopic data,
l,9o^o Kim©tics mmd catalysts. The decomposition of 
methane was first investigated comprehensively by Berthe lot ^ 
while studying the decomposition of hydrocarboms ®t high 
t©mperatur©Oo He maintained that methane is not directly
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decomposed Imto its ©lement®, carbem and hydrogem, but 
produces imtermedimte coBpeumds, like acetylene ©r ethasi©, 
which Quboequomtly deoompooea imt© ©arbom kmd’ hydrogem.
The poaaible reactioma for this explanatiom are
2 CHjj s CgHg -s. 3 Hg
^ G %  - Og"6 •*■
3JThl© view was ©tremgly refuted by Bom© asid Coward,
Norkimg in the temperature rang© of 1150 - ll6o®C, they 
found mo ©videmoe of aoetylem© formation and oomcluded that 
methane was directly decompoeed into its elememt®, They 
showed that methame decompositlorn 1© a first order reaction 
mmd that the rate of décomposition 1© greatly Imfluemeed by 
temperature and th© preaemc© of porous materials.
However, the true mechmml sm of methane decompo alt lorn 
still remmlms debatable, Th© modern process of acetyl©me 
mmmafmetur© from metham© lends support to the B©rth©lot 
theory to some extent. The present process employs m fast 
quemchimg step for th© product gases of eh©than© decompositlom 
where th© acetylene fraction ranges from 8^ to 20ÇS, The 
thermal comverslom of methmm© may well be represented by the 
fol3.owlng reaction©
S CHj, 8 CgHj  ^ f  2 Hg
g CH. 8 CgHg ■{■ 3 Hg
Xt’ ha© been found that th© percentage of acetylene increases
Im thè product gases as the t©mperatur© at which th© methane
i© decomposed iB.cr©as©© (from at lOO^ G^ to 18^2% at
1200^0) The most significant studies of me thane
M) 0*
decomposition w@r© carried out by Gilliland and Harriet" r
35 ■ 'V.'Boyn t on and V an ¥ o rmer » Gilli land and hi e go -w © rice r ©
ordor to atudy the reactivity of deposited cok®p decomposed
M©than© over roduced nickel in a fluidissed bed within a
temperature rang© of 700  ^ 1100°F and studied the rat© of
carbon deposition (which is indirectly the rate of methane
decompoeition) and found that th® rat© decreases linearly
with increasing carbon on the bed, due to the coverage of
th® more active aitee of the catalyst by carbon. They
calculated th© a,pparent activation ©n©r*gy of methane
30decomposition to b© 23 Kcal p©r,g,mol©, Boynton asî.d Van 
31¥oM©r” while studying tli© reduction of iron ore with Methane 
in a fluidi^ed bed found that tli© increasing methane dis­
appearance with iiicr^ aasing metallic iron in the bad was due 
to the catalytic decomposition of siaethasie by reduced iron. 
Based on their experimental findings they proposed th© 
following rat® ©quation for me than© decomposition,
where s rat® of methane decomposition
^ ©peciric reaction rate constant for 
metallic iron 
s methane partial pressure in th© g 
phase
m
¥ ÏS total weight of metallic Iron 
F©
the bedo
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They ebowed that hydlrogon-reduced Iron ha8 high activity 
which decreaoe© rapidly to am asymptotic valu© with 
Istcreasimg time of exposure to methame and accompanyisag 
carbon aecuEmlatioB, Irom eomtaimimg substamtial carbon 
conforma to the comvemtiomal Arrhemeoue ©quatiom ©omfirmimg 
the comclusioms that reactlorn rat© i© comtrollimg and methane 
deposited carbon ha© negligible diffnsiomal rasistamc©,
1,10, Theory of Boudouard react!osi,
1,10,1, Thermodymamalca, This reaction which occur©
yt » y t,T ^ jC!Bagaatwq>«aatsatfW!»*^ fT  T-J«i*gÿCT-tg«ga»Tt tSVfSsag*
Im the reducimg mom© of a ga© producer 1© represented by the 
equation t“ ■
G CO^ Z CO
It ±m am endothermie reaction and hemce thermodymamleally
carbon monoxide forgHatlom la favoured by high temperature amd
low pressure. The effect of temperature om the th©rmodymaMiic
£f 7
©quillbriusïs of this reaction waa first studied by Boudouax'd , 
after whom th© reaction i# named, amd suba©querntly by Rh©ad 
amd ¥h©©l©r^^ at various températures. The first comprehemsiv© 
compilâtlorn of the equilibrium comstamte at different 
temperature® for this reaction was mad© by Rossini and hi®
co-workers , They calculated th© equilibrium constamt® based
50om th© thermodymamic data of th® gases, Gum^ developed 
equation for the ©quilibriusw comatamt of this reaction based 
'on th© calculated values of Hoasimi ©t ml, By this equatioa^, 
equilibrium constant for any temperature from 700°E to 1500°ï
Ui
22’0
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©omM 'b© ©aloulatodo The by Beoelsal amd
ee«.%:jorkQr8 x-m^ Q latoz" roemlemla^Gd îap^ ’feo^ dm'Sî© pliyoical
©OEEOtasa'fe© bmt thl© imeiirred an© migmlfleamt m©dlflcatlom of 
tholr earlier valuoo for th© eqnllibrlMsa ooanotaaito® ® A 
roo©sit oosapilatiosa of thoo© theriiaodymasBsic ©oaaotaanto ba©©d om 
©poctroQcopio data of ^aeee Ima b©@za made by Lavrov(, XCorolov 
amd Plllphova^^ rj-hleh ar© claimed to be mueh more reliable 
tham Ho©©isai'* ©„ Th©©© lateat ©q^ilibriiam data t^ er© used
throughout thl© worka The effect of temperature om th© 
equilibrium of the Boudouard reaction is shown im Figure 1»1 «
1 * 10o 20 Kim©tics and catalysts, Esstemaiv© ©tudi©s
X^lhJil,h2,33-^<o 
have be©21 made of this reaction by a number of authors
both to determine the reactivity of different carbon specie©
and to understand the mechanism of th© reaction. This is a
heterogeneous reaction and very compl©ss isi nature, Many
rout©© have been proposed for th© most probable mechanism
but no one rout© ham met with general approvalo There isg
how©v©rg agreement that the reactlost proceed© through th©
formation of a surface ossid© and th© rat© of decomposition
of this surface oKide is the rat© cositrolllng factor. Two
7 5possible mechanisms are discussed be low g «=•
Me^hanlaai A g This mechanism which is supported by most 
of the authoE's'^ '^ ^8,70,73g the basis of radioactive
tracer and kinetic studies consists of two ©tepsg
2 1
Th© first ©t©p is a r©v©raibl© mirfac©
r©actiom as ©hotm by t!i© ©quatiosi
•*■ GOg =! c(o) CO
wh©r© d©2iot©o an activ© ©arbosn fr©© « ©Ito e©.p©ble of 
reaction amd C(o) represents chemisorbod atomic ossygen.
The Q©cond step la a mildlrecti021a 1 decomposition or 
gasificatioai as follows g »
C(o) E GO ■{. B»c^ ,
wh©r© mo^ demotes that on average m active centres must be
produced for each carbosi atom gasified,
Mechamism, Bg This mochamlsm was proposed by Gadsby 
57and eo^woricer© based on their es£perim©£ital fimdimgs. The 
following steps comprise the m®chmi±mi„
Firstly g a imi direct ioraal oKygeai 02s change at the surface
T COp m C(o) « CO
them a reversible chemisorption of carbon momosilde upon 
free^sites
C^-^GO S3 (go) adsorbed
followed by a umldlrectiom^asificmtiom of surface o^ld©
E3 00 -î»
im the pro seme© of thermal ammeallsiig
^ 0 (imactiv©)
Gadsby amd co*-»work©ra proposed thi© meehamism based 
om the results of charcoal ohemlsorptiom mt 730^0 and at
2 2
soro to %00 mim 3% total pressure which isidicated that wide 
variation im oarhom dlo^side partial pressure© oorregpomded 
more closely to variation in carbon saosioKlde partial pressure 
than to change© in amount of osiygen complex absorbed. In 
additiosig th© quaaitity of ossygeai eompleK remaisiod relatively 
constant with variation in carbon mosiossid© partial pressure 
at constant carbon diossid© partial pressure. This was 
takesi as evidene© that the rate inhibition must have bemm 
due to carbon momo%id© cheml©orption and not to the reverse 
ossygen ©xchasïg© as postulated In the first step of 
mechanism A,
The above proposition of Gad ©by and co-»workers was
aE*strongly refuted by R®if om th© basis of kinetic studies,
It xm© argued that th© activation energy of th© first step 
of mechanism A a© calculated by Gad ©by and co-worker© xms 
in error du© to th© negative sign (- 16,8 kcal) which was 
not in accord with the positive value© of other studies 
xîhich support the thermodynamic feasibility of the first 
step ±21 meehanlSEB A,
57 58 6lThere is, however, gemerml agreemesit that the
rate of carbon gasification by carbon diossid© fits a 
Langmuir type of equation as
CO.
COg 1 4.
23,
where 1% a and b ar© fmmctioma of on© or mere of th© rmt©
eomatanto amd p^g and mre the partial prosaur©# of
carbon dl o^ ^^ ld© amd carbon momortde, Thio ©quatlorn i©
cosE©i©t©nt with tbo propoQod mechmmi©m Ao Xt ©tat©© that
tb© kinetic© of th© remetlorn will b© first order with
r©0p©et to emrbom dioKid© if <<X and <<lg ioO, at
low carbon dio^ld© eomcemtratlom mmd lox? temperattar©,
Eero order kin©tie# i© Isndiemted if ap^^ <<1 and >>1,
which 1© fulfilled at low t©mporatur© and high carbon
diossid© partial prmmsmr©, Xt ha© beem d©non©trmt©d that
3 7  3 8th© C O M  tant© m and h d©er©mo© with t^sapormtmre, 
therefor© at high temperatur©© mmd high presour©©, the 
isBoqualltie© >>1’msad bp^^ >>1 ©till hold, reamltlmg
in a first order remetlom, Thu© orders of reactlorn 
varying from ^©ro to unity are pooolbl®. This has boom
comf1rmed by ©everml a u t h o r © , 68,?1
66 7P _Blakeley , Vull© and Vitmmm ", asid Saxmi and
co-worker© eomfirtBed that th© ov©r-all reactlom rat© 
of th© carbon - earbom diossid© roactiom is ©osatrollad by 
chemical reaction at the cmrbom surfac© up-to about llOO^C 
Above 1300^0 it i© èomtr©li©d by diffusiom. At low 
temperature, the reaction b©tw©©m oarbom and a gasifying 
EM©diusi3 i© comtrolled by th© . chemical re©!©tame© of th© 
oafbom ©urfac© mmd the ga© velocity ha© mo effect om th© 
reaction rate, Ab temperature i© imcreased, the chemical
r ©si at erne# at th© ©mrfacQ cl©er©a©e© and th© effect of
diffaaiosml realmtmwe Imereaaeo and at higher temperature©,
the ohemioal reeiatane© im overshadowed by diffusional
roalstamoe, Th© reaction rate 1© then oomtrolled by gm©
veloeity and the partial pressure of the gaolfylmg medium,
The aotl vat lorn energy of thl© reactioai ha© been 
P 65 77*=*80variously reported^ ' ^   ^ " Th© x^ ide ramge Im value©
given may be ascribed to g -
(a) varying degree isi mas©-transport,
(b) the Influence of âmpurlti©©, amd
15(c) th© peroentmge carbon bum-off,
Th© production of carbon monossid© ha© been shown to b©
29,36,3^ 981-86 
greatly accelerated by th© presenc© of a catalyst o
O *a K3fl Q ^ H 5
Catalyst© found to be active are Nickel, Na^CG^,  ^  ^ j 
and F©, They appear to help in the faster removal
of the surf me© 0^ 1 id© formed on the carbon o
Th© evidence of carbon monossld© poisoning of the reaction
56cam© from Hinohelwood and hi© associâtes and 1© support©©! by
58Gilliland and him ammociat©©, Hlmmhelxtrood found that th© 
gaaificatiosa rat© was greatly retarded when carbon monoxide 
x?a© introduced along with carbon diosslde in a carbon gasifica­
tion experiment,
Xollo Qua si equilibria and carbon free ©mermr.
If Chemical reactants are left in adequate contact for 
an infinit© length of time the extent to xa^ hlch reaction takes 
place is limited by the chemical thermodynamic equilibrium of
the system, Xzm a flow ©y a tern:, if © qui 11 hr 1mm Is reached 
before th© gas©© leave th© reactor, the outlet composition 
of thee© gaseo xtill bo calculable from the Imown thermo*-'^  
dynasiaic data. The ©quilibrium constant for a reaction i©
I
related to the free energy change by the equation
âF Kî - HT^ln K 
where the symbol© have th© usttal slgmlflcamc© and the 
standard state for reference has been defined.
Recent considérât!ma of gas analyse© from fluid bed 
gaslflers by SqulM©^appear to imdicate that in-certain 
case© equilibria may b© exceeded. The outlet gms compoeitioim 
would appear to suggest that the extent of reaction has gone 
beyond that which should be thermodynamically possible, Thu© 
he ©how© that reactive chars in fluid!sed- - beds may yield 
met ham© cosie entrât! on ©ubstantially in excess of that 
predicted by the p-graph!t©«hydrogesi equllibrium for the 
reaction
G  2  H g  G B ^
It'may be ©aid, of course, that such data represent a 
quasi-©quilibrium over very active forms of carbon and as 
such should mot be compared directly with p-graph!to, Vm±m@ 
th© later equilibrium as a yardstick, however, osa© is able 
to calculate th© semaimgly ©so©©a of free energy for such 
chars over that of p-graphite and thus obtain a scale of
^ 6 ,
©mrbom activity, Th© data by Squire© Indicat©© a
poaoibl© 02#b©0o @f free omergy for ©uoh forme of oarhom at 
1700®F rangissg froms IBOO eal/gomel© to %B00 ôal/g,mol@,
Such Qxo©©olv© free osaergi©© simst he aosooiatod with th© 
difforosao© hotwoGm th© thermal proporti©© of the hulk ©olid© 
and finely divided ©olid© of high ©mrfao© area pon unit 
weight. It 1© ©xtromely difficult ale© to allow adequately 
for the aetivatisig effect© of adsorbed hydzeogem om suoh 
emrbom ©urfaeeSd Moreover, when the carbon 1© deposited 
a© a thlss film osa asi active omtalyGt ©urfaoe, the appazemat 
oarbom reactivity may be ©xpeèted to differ ooneidermbly 
from that of bulk graphite, Thi© wm© Isa fact ©hoi:mL to bo 
the emm© for ©arbosa deposited mi Nickel by Gilliland and
The data furnished by Gibb et ai" suggest that 
iron ha© the ©am© influesa©©.
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fia o FBELIMIMAHT STUDIES
The ultimate object, a© stated Im th© intréduetlosi was 
to ©tudy the Boudouard equlllbrlma In a fluldlsed bed for 
carbon depoaitod on a catalyst, Ao a basis for compmrlaom 
and im ordezc tc becomm familiar with the experimental 
résulta to be expected, a number of ©xperimesito wore carried 
out on m fixed bed of meta3.1urgieal coke. The ©f fee to of 
temperature, eoke particle sl^e, gaa flowrate amd general 
arrasigement of th© bed on th© outlet gaa analysis were all 
studied,
Expérimenta w©r© carried out also om carbosi deposited 
in a fixed bed of reduced Iron particles,
2,1, Preparation of cok® powder asid iron catalyst,
A co.usignm©sit of 3/h inch screened metallurgical coke 
was obtalszied from the coke oven© associated with a local Irosn 
works. It had been prepared by th© carbomination of a blemd 
of Scottish ©okisîig coal©. The swelling index of the blend ms 
determined by B, S, 3.016 s part 12, 1939o was 5oSo A represent a « 
tiv© sample of the eok© was ground to pass 73 mesh B,0oS,
The proximate analysis of the powder was them determined by 
the methods set out in B,S,10l6s part %, 1937, The results 
were as indicated im Table 3,1 below.
TABLE S„i
csa.'snafc>cg« ngMT*aKRs;r=^:ffliga  ArtA**»
Moi ©tur© 1,20
A©h
Volatile mattor 
Fixed carbon
11.30
0,63
100,00
The main bulk of th© ©®k© wa© tb©m passed through a eeriea 
of laboratory criiolring and grinding imit©, Jaw-erueher^
roll-mlll and hammer-ml 11, Th© fiai© powder wma them graded 
into a number of ©nitable aleve-eis© range© by moasa© of 
Brltlmh Standard mlevea and a meohmmloml (Hotap) ©i©v© 
©hskiaig maohlm©, The sis© ranges m@l©ot©d for gasification 
studies were
*■ - l6 18 mesh - 6o <. 72 mesh
- 22 <.25 M - 72 <. 100
- hh <- 60 ” - 100 130 "
A supply of iron or® was obtained also from a 3.ooal 
Iron works. The ore was a Cerro Bolivar haematite from 
South America, Th© iron oomtemt of this or© was reported 
to be 3^^ (ioGo 80^ Fe^O^) and 30^ silica and other 
gmmgu© constituent©. Am ©upplied, th© ore was In the form of 
1 to k inch lump©, Th© larger piece© were broken im the 
laboratory Jaw-czm©her and them all th© or© was crushed 
in the laboratory roll mmd hammer mill. The powdered ore 
vms then graded into a member of si^©,..rang©© by B«S, sieve©
29 «
The ©is© rmmgem- 16 <• 18 memh and *=> 30 100 m©©h were
ret aimed for use in the garni fl cation studio©, Tlio forma© r 
was uo©d in fix©d bed ©tudie© and th© latter fozi* fluidlESation 
experiment© ,
Screen analysis of th© - 32 <- 100 mesh fractiosa was 
d©t©ranln©d by th© method laid down in B,S, 1796 s 1952,
The result© were as given in Table 2,3,
TABLE 2,2
w ta per c ©nt
Through 52 mesh B,8,8, and on 60 mesh B,8 ,8 , 18,9^
Ï5 6o « ÎÛ 72 21,35
72 (3 » 100 ^ 48.75
« 100 Q « 120 " 9.4?
M 120 Î 5Ï 130 1,36
M 150 W « - 0,13
3.00.00
2.2, Fixed-Bed Gasification Apparatus,
This part of the work was undertaken on a sitipl©
apparatus consisting of th© following parts,
(a) Furnace
Reaction tube
(c) Gas metering Instrument^ and
(d) Gas analysis apparatus,
A flow-sheet of th© general arrangement is shown in 
Figure 2,1,
Tl
'T\ r -
O
9
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r
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EEËBS£S<> This was mn ©l©ctrtcal high 
temperature tub© furmac© capabl© ot operating up to IkOO^C.
It could accommodât© a 1^/h inch OpD. refracto^ furnace tub© 
and heat a length of 13 <>5 inches * Heating was by direct 
radiation from carbon resistance rods whioh were grouped 
around the furnace tube « Furnace temperature control was 
provided and th© furnace temperature was measured by a 
Chromel-Alumel thermocouple placed near to the outer surfac© 
of the furnace tube at the mid-point of its length, and 
indicated by a temperature calibrated millivoltmeter^ Th© 
fur mao e could be arranged ©o that th© furnace tub© a%is was 
horizontal or vertical,
R eac t i on tub © „ Thi© was a &Mllit© tub© 30 isichet 
long and with am internal diameter of 0,9 inch, Tifo neoprene 
rubber stoppers held th© inlet and outlet gas-llmes im place. 
They were protected from direct radiation from the reactor 
bed of the furnace by X/k inch thick disc© of ©oft asbestos 
sheet placed in the tub© before them,
2,2,3, Gas metering. This was achieved by manometric 
flowmeter© filled with cone©ntrated sulphuric acid and 
previously calibrated against a standard Wet' gas-meter for 
each individual gas in use, Tt^ o such flowmeters were used 
in these ©2sp©riments, on© for nitrogen and another for carbon 
dioxide,
31.
Gas mmalyais aumratus» Thle wa® a British 
Standard Or ©at apparatus permitting asualysl© f©r ©arbosi 
dio2sld©ç ossygem and carbon momc^slda, Mltrogem wao detormlmcd 
by dlffaramcG,
2,3, F^p©rxm@ntal Procedure,
A weighed amount of coke of a .particular particle-size 
range was taken which would give a packed bed length im the 
tub© of 12 cms, Th© cok© was held in place inaid© th© 
reaction tube by 1 inch thick plug© of asbestos wool at each 
end. Initially th© furnace was used with th© reaction tub© 
lying in m horizontal position in it. Nitrogen was continuously 
passed through th© tube, and th© temperature raised to the 
desired valu© by adjustment of the electrical controls. When 
th© desired temperature had been reached, carbon dio%id© was 
introduced into the reactor at th© required rate with the 
nitrogen, Th© exit gases were then analysed by Orsat at 
suitable time intervals. This experiment was repeated at 
different temperatures, flowrates and coke particle sizes,
A new series of experiments was then carried out with the 
reaction tube vertical.
The complete series of experiments w©r© as follows s -
(a) With reaction tube horizontal;
i) effect of temperature,
ii) effect of flowrate,
iii) effect of particle size range,
(b) With reaction tub© vertical and gas flowing upward
i) effect of flowrate,
ii) effect of particle size rang©.
'In til® cas© of i;h©  ^ tli® bcsd &4ix.pport®d
by a perforated istainleas ®te©l diac whj.eh wao ±n tu:m 
supported by a steel spiral puabed inald© the reactor from 
below,
2^4^ Evaluation of "Equilibrium Ratio”«
Although it was r©alie©d that the time of contact of 
carbon dlo%lde with colce in th© "reaction tube was very likely 
to be insufficient -To t  chemical equilibri^im to be reached, it 
was decided to ova an ” ©qui librium ratio'- for the ejxl t
g’ases in the manme:r jiorKially uaed to calculate an. ©quilibrium 
constant, Th© vsiluc obtained whan compa'red with the constant 
at the sarsi© temperatur© for tli© Boudouard equ 111 br 1.urn would 
give B. measure of the prosiimlty to ©quiliforlum.
The most convenient way of reprosonting the equation 
for the calculation, of equilibrium constant lit in terms of 
parti-al pressures. For the Boudoua%'d ©quillbriump this is as
follows K-
^GO2
wh.©x’© Pqq sisid ar© partial pressures of carbon monoxide
and carbon dioxide. This ©quation can also b@ written in
terms of fractional volumas of each
i o  „ (-co)^P^" « (Vco)^
^C0„ )p2 ^C0„c& (C
For reaction at atmospheric pressure (p ^ l), the equation 
becomes
E = hgo)
Thl© ©quation was u©@d to ealculat© the ©qui.libs'*!urn ratios 
im the above ©sparimento,
2o5s Calculation of rasidamoa tlm©,
Tlia rosidane© time of a flowing fluid in passing through 
an ©mpty vessel largely depends on f<?h© flowrate of the fluid 
and the dimension© of the vessel, Th© calculation of 
residence time become© a little more complicated if thQ vessel 
i© packed with gramulaz' material. The velocity of the .fluid 
within the vessel will depend on the available flow channel© 
or bed voidage, A relationship to enable residence time to 
be calculated fox' a gas flowing through a bed of ©olid 
particle© involve© such parameter'© as ga© flowrate, bed length 
and diameter, weight of the ©olid in the bed and the truse 
density of the solid partiel©©.
Hence, if
V EÎ flowrat© of the fluid, f
S3 diameter of the tub©, ft,
L ss length of the bed, ft,
S3 weight of the ©olid, bed, gms,
p S3 trm© desmlty of the ©olid particle© In 
the bed, .,er ibs/ft*^ .
Them overall voluisa© of the bed
f- B®:
h 10 # b A ,  ft
IJVolusia© of the solid a = ft
P
Volume of the free ©pace Im the bed
w f ïîfi. ™ 24 1 p
1}_ ^
Residomo© time sains
This equation warn to ealeulat© the reaideaee time of
the flowing flivid Immlde the reaetor ^
2a>6o Essporimental Hesult©^
Ë*6ulu, Morissontal reaetion tube<, The result© of the
«S KvsisT"=TreimytsjLBealuitsabvssfssstsrvtrtxn:vu7C3j:.rrz' & gctztfalTVMT-i '
various ©s:ip»©rim©nt© are tabulated below im Table© 2,3 to 2^3 
plotted In Figure© 2^2 to 2^3^
TABLE 2,3 Effect of furaae© temperature
Length of the bed of cok© partii
Weight of coke bed
Particle ©iso r-ange
Imlet ga© flowrate
Inlet gae eopposition
:lem ^ 12 cm©
E3 22o 8 gam9
S3 - l6 IB m©mh B,S,8, 
k: 1320 c o c/mi3^0 at 20^0 
^ 5û,75fo carbon dioxide 
kÿt>23% ziitrogen
enctiiaC=ix
/ RumI Sample I Temp 
Mol taken I C^ 
at (mim)l
Per cent isi 
C0_
off«gas 
CO
50.2
50.3
1100
Log
.calculated
.roisrtiassKCissrssrfsf.»
0
1300
%o.o 17, S
h o ,  6 16,0
h i , a 13,0
h i , 8 l k , 0
1 6 , 6 k 6, h
S0„0 h h , o
26.2 3 k  ,8
33.0 25.0
o.5lslo“^„
o.%%7xlo°^
0„Ï>%7sî10”£
0.%&6slo“-^
7.39s;10“’L  
6.305k 10'“Î 
S.%âlslo“f 
%.688310"
-3.292ft3 
-3.3ft969 
U 3,3ft 969 
1-3.35069
-1.13101
-1.20012
-1.26873
-1.32901
1.2969 0,11263
0.9680 -O.OlftlS
0„f}622 -0.33317
0.189ft -0.72261
rj
TABLE Effect ©f emrbom dicxid© flowrat©
Bs»itin6ïtiafrrtrsctw»)CSTettti$T:î3s«3=nss;xaSa^:*jUrG5BG avtsgeirrsrsarsra
the bed of cok© partiel©© 
%feight of the eok© bed 
Partiel© ©isQ’ rang©
Temperatar© of gasification
12 cm©p 
2 2 g 8 gm®,
- l6 18 m©8h 
1100®C-
S„8
Sample 
takem 
at (mln)
Flow rat© 
c, c p /mâ
Per comt 
off«ga© 
COg I GO
Log 
calculated
620 
(50 lp623&) 
1,662#
1p?6S5 
1,83745
l O p O 2p38092s10 22 0 17353210 
Ip 7041x10
90
300
i 9 . H ) 24,1173x10 
12,3028x10"; 
11,2111x10“
Op 61780
Op 9 1 0 0 9  
0,95036 
I0OI0 6 0  
Ip 04248
™ cfi31
18.0 9.75903:10 ' 
9i.o6ft.6Klo“
î»889ss;10 
Z2,776hxlo 
18.9393s£lO 
16; # 117%10
0.ft9?02 
0,6h26z 
0.72285 
P . 7 7 1 0 7
86
101 
50.0^) 18.%
22.%
26.0 
7
28.0
>263.%ft6lijl0 
&6l5ssl060
30.0357%10
TABLE 2o5 E f f e c t partiel© rmmg©
Length 0,f the bed ©f coke partiel©© ss 12 cm©, 
Teepormtur© &t gmslflemtlëm e llOO^G
Imlet gae flewrat© sa 297 CoCo/eih, at 20®G
Inlet gao ©@sap©©iti©n ^ 50, earbon dloxid© and
50 oO^ mltrogem
Weight of th© bed for «22s**25 me ©h rang© B, 8,8, sa 28,5 gme 
« » " «60-Î-72 " s 33,0 "
» " « «72^100 ” £3 39,5 «
Bim
Nop
Sample - 
taken 
at (min)
Particle 
sis© rang© 
lüosh BpS,sJ
P©r
off«
C02
cent
gas
co
K log K 
calculated
0 -
---------
5 «E2*î»E5 27 A 31.6 36.3? 083î10"® -0.%3926
1 30 87.6 30.6 33.9â60sîl0 “^ -0 .%693%
60 28.0 29.0 30.0357sîl0"^ -0 .522%5
90 28.0 28.0 2 8 . OOOOsslo"® -0 .5528%
lEO 28.0 28.0 2 8 . 00005s3.0“® -0 .3528%
0
_™_ -
c=n
2 3
30 »^6o*î*7 ^
29.0
27.6
30.%
31.%
31,8675x 10“®
33.7231x 10“®
-0 .%967%
-0,%%709
60 87.2 3 1 .% 36.8%85Klo“® ,-O.ftftOSl
90 26.8 31.6 37.25973:10“® -0.%2888
; ISO 26 .a 31.8 38.5969x 10“® -0.%1352
0 «> «»
39.%6% 6x 10“®5 26,6 [ 3& A ~0 .%027%
3 30 ^724.100 23.% 37.6 60.% 170x 10“ -0.21889
60 82.8 37,6 62.0070x 10“® -0.20761
90 22.6 37.8 63.2230x 10“® -0.19908
' 1 IIR
120
L
21.0 38,0 68.7619x 10"® -0.16266
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T A B L E  2o6 E f f e c t  © f  u s i n g  © a s 'L o n  d i o z l d ©  o n ^ r
Length of the heâ of coko partiel©0 
Weight of the hed of 00k©
Pag*tiol© ais© ^ango
Tempe gatu^G of gaaif ioa/cion
ïnlot flowgate of oaghon diosrid©
o %2 omsfe 
C3 5@o5 giûSo
(3 -^ g-î-IOO me ah Bo S® B«
 ^ llOO^C
- 148o5 ©oo/mixio at 20®C
Run Sample
taken
at(mla)
Peg cent
COg
of f-’ga© 
CO
ÎC Log K 
calculated
0 “=
5 4 1 0 4 5B06 82o94503i:lO“^ .0«08124
1 50 56.0 64 0 0 115„7777xlO~^ •4-Co 05578
60 31o4 680 6 149»8713x10"® -^0«17533
90 3O0O TOoO 163«3333x10"® ■4-0,21299
120 gf oO
,.................  , , .
11.0 173o8275x 10"®
iarÆsÆTgi:vffia^'u^u^ i^.*ii-<j;flKvvigy«aE5s^B*fc'4ayr!i en
-i-0,24006
2 o6 o2 o Vegtioal Keaotion TubOo With the tub© 
vegtloalp the inlet gaa m ©  passed through the bed of ooko 
in axi upr/agd digeotlono
3B
TABLÉ 2oî Effect ef eagbon
^  0 ■r,^ii.<n>,j7,r fin«-it,Tm f,v.fffTrrr,Tiri ii,i r , m a, fT c ^ f- fr f r^ rr - to  r- r r f * —r ' ^ - r r r - ^ T r i r # w f'w, ii' *  "' * ‘ rfr-arr*«fl^ r . 'l '^ ^ rrr—
Length @f the bed of ©oke pas?t;lel©8 
Weight of the bed of eok©
Psgtlelo sise gang©
Temperatmg© of gasification
=< 12 QBBo
ra 22oB gmso
cj «16*^ 18 mesh Bo So So
3.1OO®0
srsratiSïtiKartPtiï
Bun
ROo
Sample
taken
at(iain)
Flowg< 
© 0 e/ m:
5, te 
ino
1 eog
.... .
Peg cent 
off«gae 
CO^ , CO
 ^  ^ _______
K Log K 
oaloula'Ëoâ
0 CE3
48,5043x10"®
47.0515x10"®1
5
50
99.23
(30.0^
99.23
1(30.0^
25,4
25.6
35.1
33,0
=0,31426
-0,52010
60 25,0 34.2 4 5,5348x 10"® -0.34361
90 26,8 32,2 38,6880x10"® -0,41251
12 0 27,0 32,0 37,9259x10"® =0,42113
150 L_ 2 6o4 30,6it'< 35,4681x 10"® ,-0,45017
0 ca c=>
23,7827x10"®
15.7641x10"®2
5
30
148.3
(50.0^ ;
140,5
(30.0^ )
30,2
32,4
26,8
22,6
-0.62177
-0,80245
60 54.0 22,0 14,2352x10"® =0.84680
90
niifiTi^iriTrirTn~ni~'imTtnTHTrt<i‘_________
35.0 21,0 12,6000x10"® =0,89963
0
5
204
(49.04^ )
212
(90.96^ 29,0 2 1 ,0 15,2068x 10"® —0,81816 1
3 30 90,6 2 0 ,7 14.2068x10"® -0,84771
60 3I0O 20,4 13,4245x10"® -0,87224
90 3 1 .6 20 ,0 12,6582x10"® -0,89793
120 32,0 19,6 12,0050x10"® -0,92082
150
asajc=vrar^«.jtr-!i, I.MH, ________
32,6 19,0 11,0736x10"® -0,95591
39.
SABLB 2o8 Sffeot of ■par'êS.el® sâæ© 2eang©
Length of tlm b©d of cok© particle 
Temperature of gasification 
Inlet gao flor/gat©
Inlet gaa composition
K: 1^ cmso
- 1100®c
= 29Î Ooc/mino at 20®C
50oO^ carbon dioxide 
50oO?? nitrogen
Weight of the bed of coke for «>22*!*25 particle range pBo So So
 ^28o5 gmso
" " =60-.^ ?2 M ^ 53oO gmoo
" " -7S-M00 "  ^39o5 gaso
Run
EOo
Sample
taken
at(min)
Particle
siss©
rang©
meshpBSS
Per C02
GOg
it off-gae 
CO
E
calcule
Log K 
3, ted
0 c=>
■
5 26.4 32.6 40.2598x10“® =0.59522
1 30 -22-{-25 29.6 29.4 29.2013x10“® =0.53462
So 29.2 29.0 28.8015x10"® -0.54061
90 28.0 28.0 28.0000x 10"® =0.55204
0
5 2 0 .0 34.0 5 7.8000x10"® -O.238O7
2 30 — So ■<'V 2 18.0 44 » 0 107.5555x 10"® •Î-0.03140
So 17 0 6 4 4 .4 112.0090x10“® ■frO.0492
90 17.0 4 5 .0 119.1176x10"® 40.07592
gA-Æj.»Lirj ji.»j»gBctfrjg»gCTWg 
0 C3
5 2 2 .0 39.0 69,1363x10"® =0.16033
3 50 -7 2-MOO 20.2 40.8 62.4079x10"® -0.08407
60 13.4 42.6 9 8.6282x10"® -O0OO6O3
90
120
18.0
17.4
43.0 
44 0 6
102,7222x10"®
ii4.3195k 10“
■{■0.01157
■{O.O58Q6
150 17.0 43.0 119.1176x10"® ■{■O. 07 59 2
____________
40
TABLE 2.9 si£âs;L,a£=.Baâ5S-.-Sâskm-âââSââi...^alz-aa
Length of the bod of ook© partioioa 
Temperature of gasification 
îaiot gas flonrate
ca 12 emso
« ixpo®c
 ^ 148o5 Ooo/mixioat 20^0
Weight of bed of coke particle else rang© -60+T2 mesh Bo So So
 ^35 gmso
Weight of bod of cok© ^article sis© rang© i100 mesh Bo So So
“ 59«5 gmso
Run
H©o
Sample
taken
at(min)
Particle 
sise 
rang© 
saesho BSS
WT: zisi
Per o©3 
COg
at off=gas 
CO
ÎC Log Ë 
calculated
0 —
1 5 -60-Î-Î2 40.2 59.8 88.9562x10“® ■=0 . 0 5 0 8 5
30 26. S 73.8 207.8793x10"®. ■{■0 . 3 1 7 6 7
60 24.6 73.4 231.1040x10"® -«O.5 6 5 8O
90 2 5 . 0 77.0 257.7826x10"® ■m.4 1 1 2 0
0 —
5 40.0 60.0 9 0 .0 0 0 0x 10"® -0 . 0 4 5 7 6
50 -72-Î4.00 26.0 74.0 210.6154x10" i-o. 3 2 3 4 2
60 2 3 . 2 76.8 254,2344x10"® ■{■0 . 4 0 5 1 7
90 20.6
......... .
79.4
TSjij; Js-su r.-fgJt"
3 0 6 .0 3 6 8 3 1 0 "® +0 . 4 3 5 7 2
2.6 X© caXemXmtlomw o The calcalatioH of* the
©quilibrium ratio for outlet gas composition of
carbon diossid© 
carbon mosio^sid©
S3 hOfa
17^
was a© follows?
(^cp)
:i7 ) 
,100)
%0
1Ô0
4000
7.225 31 10
log ss 2*8 3B84 1.14116
Calculation of ^©©idenca Tim©
R©©id©ric@ tim@© were calculated for the particle ©is© 
rang© - 16  ^ 18 B.S.S. a© this was th© only sample which had 
presided sufficient reading© in both horizontal and vertical 
reaction tubes.
The true density of the particle© was determined by 
the method of B.S.1016, part 13, 19^3v and was found to be 
2.26 gms/c.Co The residence time© for various flowrates 
along with the log K value© both for horizontal and vertical 
tubes are given in Table 2.10.
TABLE 2o1() R©sldonc@«ÿpu* gjynetj #  *& Ænca«^7aJ tim© ï/ith ffosBQot to flowsat©rS K Tcw » ♦ViS4<3A»1S5™«ÎS>«S5STOt:ti#i» CAg'fc£g3Wtf*'gUJ*g»*^.C**Xrft-tJP*4ua*ijAajn*i.'tnw* «tiS'.jaeBRts
Elowrat© Rasidenoe Calculated Log K values for
©0 ô/mino tim© (min.) Horizontal tube Vertical tube
198o5 0.1970 c=> -Oo310
203 0,1927 0 0 011
"
297 0.1517 ^0,755
407 0.0961 “
416 0.0941 ° -0 o820
600 0.0645 OOo72
1225 0.0519 —1 0 6 i -
Th© calculation of r®aidemc@ tim© for flowrate^1320 c.c/mim, 
and the partiel© sise rang©^ «l6-i.l8 m@8h xm© made as folloxfs:
P )
S3
£3 H©©âd©iâ©o tlmo
%(2g„8)
,0.0466%)
s 3.36 a 0,003329 œ 0.0896% mlmo
8.3%(1 8) 8.Ê6(8.3%)3 (iâ)3
2.6o4o Reaction with carbon deposited on. Iron
■MC» = n  C~,frm r-irr-im tT  r ni-iT -rwi- 'ir y  r  -  in "-rr,i i,'i , . iZ%=Tr — .  nfi#W .I ! ',-TTTi ". '111'if A:*
Three experimental runa x^ rere carried out in which carbon
deposited on freshly reduced iron was gasified xfith carbon
dioxide. In each ca©a 100 gmo of* the haematite or© ("164-18
meeh B.S.S.)©iz© range) was placed in the furnace tub© with
it© axi© in a vertical direction. The ore powder xfas kept
in position by mean© of a stainl©©© steel disc perforated with
a number of 1.0 mm diameter hole© and ©upported by a st©@l
spiral'. The gas flow xfa© arranged to be downwards from the
top of the reactor and a glass condenser was included in the
outlet line to collect the condensed water produced during
the reduction of the or©. The duration of each reduction
was 10 hours with an inlet floxirrat© of hydrogen of 0.013 ft /min, 
at 20^0o Since it wa© difficult to estimate the end of xfater
evolution, the extent of reduction of the iron or® was tested
from tlsH® to time by passing a little methane 'through the bed
and analysing the off«*ga© fox’ carbon monoxide. The non-
appearance of carbon monoxide was taken as an indication of
the completion of reduction of the ore to metallic iron. As
soon a© the reduction was seen to be complete, hydrogen flow
was stopped and methane wa.B introduced into the reactor at
%
a rate of 0.017 ft /mln at 20®C. After a fixed time of carbon 
deposition (tx-j'o hours in each case) , a measured flow of carbon 
dioxide and of nitrogen were introduced into the reactor.
The outlet gaae© x^ er© analysed every tx^enty minutes
87x^ ith the help of an Orsat apparatus connected to the outlet 
line by a T-piece,
ÏABL3S Soil Gasification of carbon donoslted on iron
Length of the bed of iron powder = 1 7o4 cmso 
Weight " " *3 *jOOoO gmso
Partiole sis© range  ^c=i6'>'10 mesh Bo So
Inlet flowrat© at 2 0®C of hydrogen =» 0 q015 ft^/mino
" methane  ^O0OI7 ft^/mino
" " *' carbon dioxide and nitrogen^^mixtur©
s O 0O26 ft'^/mino
Inlet gae composition c, 54 ,^ carbon dioxide
c] 46^ nitrogen
Temperature of reduction and carbon deposition =; 8 00®C
gasification 8 00®C and 850^ 0^
Run Temp 0 Sample p e r  c e n t  o f f^ g a s xc Log K
ÎÎO0 G ta k e n CG^ CO c a l c u l a t e d
a t ( m i n )
____________
0 - ™
1 800 20 2 2 o8 3 8 o2 0 0 64 •=0 . 1 9 3 8 2
40 a 6 oO 3 2 . 0 0 .3 9 4 - 0 . 4 0 4 5 0
60 29o8 2 8 » 2 0 . 26? “ 0 . 5 7 5 4 9
80 51 o4 26 0 6 0 . 2 2 6 - 0 . 6 4 5 8 9
0 «
800 20 12 06 4 To4 1 . 7 8 0 •H).25042
40 l T o 0 42o2 1 . 0 0 +0 . 0 0 0 0
60 2 4 oO I 5 7 oO 0 . 5 7 1 - 0 . 2 4 5 5 6
80 24o 6 5 5 o4 O.5O8 - 0 . 2 9 4 1 4
0 « ca
5 850 20 2 o2 6 3 . 0 1 8 .0 4 0 0 + 1 .2 5 6 2 2
40 2 o2 6 2 . 8 1 7 .9 2 3 0 + 1 .2 5 3 3 4
60 5 oO 5 9 oO 1 1 ,60 33 +1 . 0 6 6 4 6
80 5«5 5 6 q4 9 . 0 8 8 0 +0 . 9 5 8 4 7
h 5
TABLE 2c12
Tempo
The valu© s of log K for different 
temperatures wore taken by linear 
extrapolation to aero tim© and shown 
in the table belowp along with the 
theoretical value of log Ko
Log K
Experimental Theoretical
800
800
850
“ Do 06
4- Oo5^
> io50
K" 00025
lo20
% û
2 a 6 o 5 o Graplalcfôl nrememtatiom of* tl&© @x:p©riE0a©mtal 
reemltOo Th© ©xp@rim©mtal amd oalemlated results tabulated 
earlier are presented in graphic form in tb.is seotiom* Tm 
Figo 2o2 is ©bo'Cm a plot of log 1C v© tim© for different 
temperature© for a horlsomtal remetlorn tube mmd the difference 
between the ©s^perimental and tbeoretieal log K 1© ebown Im
Figure 2o3o
Tb© final ©Kperlmental log K value© in this ©eetionp 
for a partioular experiment were obtmlmed by ©%trapelating 
the log li V© time line lineariy to ^ero tlmae *
Otber log IC vs time plot© are mhowm in Figure©
20 6p 2^8 and 2^9 for different flowrate© and different 
particle ©ijg© rang© for both horizontal and vertical reaction 
tube© and difference between the ultimate log SC for these 
experimental and the oorreapomdimg theoretical log SC i© ©howsa 
in S^lgure© 2^3 and 2^ ,7 respectivelyo Thé effect of r©Qid@ne© 
time of the reacting gam on the #qui 11 hr 1mm ratio© 1© shown 
in Figure 2 *10«
The log 1C V© time plot® for experimmmt© dome ®m reduced 
iron wltlh deposited' ©arbom are ©ho^^m im Figure 2<,11 and the 
ultimate log K values for these ©xperlmemt© and the differene© 
between them and theoretical value© are shown Im Table 2<,12<,
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2 o7 DiacuëQlosi of the reaiilts«
In a flow method of operation lik© th© on© described 
on previous pages, a representative equilibrium ratio cannot 
be taken by averaging the ratios obtained at different 
times in an experimental run* Although theoretically the 
amount of carbon available for reaction should have no 
effect on the equilibrium, and does not in fact enter into 
the calculation of an ©qullibriuHi constant, the progressive 
burn«off of carbon opens channels in the bed through which 
gas can by.* pa as and exposure of ash constituents may have 
a blanketing effect on the surface reaction between carbon 
and carbon dioxide* It can b© seen fs^ om the results that 
in most cases the equilibrium ratio decreases with time of 
contact* However, in some experiments particularly with 
smaller carbon particles, the equilibrium ratio increased 
with time of contact* This might be due to slower rate of 
carbon burn-off* Moreover, with increase in time increasing 
amount of carbon surface ssiay be coming into contact with 
the reacting gas* A© is generally known, the smaller the 
particle- sises the bigger the surface they present* Tt is 
possible that a longer experimental time would have shown 
a diwox'easing tendency after a sufficient fraction of carbon 
been burnt-off*
k 8»
Owing to the tendency of the equilibrium ratios to 
decrease with time, an appropriate equilibrium ratio was 
obtained by extrapolating the log K vs time plot to zero 
time * It may be seen that in some cases the plotted line© 
approach the equilibrium ratio axis linearly and a zero 
time valu© ia easily obtained* In other cases, however, 
the first sample drawn appear© to give a result not in a 
straight line with later points* It is difficult to Imow 
in these cases whether these first points should be included 
in the extrapolation or excluded* In Figure© 2 *6 , 2*3 and 
2*9 in particular, the results for -72^100 mesh size rang©, 
297 c * c/min flowrat© and -22f2^ and = 6 0 f m e s h  size ranges 
respectively appear to be out of line *
It was found that the coke carbon had little reaction 
to carbon dioxide at 7^0°C and very low reaction at 900^C*
The equilibrium ratios for other temperatures were very low 
compared with the theoretical one© (Figure 2 *3)*
Thre^ experiments were carried out using 100^ carbon 
dioxide (Figure© 2*6 and 2 *9) and the equilibrium ratios 
were found to be higher than those obtained in experiment© 
carried out with the same amount of carbon dioxide but 
diluted with ah equal amount of nitrogen (Table 2 *3 run No* 3, 
and Table 2*8 run Nos* 2 and 3 )* Perhaps the equilibriuHi 
ratios would not have been so high, had it been possible to 
us© the same flowrat© in all case©* As it was shown in 
other experiments (Figure© 2*4 and 2 *3 ) that increase in
>k 9
flowrateo docreased the equilibrium ratio by decreasing 
th© re©id©Bc© time of the reacting gas in tb© reactor, the 
©am© argument could wall be applied to the caa© of lOO*^  CO^ 
flow where th© residence time was double that of the 
mixture*
The extent of the reaction was also Influencad by the 
increase in partiel© ai zee used * Higher equilibrium ratios 
x^ ere obtained with the emaller particle size ranges than with 
the larger one^ s, with the same flowrate of gas and at the 
same temperature* Th© smaller particles offer a larger 
amount of reaction surface per unit volume and also cause 
higher gas velocities between th© par hides than do the 
larger particles* 'Fv/o anomalies, however, x^ oro observed 
d  th th© -224-25 mesh particles in hoz'lsontal reaction tube, 
and the -60h*7 2 me ah particles in the vertical reaction tube *
In both cases, th© equilibrium rati.os obtained were higher 
than thoo© obtained with smaller particles such ao -6O4-72 mesh 
in the second casse* No explanation could be offered for 
these anomalies as the conditions of reaction were th© same 
in all cases*
Th© percentage of carbon removal with time from the 
bed x-ÿas also calculated for several run© for both horizontal 
and vertical positions* It may be s©©n from Figure 2*12 
that the percentage removal of carbon from the bed has a 
linear relationship to duration of run*
1 &0
A BLE 2-4 RUM 4
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<
80 120
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Th© p@rcentame carbon removal wao calculated by a 
nitrogen balance for three ca©®© (Rim N o o f  Table 2,%),
Run NOol and 2 of Table 2^7)^ For Rim Mo « 1 of Table 2^6 
'Cohere no nitrogen wa© naod, the calculation wa© carried out 
by correlating th© percemtage© of carbon monoscid© and carbon 
diossid© of th© ©3:11 ^ao©© with th© inlet flowrat©« A typical 
nitrogen balance calculation 1© shown below, © & for Run 
Moe  ^ of Table 2.&.
Flowrat© of nitrogen a 101« 5 c « c/mln at 20^C„
Ejsit ga© percentag©© s 18 ^ 4^ carb@3i diossid©,
4 3 o 6^ carbon monoxide 
Inlet gas composition ^0% nitrogen, and
50^ carbon dioxideo
Calculation
Mole© of carbon diojsid© entering’ th© reactor
per hundred mole© of nitrogen s 50 CIB#') ' 100
50
gm* atoms of carbon entering per hundred 
mole© of nitrogen is ICO
Total amount of carbon diosside and carbon monossid© 
in th© ©%it gas s 62fo
Nitrogen in th© ©3:it gas ^ 38^
atoms of carbon in th© e%it gas per
hundred moles of nitrogen s 62 (lO-OÎ s 163
38
Excess gm„ atoms of carbon going out per hundred
moles of nitrogen 3 163»100 ss 63
51
or Oo^3 gîîâo atom© of carbon p®r mole of nitrogen*
Weight of Golm in the b©d s 22*8 gm©,
Ash content of th© coke ^ 11* 2^
Therefor© if w© make th© assuijptlon that coke
contain© only "carbon" and "aah", t©tal gm* atom© of
carbon in th© bed ^ (22* 8)(QqB88)
12
gm* atoms of carbon gasified per
minute = (o*6 3) 101*5
(Tooo) 293
percentage "burn-off" per minuteb
® ( lOlj, 5 ) 273(0.63)12 (100) 
s loorrfsM'ffiTfTas .8 ( 0
a 0.157^
For five saiirates a 0. Ig? ^ 5  - 0„785fa
The rate of carbon gasification may b® calculated alterna^- 
tlvoly by a carbon balance and the ©toichioEBetry of the 
equation
C  ^CO^ 2 CO*
It was found that the results obtained by ©luch a calculation 
checked well with those of the nitrogen balance as 
calculated above*
52
Th© © that carried cut with th®
reduced iron and deposited carbon In th© fissed bed were 
b©a®t with diffIcuXtleSp due to the carbon partially 
blocking available passage# through Iron-packed bed*
This caused a significant back«« pres sure to develop thus 
causing leak© and putting th© result© given by the flowmeter 
into error* However, the amalyal© of th® off--gas showed 
the ©ought for augmented reaction om iron* Theoretical 
equilibrium had been approached at 800*^ 0 and seemed to be 
surpassed at 850®G (Figure 2*11 and Table 2*12)*
It ha© been stated in th© Introduction that both 
Van Wormer asad Glbb foimd that thé Boudouard equilibrium 
could be ©s:ee©ded when th© reaction was carried out over 
reduced iron in a fluidised. bed* Am indication in support 
of this prediction ha© been obtained for a fi^sed-bad (850^C)* 
It appeared worthwhile to cosatimu© th©©® ossperlEoemts 
im a fluldi^ed bed where remctlom condition© could b© 
better controlled and result© would be more r©producibl©*
3. FLUID.BËD STUDIES IM A MILD STEEL BEKfCH-SGALE 
REACTOR.
msjii I .ffa ^  t u w  ■« ec*» JVSteETl
Th® pr©llmimary fiised-bed studi©s had shown that isi 
spit© of th© large ©%G©08 of carbon in th© bed, ©t©ady=- 
©tat® reaction conditions could mot b© obtained6 Th®
©21 tent of react lorn decreased with tim® ©vem after only a 
small amount of th® ©ok© had beem gasified* It was therefor© 
impossible to decide which value of equilibrium ratio on© 
should accept a© being unique for any given sot of reaction 
conditions*
Moreover, du© to th© inévitable temperature gradients 
associated with a fiKed^bed, th© ©ssact reaction temperatur© 
was not laiown* Even If It had b©@n 'possible to Introduce 
a thermocoupl© into the coke bed, a variation in tempera.tur® 
would have been obtained between the ©suds and the middle of 
th© bed. For these reasons all later studies w©r® made on 
fluidl^©d beds of particle©*
3* lo Th© development of f luidlssation and Its utility *
Th© fluidis©d“b©d technique is on© of th© înost 
inter©©timg chemical engine©ring d©v©lopsM©nts of the past 
twenty-five years* With the laps© of time, it has proved 
to foe an extraordinary versatile tool to the chemical 
engineering profession* From its start in th© late thirties 
and fortieSp this technique has had wide application in the
54*
petroleum and cheM^ical process industries * Though first
utilised in th© Winlcler gas generator in Germany in th©
SBlate twenties , the modern concept was actually developed
in the chemical engineering laboratory of the Ma©@achusîett®
Institut© of Technology by Professor© Lewi© and
K*]R„ Gi 13.Hand* Their basic ©tudle© of the flow properties
of ©olid© suspended In gas®©, coupled with the ingenious
concept of the stand-pipe for catalyst feed to a fluid!sed
bed resulted within two year© in the ooBnpletion of a full-
©cale comm^ercial plant for the catalytic cracking of
go
petroleum feed-©took*
The inherent qua3.1tl©s of a fluid!s©d-b©d ar© g -
(a) a high degree of mixing and intimât® contact between 
solid and gas®©,
(b) uniform distribution of the solid© throughout the bed,
(c) high heat transfer b©tw©©m gas and solids, and from 
point to point in th© bed and between bed and th© 
reactor walls, and
(d) easy removal and withdrawal of products*
It© main disadvantage® ar®g -
(a) frequent erosion of the reactor v®as©1, and
(b) carry-over of fines formed due to attrition of th© 
particles0
It may b® said, however, that for many purpoa®s th© 
advantages far outweigh th® di ©advantagea *
Th© agitated ©tat© of the particle© In a fluidlssed- 
bed help© in ©Kposing greater surface area to the reacting 
gases, thus ©neuring a high reaction rate* Moreover, due 
to th© low temperature gradients throughout the bed, the 
temperature of the bed can b© maintained within narrow 
known limita^ Thia i® of great value in kinetic and 
equilibriuiîâ studies of gaa-solid reactions*
3«2* Mochanisro of fluidization*
When a fluid is made to flow through a dens© bed of 
granular solid®, the fluid passes through th© interatieos 
between th© particles and experience© frictional r©©i©tancs 
This resistance of the bed to the flow of th© fluid causes 
a fluid preaaure^drop to be developed aero©© the bod* Th® 
pro saur© drop increase® with the increase of fluidc-flow 
until a maximum value is reached, when the bod offers a 
maximum resistance* At this point, th© pr©s©ur©«drop i© 
approximately equivalent to the weight of th© bod and the 
bed become© airborn©* With further increase of th# flow, 
th® roeiatanc© of the bed suddenly falls a little and th® 
particle® in th© bed begin to move* Thi© point i@ that of 
th® onset of fluidization or minimufiB fluid!nation* With 
further increase of fluid flowrat©, th© pro©sur© drop 
acros© th© bed r@mal.no approximately constant but th© bed 
expand© and ultimately reaches a maximum ©xpansion* The 
bod now i© in violent motion ^nd carry over of particles
P R E S S U R E  DROP c;m,of w a t a r
o
N
w
1© taking: Ultimately tïn© "îï^liol© b@4l i© emtralmed
by tb© and pae©©® ont of th© reactor* Im Flgmr© 3*1 a
pr©0©iar©*-drop«flow diagram for a hypothetical idealised
90fluidisation 1© glv©m*
3o3û B©nch«^©cal© apparatus *
This apparatus cosi©iot©d of th© following part© s *=»
(a) Reactor and gaa-preheater*
Fumac©*
(c) Gam cleaning and metering ©quipm©mt*
(d) Qmm arimlysi© apparatus*
A flow-©h©©t la shown in Flgur© 3*2*
3o3oXo Romotor* Th© reactor consisted of two ©©étions 
of 2 Inch XoBt, mild ©t©@l pip© with a wall thicksio©© of l/8 
imc% ©aeh flanged at oai© ©nd and th© fImmge© bolted together,
with a ©tainl©©© ©t©al sintered dise of approigimmtely 2*?6
thousandth© of ma inch pore ©i^o held betweem them * The outer 
©md© of th© amaembled pip© reactor were screwed and fitted with 
suitable end pieces, having ga© inlet and ©Kit points* A 
pressure tmpplmg was provided just below th© @int©r©d disc to 
enable th© total pressure drop through th© whole system to b© 
measured* Th© assembled reactor was supported in a vertical 
position on a tubular steel framework*
3o3o^p Gae^preheatero This was a heating elemaent, with 
a capacity of 730 watt© aa normally uaed in a bowl«typ© 
domestic electric radiator* It was mounted inside reactor 
tub© below th© sintered disc* It had mm outside diameter of
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1^/B Imeh mmd ttao a elearamee of 3 / l 6 Imoh mil
asroMsadiç hotweem th© r e m e t wall aniol it©©lf<> 
pl©ee© w©r© provided to saparmt© th# elememt from the 
steel ©sad-piee© of the reactor tiib©« These were fmhrieated 
from Slsada&iyoc Eleotrlo power to the elememt was supplied 
through a "Vmrlmo" voltage regulator^ with a o « % ampo 
ammeter Isa merieSq
3o3o3o ITurmao®o Heat was supplied to the remoter
%by a 3 ICw tubular (2"^ /% Imoh I^B^) ©leotrie furmaoe 
operatlmg at 270 V asid glvlmg a mmi&imum temperature of 
1200^0o Th© furmao© was oomtrolled by a '^’Varlac^® voltage 
regmlmtor asad series ammeter^ Whem fitted over the reactor^ 
the base of th© furnao© rested om the flanged joint«
Figure 3o3o show© am assembled view of the reactor, furmaee 
and pre-theater^
3 o 3 (, 4 o Gas M©teriœo The inlet gaseo^ omrbon dlossld© 
mmd nitrogen^were metered separately by calibrated mmmometrio 
f lo%%0t©rs uslmg o one ©sit rated ©ulphurie a d d  am mamometrio 
fluid o
3 ^ 3 o 3 o Gas oleamimg^ Th© t gase© from the reactor, 
before analysis, wiire ©leaned initially by a glass eyelome 
and then by passing through a trap packed with glass woolo
3o 3a 6, Gas [ma3^ ysiSo This was a British Standard 
8?Orsat mpparatu© which drew it® oample from th© gam essit 
line through m suitably placed T*^pi©o©o By means of this
T.C PORT
OUTLET
I
PREHEATER
3ENCH-SCALE REACTOR. ‘SYSTEM
F IG 3-3
appas?atue it poo©iblo to dotormlme earboîa dlossido,
o3£y^ ©îi and oairbon Esaonossid© in th© ®5sit ^a©o The nitrogen 
content tmo ©otlmatod by difference o
3o3à7o Temperatnre meaenrement, The temperature of 
the bed rjao measured by a travelling Chromel-Altimel thermio- 
couple 11 Meed to a temperature calibrated mllllvoltmeter„
The thermocouple could be moved vertically ^^ithin a l / h inch 
IoD, ©ilica pocket which was clamped through a gas-tight 
e©al on th© reactor cover passed down through th© fluidisaed- 
bed and. rested on the centre of the sintered stalsil®©® steel 
disc „
3o^o Pr©s©ure-drop=flow diagram for fluldissed-bedo
As it was intended to fluidig© within th© reactor 
finely divided coke, several prior experiments were carried 
out to determine th© fluidissatiosi performance of the 
powdered coko with th© particular partiel© ois© rang© to b© 
used, Th© pr©ssur@-drop-flow diagrams constructed from 
©3sporlm©ntal data ar© ohoxm. in Figure 3^4 *
Tho reactor was ehargod with powdered ©ok© of a 
particular ©is© rang© for each ©sip©rim©nt and was fluldlsed 
with nitrogen whil© being heated to th© required reaction 
temperatur©* Tho flow of nitrogen was them reduced 
simultaneously with the imtroduction of carbon dioxide so
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that fh© total lml©t gas f m a l m t m l m o d  cometamt, 
Wit him flvo malmmtea from th® start of liatrocMoim^ oarbom 
diossid© th© first ©Kit gam oaisapl© coil©ot©do Further
samples war© coli©et©d at 20 mimut© imter-^ala for th© 
remainder of th© remetlorn periods
Xm all g eight ©Kp©rima©mt s were carried out using 
two sis© ranges of th© eok©o Th© r©l©wamt data for th© 
ook© %7©r© a© follow© : -
<- 60 m© sh B o S 0 S „ g 
ight taken 
usîL©Kpand©d b©d depth
£3 320 gmSo
S3 9 Imehme
* 100-S» 150 m©®h B o S „ B o g 
w e ig h t  tak©m ^
usE©5£pasjLd©d bed  d e p th
660 gmSo
^ id a d Imeh© ©
Th© results obtained ar© met out in Table© 3ol and 3*2 
3d60 331 sou©0lorn of th# resultm«iç*=BCs**iCtnf«i*rtCS »îs»s»itsu«ïK*Æia
Xm the ©ssp®riment© described on the previous pag©Sp 
only two type© of particle miss© range© were umedo These 
wer© and -1004-150 mesh BoSoS^ The majority of the
eKperlmamt© were carried out with the -lOO-î-150 M©©h 
particle ©i^e rasage becmume it was found to have better 
fluidisation charmet©rimtic© at the flowratem umed^
J,n alio eight ©Kperlmemtm war® carried out^ The 
%4'60 mesh material warn tested at three different
O.-L
t ©mpera tur © a and the -1004*15^ memh at five different 
temperatures^ The ©Ktesit ©f reaction at 600®C, and
BOO®C was found to bo almost idontioal for both partiel© 
mlmo range a g minor differosao©© In th© equilibrium ratios 
obtalsa@d w©r@ porhap© due to th® different flowrmt©© 
n©e©S8ary for adequate fluidisation.
Quantitative comparimon of them© results could not b© 
mad© easily with flK©d b©d omos beemus© mo reaction had b©©u 
observed in flK©d^b©d below 900®C, As might have b©#m 
©spectodp th© ©mtemt of reaction at 9*30^ 0 and 1000®C in th© 
fluldised bed wma higher than that obtained with a comparable 
sis© rang© (-=*7S-î*100 m©sh) In th© flK©d bed at llOO^Go This 
is no doubt due to th© much higher gas velocities needed to 
keep th© fluidised bed in ©uapension and the more efficient 
comtaet achieved between gas and solid in the fluidi^ed
stmt©
It may be seen from th© results ©f Tables 3ol and 3o2 
that there wa© no obvious large trend in th© equilibrium 
ratios with time of reaction and an average value could be 
takent, Thus if comparison Is made with the fissed bed 
result© this average value can only be compared with the 
^ero-tlm©-©5Strap©lation value, Zn general It appear© that 
the fluidlsed bed give© a better approach to theoretical 
©quilibrium than doe© th© flKed-bed,
G-asiflcatlon ©f cok© with carbon diosld® has been
91cmrrlmd out by Gorin end hi© a©soclat©o using Disc©
58char amd by Gilliland and hi© co-w©rker© ualmg a high 
temperatur© retort cok© Im a fluid!sed-bed. The former 
author© carried out th© ©Kp©rlm©nt only at on© temperatur© 
(871*^ C) and used only carbon dioKid© wh©r®as the latter 
author© mad© a oompr©h©n©lv© study with different mixture© 
of nitrogen mad carbon dioxide at different temperature©,
Th© particle siss© range© of carbon used In th© above ea©©s 
were -65'C'150 mam ah (T, B, ) for Gorin and -20.^200 Waesh (n, 8, Bp ) 
for G1 111 land. At 8 0 0 th© value© of ©qui librium ratio 
obtained by Gilliland check very well with th© on®© report©d 
her©g though th© ©olid partiel© aim©© and ratio© of inlet 
ga©es were somewhat different, Th© value© obtained by 
Gilliland and Gorin have now been recalculated and 
iBieorporated in Figure 3<,3» where our experimental values 
a© well a© th© theoretical values have be ©si compared,
A useful parameter for comparing th© HoToP, average 
linear velocities in fluid!ssed bed© is the lb, moles of gas 
entering th© reactor per minute per square inch of reactor 
cross-meetlonal area, We shall call this her© the ^^ maolar 
velocity^^ of the inlet gas, Th© value may be calculated 
for Gilliland'^ a results^ in which he used approximately 
30^ carbon dioxidep to be 2,33% x 1 0 lb,mo 1 © p 
andp for his results using approximately 90^ carbon
160 MESH AND 50 CO
6 0 vV
2Q-h20GMESr 30% CO 
90% "
1 0 0°/<
4-0
- 8-0
0 00 12 0 01000 14 00o
to bcD 2o339 ^ lb p me le 8 / « ©orijni #mi
th© oth©r hand u©od lOOÇS earbom dlo%ld® at a molar wloeity 
of lo 18 lbomol©s/m:lîni-iEi^ o Tho reanlt© of Table 3ol
oorrasposid to am mvormg© molar wlooity of 2^o6^ ss 10*"*^
g p*
lboMol©8/mlm-im' mnd for Table 3,  ^to I0I85 k 10^ lb,mole/
2 *, The maolar -^èlocltles ix0©d i&i th© ©isperiiaont© 
reported h©r© thiae fall bet%f©em the velooltleB used by Gorin 
and GillilandÇ and hence the results may b© safely eosjpared 
in ©pit© of diff©r©nc©a lia reactor cross-section. It may 
be seen from Figure 3o5 that our result© agree well with 
those of Gilliland even although his bed depth (equivalent 
to about 3o3 Iba fuel in a 1,78 inch I,D, reactor) wa© much 
greater than ours (0,7 - 1.%5 lb© fuel in a 2 inch I,D« 
reactor)i On the other hand, Gorin who used 1,0 lb fuel in 
a 1,5 inch I ,D, reactor may b© seen to have approached 
considerably nearer to theoretical ©quilibrium, This 
indicate© that the inherent reactivity of the coke being 
fluid!gîedp which would be higher for low temperature Bisco 
charB influences the result© obtained much more than do the 
apparatus variables,
Xt was not possible to operate with the mild steel 
reactor at higher temperatures than those already ^reported 
due tooth to the limitation© of th© winding of the electric 
furnace and to th© poor heat resistane© of the mild steel 
tub©. After some time of workings the mild steel tube
6:-.
began to seal© severely miû th© wall b©cs.m© somewhat thin. 
Sine© it was hoped to carry out ©sstended. gasification 
studiQSg it was obvious that a heat reaistamt stainless 
steal tub© would b© required, for th® reactor. Due to 
possible contamismtlon of th© bed with iron oKid© seal© 
from the reactor wall@ no gasification studies were mad© 
with this reactor im %fhieh a bed of carbon om reduced iron 
was fluidised.
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b . FLUID=nS5D G-ASIPTCATIOW STUDIES IH STAINLESS STEEL
REACTOR
(!*Tm#'Ü|pm«3Jt.-*T3KTCaB;S( 11 1 tttw
hoi. AppB.TatuB r©qiiir©Ei©sitso
To aohl©v© good £loidisation In m. bad of partlclaa, 
several posaibl© variables must b® carefully controlledo 
Those Isfiolud© reactor dimansionSp particle si ^ ©-distribution 
of solids in bad, gas velocity and height of bad In reactor„ 
tJnsultable values for any of the above factors may 
cause the development of "channeling” or "slugging” in the 
bed of particle© or cau©@ th© reactor wall to have an 
appreciable effect on th© process« The smmller the reactor 
©iss© the greater the effect© of these^ Hence the Ideal 
fluid-bed characteristics which may be obtained in a large 
commercial reactor cammot be easily anticipated in a small 
seal© laboratory reactor*
"Channeling"p "slugging" and "wall effect” are to a 
large ©estent related to th© vessel diameter am well as to 
partiel® diagaeter* A large vessel diameter induces the 
chanmellmg tendency but as on© might ©Kpect reduces "wall 
effect"* On the other hand, a small diameter tend© to 
promote ©lugging and "wall effect"* The choice of diameter 
to minimi©© all these factor© must necessarily be a 
compromiseo There are other factorsp however, that mu©t 
limit the diameter of a laboratory reactor* Ease of man-
 ^the reactor to and from its scaffolding for repair
6 ?
workg and the need to limit th© uaag© of fluldising gas 
to a practical level both prevent large diameter v©@e©l© 
being used* The provision of adequate heating to maintain 
the reactor at working temperature may involve an 
mscesslve electrical load* The available heat must be 
able to meet the demands of strongly endothermie reaction© 
aa well a© the noramal heat loaaes from th© unit*
Control of reactor temperature„ thereforeg in the 
face of the heat demand or evolution of a ch©®rical reaction 
face_of _the _Jhea t ^ demand o r _^ evg lut ion _ o f _a _c h©m i c % 1 react i^ qn
heat to be available from the heating system which can be 
dissipated quickly to waste a© necessaryg together with 
the of heat capacity In the reactor body and
insulation*
Consideration of the above factors led to the choice 
of a reactor diameter of about 3 inches, and an electric 
furnace around the reactor which could b© opened to mllow- 
rapid die©pation of heat and ease of reactor di ©mantling «
% *2* Gasificatiosii^  apparatus and anciXllary ©quipMont *
The ©icperimemtal gasifieatioh plant consisted of 
the following part©g -
(a) R@actoz\
(b) Heat supply symtemp 
(©) Gaa supply systemg 
(d) 0a© metering device©„
(©) Egg it gas cleaning systesoBp
f) Sampling aystemg
Gas analysing system^
Pressure measuring instrument©
A flow-sheet of the complet© plant is glvem Im Figure %*1 
and the plant i© illustrated In Photograph Hool*
4*2*1* Stainless steel reactor* The reactor was
constructed from two lengths of atalml©#© steel tubing 
(AISX type 3l6)* These were s-
(a) a 5 ft length 3 Inch OoB* (wall 
thlckmess ^ 0*125 inch),
(to) a 15 inch length of 2^/h inch 0*B„ (wall 
t hi cim© s © Es 0*128 
The larger length had a flasag© fitted to on© ®nd and 
10 Inch©© of the ismer surface of the tub© from thl© flasng© 
Was lightly maehlTfaedp a© wa® the sasem length of the outer 
surface of the smaller diameter tub©* The smaller tube 
was fitted with a flange 10 inches from it© end (at the 
point where the machining stopped)* The smaller diameter 
tube could them toe ©lid into the larger nimtil the two 
flamge© met * The flanges were grooved to take am Ù-rimg 
of meopr©me rubber * The overall clearance between the 
tub© was 0*04 Imch for the first 5 imche© from the flamg© 
amd Oo4 thouwmdths of am inch for the remaimimg 5 Imches*
A disc of l/B imoh thick pos'*ous at aimless steal 
thousandth© of am imch memm pore slme) was firmly seated
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l)xa m groove Gut Im tb,© top emd of tho ±mck®T tubOo Im 
HB© tb© larger tube was ©lamped vertically isa m tabular 
steel SGaffoldlmg framework with it© flarag© at tb© lower 
©mdD Tho inmer tnbe was them ©lid isit© it from the bottoEs 
and the two fxasfo© bolted together& Removal of the 
immer tiibep om loosemisig the bolts, was facilitated by a 
pair of steel hamdlem welded to it below the fImmge^ The 
arrangement of the tube© which form tb© reactor 1© showm. 
im Fignr© % ^ 2^
Two coo ling colls of 1/ h inch I <, B „ e o pp©r tuibirag 
were vmvmû arornid and brassed to the larger tuib© Jn©t above 
the flange to protect the 0-rimg, and the other mear the 
top of th© tnbe which was It©elf closed by m m©oprerne 
rubber ©topper* The umdersid© of this stopper (facing 
the hot fluich-bed) was protected by a l/h Inch thick 
asbestos sheet cut to the ©1^© of the narrow end of the 
©topper asid screwed to it by ©elf^tapping screws^ This 
stopper and aabesto© protecting plat© were pierced by 
fiv© hole© through which passed
(a) a 5 ft length of l/% inch X*Bo ©ilioa tubing wltîa 
a closed lower ©lad which rested on the upper side 
of th© sintered disc* Thl© silica tub® served a© 
a thormocoupl© pocket g
(b) a short length of 12 mm diameter glass tub© closed 
at the top by m B19/26 ground Joint glass ©topper* 
This served a© a feed port for aolidSj,
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(\c) the e^it gao 11m© of 18 mm D* tubing with
about 6 imcho© of it© length ©%t©mdlB%g into the 
r®acto%\
(d) a 6 mm O^D* glasa tube which ©2st©md©d 5 inch©© into 
the reactor* Thl© tub© warn comm©eted to the gas 
aamplimg ©yatemp
(e) a 6 mm diameter glaa© tube oommected to the manometer 
measuring the pressure drop aoros© the porous plat® 
amd the fluidi^ed bed*
The interior of the ©mailer ©taimle©© ©teel tub© wa© 
almost e©!Mpl©t©ly filled with imoh diameter alumdum ball#* 
They were supported by a dome-mhaped piece of ©taiml©#©
©t©©l wire gauge amd a rubber stopper which wa© fitted into 
the lower ©md of the tube^ This ©topper wa© pierced by 
two metsil tubes* Orne was a copper tube of l/% inch I 
which served a© ga© 1ml©t point and the other was a l/k inch 
0»D* (wall thiclm©a© a 0*036 imche©) ©taiml©#© steel tube 
which 03Stended up close to the underside of the porous disc 
mmd served as a pressure tappingo The alumdum balls were 
imtended t® aid im the pr©h©atlmg of the imlot gaseso A 
Chrome 1-Alum® 1 thermocouple comm.ected to a Homeywell^Browm 
electro i c - recorder wm© fitted into the silica pocket*
% * 2* 2* Heat supply ©ystem* Heat to the reactor was 
provided by a ©peelally designed bo5S furmac© which fitted 
aroumd it* The furnace was composed of two separate mid 
complet©3.y imd©p©md©mt halves which moved horiïsomtally om
71 o
rail© and rollers* The too halvas could b® olosod 
together around th© reactor or pulled apart easily to 
allow the reactor to cool quickly or to facilitât© Its 
removal from the scaffolding*
Each half of the boss furnac© was fabricated from 
“I* Imch thick Slndmiay© limed with. 3 imcli thick firebrick, 
mmd comtaimed three "Glowbar" heating ©lememts Inch 
diameter amd 25 imcbes -long), each with a momimal 
resistame© of 3*6 ohms nwumted im series * Ourremt wa© 
supplied to the elememts via a 20 amp symchromous time 
©witch, ”V®.riac^% and ammeter* Whem the boss furmace was 
closed aroumdl the reactor it wm© able to heat a length f 
17 inches0 To maimtaim the reactor at, say, 1300^F 
required a current of about 11* 5 ampere© to each half of 
the boss-Lfumaee o A view of ome half of the furmac© is 
glvem Im Figure It may also be ©e©m im Photograph
Mo* 2* and Me*3^
% o 2 * 3* G as ..supply system* Th© gao©s used were 
supplied from ©ev@m ©tmmdaWl high pressure cylimderSo 
Cylinder© each of hydro gem, mitrogem amd methane gas were 
jolmed im pairs by couplimg© to ©msure a comtlmuou© g&i© 
©upply over prolonged peE^led© of ©peratlom* A cylinder 
providing liquid carbom diosside was used amd this was 
fitted with a suitable vaporiser*
TC VA Ri AC
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A
V
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FIG A3
Photograph No,2. View of half-furnace used
to h#at stainless steel reactor
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The ^ao f loxfe wore doubly controlled b©f*@ro ont ©ring 
the r e a c t o r F i r s t  by the reducing values fitted to th© 
tops of the cylinder© and then by needle valves. This 
ays tern gave a r;ide range of control of the flowrates,
4 0 2 o4 , Gao gaQtoring Inotruments, The individual 
flouratao riere indicated on standard rotameters and asi 
integral conventional dry gasmeter was used to indicate 
the overall gas flow. The temperature of the inlet gaa- 
stream was indicated by a thermometer inserted in the main 
line. Provision was also mad© to supply compressed air 
from the laboratory supply to the reactor, ter cleaning
and cooling^ the outlet gas flow was metered through a 
rotameter first and then through a dry test Integra], 
gasiaeter. The benefit of the inclusion of the rotameter 
in the outlet line was that it gave an indication of 
leakage from the system and also a rapid vibration of the 
rotameter float was found to be a good indicator of the 
condition of fluidisation in the reactor. Another 
thermometer was inserted in the outlet gas ©treasij after the 
condensers to indicate outlet ga© temperature,
The rotameters in the feed lines ?jr©re calibrated for 
each particular gas by us© of dry test meters,
4 ,2, Essit gas cleanina^ system. The product gases 
from the reactor first passed through two cyclon®©plac©d in
/3o
merles where any ©-oars© partiel©© earrleci over were 
a©paK*at©d, Then the 'stream: entered the ©ondensing system 
adxleh ©©reprised two eeliizms ©acb. of tl?,re® spira.? glass 
oondenaorsp each ©olnmm being provided with a water 
receiver* The product games them emtered two dumt 
filter tubes packed with glas© wool. The) elearned cooled 
gam them pamood to the gae meter and them to waste,
4*2,6. O-as a amp 11m A' ©ymtem. To ©mabl© smau samples
Ty fr tgfia^-tiJPtryÆgteîJsvLTir.'rviLhiiit m j rjilSTs-jLiftO zS.t^sjgTrsirA 'i^yaHfcjaL.-uJMOf.ifcr-i* • *
of the G%it gas to be collected at willj, foiar B*B, 230 m l  
gam masaplimg b'ulbs provided, with three-way stop-cocks at 
©a,eh emd were eoimeoted to a masjilfold amd mereiiin/ 
mamometer at om© sidle and a mmnlfold and vacama pump at 
tho5 other,. The whole system could commect to th© glass 
©ampllMg lime passing Imto the gas ©pae© of the reaetor^ 
ikmother ©top^-eock was providei om thl© 11m© to m3.low the 
vacuima ©ystem to h m Isolated fz'om the reactor,. Im use 
the vaeutam pump waa used to ©vacuat© the samp3.e bulbs to 
m pr©Gsur© imdieat©d om the mercury mamometer, Whem It 
was desired to colleet a ©map sample the cock© were 
turmed to lis.iik am ©‘va.euated gm© bottle to th© reactor,.
% n 2 * 7 * Gas amalyslmg? system. At the begimmimg & £  
thl© part of the work gas analysis wa© dome by comvemtiomml 
me am 8 ^ absorptlom and combust lorn Maethod©* It was
©oom found, however, that the amaly©!© time limited the 
m'umber of gas samples that could be collected during a rum.
Later analysi© wa© on a Perkin Bleier (model 452)
gas chroma to graph using a ®ilieal gel column*
Xt wa© finally decided that ©nap" gas saMples 
could not glv© the required information about the 
gasification process and that a continuous record of the 
outlet gas cosaposition should 'be obtained,' This was 
achieved by means of two Katharometer© supplied by the 
Cambridge 121© t rum en t Company,
These were a© follows : -
(a) a square block direct-acting katharometer previously 
calibrated to measure O - 100^ carbon dioxide in 
nitrogen,
(b) a differential carbon dioicid© katharometer also 
calibrated with 0 - 100^ carbosi dioscld© in nitrogen.
In operation the Inlet gas was passed through both (a) and. 
(b) and the outlet gas from tb© reactor through (b) only,
Tb© sign.al from each, katbarometer was fed to a oommmn 
recorder where two pen© recorded the readings simultaneously, 
The principles of the arrangement and the mean© of cmlculm-- 
ting the ©.Kit-gas analysis from it are discussed in section 
4,6 later,
4 b2,8o Fluid-bed pressure measuring equipment* The 
preosure-drop across the bed of particles in the reactor 
was measured by a mercury manometer, one end of which was
oosmected to tb© ©talnle©© steel pressure tapping under 
the porous disc in the reactor and the other end to the 
top of th© reactor, Im practice, the fluctuation of the 
mercury level in the manometer gave am ©stcellemt indication 
of the state of fluidlîsatiom of th© bed of particles,
A diaphragm type Arkom ©trip-cbart pr©@sur©-r©corder 
(model 1600) with a rang© of 0 - 60 inch©© water gauge, 
was commeoted to the ©tainlesa steel pressure tapping 
through a T-junction, The chart speed used was 12 Inch©© 
per hour, Th© instrument really recorded the inlet 
pressure of th© fluidisîing gas and gave a valuable 
Indication of a^ iy progressive development of trouble in 
th© fluidlîs©d bed*
4 o 3o Bgspansion characteristics of fluid-bed*
Before assembling the reactor, it was decided to 
measure the expansion characteristic© of the bed of iron
or© when coa:pl©t©ly fluidlsad. This was studied by
replacing the main body of tb© reactor by a 3ft length of 
glams tubing of 2 /4 inch I,D, This was fitted over the
st©.inl©©s steel inner tub© and tb© joint batwean th© steel
tub© and tb© glas© tube was sealed with P,V,C* tape* , 
Several bed© of different weight© of iron ore were 
fluidi^ed in this glass-bodied r©actor and th© height© 
of the original a© well a© expanded bed© above the porous 
disc were measured. The result© are plotted in Figure 4,4,
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Tli@e.© am opportiamlty for a
wl LBmal ob 8 or vat lorn of tb<s po^sibl© futur© fluld--b@d 
bQbaviour of th© partloulat© material umder eomslderaitiomo 
h oh ^ Tomporatuz'e di©tributlom Im th© reactor
To d©t©z%lm© t©mp©r©.tur© profil® of th© reactor, two
®3£perlSBomts w©r© carried out Im which futur© ©%p©rlm©mtal 
comditioma w©r© simulated^ 1*76 Ibsj (800 gms) of Irom or©
if®r© placed In the reactor on th© porous plat© asid th® bed 
was completely fluidis@do Th© temperature of th© reactor 
was brought to a pr©d©t©7i?min©d value amd held at this valu© 
during the whole opération* Th# thermocouple was set at 
different positions im its pocket along th© length of th© 
reactor and a temperatur® measurement taken after a ten 
minute ijaterval* Average bed temperature© chosen for this 
purpose w©r® 1200^F and l%00®Fp with am us^esxpanded bed 
height of 5*^ inches and an e.'îîpasided height of 6*1 inches * 
Figure %*5 shows the temp©Tmtur© distx'^ i but lorn along th© 
length of the reactor and indicates that th© t©mp@icatur© 
throughout th© fluidi^ed bed was virtually constante 
ho 3^  Pr©s sur e<»drcm«-flow diagrams for fluid! ^ed bed*
As already stated^ asi ©^scellent indication of th©
fluidisation behaviour of a granular material may be obtained 
from th© pr©s©ure*^«dr©p«flowrat© relationships of th© ©Kpamded 
beda Measurement a war© accordingly mad© with several initial 
bed weights to determine th© fluidisation characteristics of
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1-REACTOR LENGHT COVERED 
BY BED-
2 -EMPTY SPACE OF THE 
REACTOR IN S ID E  THE
FURNACE.
3 - REACTOR LENGHT COVERED  
BY FURNACE INSULATION
4-REACTCR LENGHT EXPOSED  
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til© -5S-5-XOO Bo8„S , partiel© @1^© ran^© of iron or©.
Pr©asur©-drop-flow diagrams ar© givem Im Figure & * 6« Th© 
diagram a Imdicato that th© hedo x^ er© x;©ll f luidl^od, at a 
fluidi^lmg gao flowrat© of Oo8 This corr©apomd©d
to a superficial lim©ar v©locity of 0* 323 ft/ooc, Th© 
measured pr©s©ur©-dropo were foumd to agree well xyith that 
caloulatod from th© x-7©ight of mat ©rial Im the bed and 
reactor imtermal diameter„ Table h^l compares th© calculated 
pressure drop© with th© measured values,
TABLE h o 1 Comparlsom of calculatod xjith aaea
drops in fluldis©d-b©d© of iron or@„
■ ifcpfcilliHnli - n liiil*  I H , Lm'*wli% » H,|I,|4.««" »>IIN ■I-IIIII» * .J      Hn..i^ winn .^iÉ n . #,i „«
Bed xfoight Prossure-drop, AP, (cm of water)
lbs Calculated
600
1,76 800
1000
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4 , 6 » 1, A^^_^a2ggîtg@2ÊjfIMF7.9?MËJ^®E.E^  3:t ^as earlier 
stated that the off-gamea were araalysed by mea.%18 of two 
katbaromotersp -wi.'^  ^ (a) direct act!mg, e.md (b) a difforemtial
om©„ The arrangement of theme aaetera im the reactor ay©tom 
i© all own im Figur© h o7 <>
They were commectecl to th© inlet ga© str©anss through 
a T-jiiîiction and a amall fraction of the inlet gas warn 
diverted to th© kath®.rom©t©rs by a, screw clip on tb© main 
gas inlot line « A small calcinisa chloride trap was placed 
in th© sample lira© before th© katliaro®©f.©r© to remov® any 
Mioistur© in this f%'actlon of th© inlet gas and tb© flowrat© 
was controlled to 200 *- 250 e. c/mim by a mini attire glycerin© 
filled flowm©t©r placed in tlio line after tlio katbaroffiaeters. 
Th@) sampl© gas was then retunaed to tb© naain ini at flow line 
at a point d own - a t r e ag a just prior to entry to tlic reactor «
111 til© same way, a sampling 1-j.n© carried outlet gas from tbo 
condensers- to tb© differ en t i a. 1 katbarome tar and retximed it 
to the Main G%it ©troassî just before tb€ï final integral 
meter^ The aainpl© line length© war© arranged so that as fair 
as possibl© tb© differential katbarom©ter was comparing inlet
and outlet gas©© corresponding to tb© earn© point in tlme^
^^6*2^ Prinoipl©© of ICatbarometer measuremento The
Bs3©asur©M©3it of til© composition of a gas mi-isturs by a 
kathaxom©t©r is based on ga© thermal conductivity„ Th© 
kathax’oM©t©r contsiisis four platinum wires with identical 
thermal and electrical eharact©ristic© which are enclosed
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Im apparat© Im a ©olid m©tal blocko Bacln form©
on© arm of a Maoatstone brldg© ^ A oomatmmt current i© fed 
Into til© brldg© tber©by ralaing the temperature of the %jlr©8 
which them loo© hoat to their ourromidimg©o If two gaoeo 
having different thermal conductivity are Introduced each 
into a pair of cello, there will b© a diff©r©mc© im the 
©s:t©nt of cooling of the wire© asid, therefor©, a diff©rGme© 
im th© ©lectricai r©ml©tame©^ Thl© will throw the bridge 
out of balamc© caueimg a d®fl©otiom om a ©laitably arranged 
galvamom©t©r^ Thia deflection bacome® a moaaur© of the 
dlff©remc© im compoaltiom. of the ga©#a being compared;.
The imstrusBomt mm,y fo© calibrated by th® ua© of pure 
ga®e© or EsiKtur© of Imowm compositlomo
 ^o 6c 3q Primelpl©o of compositioM calculâtiomc
The inlet ga© for the gamiflcatlorn of carbon in the reactor 
was a miistur© of carbon dioxide asad. mitrog©mo Th© method of 
calculating the exit gas amalys©s (1* ©* percomtages of carbon 
dioxide, carbon monoxid© and nitrogen) from the kmtharom©t©r 
reading© %?ma as follows g
Basis oooeoaooooo lOO B3©l©s of Inlet gas«,
Let mol©© of carbon dioxide in inlet gas ^ x
then mole© of nitrogen ^ 100 <=• x
Let moles of carbon dioxide convert©d to 
carbon monoxide in reaction ^ T
C> ^j'
Tlm'.s In the outlet gas there will h© $
Carbon dioxide k: (x - y) moles
Carbon monoxide e: 2 y msoles
Hitrogen 53 100 x moles
Total si; 100 y
The ©quation for the reaction is g-
35 COg •{. (100  ^s) Mg S (% «. y) GOg -!- Sy CO (lOO - k) Mg
On© -Sid© of the differential katlmrometer is expomed to the 
inlet gam which will contain 100 x i^eo x per cent
100
carbon dioxide, and the other to s-
cent carbon dioxide p3Iu© per cent
carbom momoxId©*
The m©t©r reading Is them the differemce bmtweem them© 
two gam mixtures when the aecomd ham been converted to am 
équivalent reading of carbon dioxide im mitrogem* Thi© 
équivalent 1© s
» - lË&fÿr' " ■‘1
Th© imtroduetiom of the factor kj_ls meceasary elmc© the meter 
ha© a different semaitivlty to cmrbom momoxide to that of 
car bom dioxide, if a gm#' committing of osa© per c©mt
cmrbom dioxid© im saitrogesa give© m defleetiom of one umit 
om the meter, m. ga© comsistisag of om# per cent carbon 
momcxid© im mitrogem would only give a reading of about
Bio
0„15 mi'ltQo
Th© value of th© factor depend a osi th© earbon 
dioxide oomeosat rat lorn amd Isaereaao© from about Oo 11 to
Ool3o The overall relationship for kj^ is a© follow© s-
\  - 0.113
A further correction must b© mad© for the curvature of the 
recorder seal®, ©ino© the reading given by 20^ carbon 
dioxld® against nitrogen is not quit© the ©am© as that for 
100^ carbon dioxide against 80^ carbon dioxid©„ Data for 
the preparation of a seal© shape curve were provided by 
the Cambridge Instmmemt Company Limited amd this curve 
has been drawn im Figure
If the differential katharometer la used with gas 
before ' r e a c t on on© ©id© and the gas after reaetlom’^ 
on the other ®id@, the output from this katharometer is 
the difference between the outputs due to x ^ CO^.and 
Z 0- Let the reading given by this katbarometer be
q GOp'^  o To find the necessary correct lorn must b© 
obtained from the *®©cal© shape^ curve provided<,
.es From the ©cale shape curve, find the deflection
at corr©©po£ade to d^ ) and that du® to q(a d^)o Find
the GO^ p®rc®m,tag© equivalent to (d^ - d^)o This gives Zo
©ogo From the direct meting katharometer,
X ^ 70^ COgg d. « 67,5
From the dlfferemtlal katharomoter,
q ^ 00^ o o dp ^ 37 o 2
i sop
!
SCALE SHAPE CURVE
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o 80
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d, » m  67.5 “ 37»S 30.3
amd tlai©p from the aeal© ahape Qi-Ltïfw# p corroepoiads to 
32 * 8^ emrhom dlossid©
T® ©vmliamt© y from th©s© vmlmee of 22 amd om@ ©uaploy© 
th© ©<qiuatlosi? ^
* ■ lïooTÎ^* " lo-iw ■* “•'>‘> •{îèô.j} 1 f o o ^
O
The a o luit lost of thia ©©luiation for a g^ ;lvem va lue of 52 and Z 
^^ ill b© moat tim© ooMuimlsig, Forhap© th© b©@t approach 
was found to be the seleotlon of values of y at a suitable 
value of 'js. and the ©valuation of
Say, that Im a test rram, % ss 5% «5^ COg^
Let y a 10p 20g 30, 0 o a 0 <, 0 ^ ©tOo
©0^ 6 for y
100 4- ho A
ife? - S i  ■
0 o k.; a 0.113 4- 0.06C%0.%)
a 0.113 -j. 0.242 a 0.355
A) £3 %0.4 4. 0.353(18.18)
Ü! 40.4 4- 6.%5 ” 46.43^  Go,
From the ©eal© shmp© curve^ this wlu© of Z oorrempomds 
to - dg5 S3 %3oB mmd mgmlm from the ©oal© ohape omrve when
a a 3%,3^ OOg « e 31.5
âg a 31.3 “ 43.8 a 7.7
Thfflffl. fMirn e m ’va. q e 8.3^ G0«.
If this technique Is repeated for other selected valu©© of y,
a eurv® may b© drawno Sueh curves were drawn in Figure h « 9
for 32 S3 20p 30, %0p go, 6o, 80 and 100 per cent earbon 
dlojiid© mm recorded hy the dlreot^aotimg km t bar ©me t @r «, From 
them© ousr*v©a, the values of q ('^ p©r ©emt of omrbom diossld©^ 
given on th© ©hart by the pen on the £’‘©o©rd©r related to the 
©ignal from the differential kmtharometer) may be related to 
y and the gas analyeie calculated therefromo
Bmmpl© ©mloulation ©f ga© mmalysla usim^ Fi#mr© ko9o 
Say 1ml©t gam es %0^ 00^ §
Direct metlmg katharometer reads, sx s %0 
and ©ay dlfferontiml kmtbarom©ter read©, q ^ 5 
Them y from Figure % o 9 - % o 3
Outlet OOg ^ 22 c, y 35o7 mole© s 3% ^
00 By a Bo 6 mole© ^ Bo 3^
^ 100-52 E3 60o0 moloG St) 57 o 3%
Total m iOO-î*y ea 10% ^ 3 mole© 100»
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holol<i Att©mptB to eok© o&rhoac % o  attowtm
w©y^ ?@ Eaade to gmalfy powderod high teimporateM ©oke at 
XSOO^F amd 1300^F Im th© Btalsrileas steel flmldimed bed 
reactor nalmg asa Imlot gas of jofù earbom diossid® and 70fo 
nitrogena The particle aim© ramg© takem for this puTpoBB 
waa «‘6'O-î-IOO mesh 8 * In neither cas© was there any 
indication on the katbarometer recorder chart of the 
formation of a meaaurabl© amomit of carbon monos'sid©o This 
^m© confirmed by the similarity of the inlet and ontlet ga© 
flowrat©« Ho attempt made to gaoify coke at a higher
temperature in thi® reactor^
 ^o 7 o 2 p Reduction of a fluid!Esed-bed of iron or©g 
The reduction of the po^^dered iron or© in the stainlesss 
steel fluldigged bed reactor wa© carried out by mean© of 
hydrogen supplied in high pressur© cylinders^ The iron 
ore (partiel® ©i^e range -^ 2.;. 100 mesh B«S»$« ) wa© 
previously dried for some tim© at 230®F  ^ A weighed amount 
was fed into the reactor and the bed fluidised with air 
while the reactor temperature was raised to a steady value 
of 1300®Fo The air was then gradually replaced by nitrogen 
from high pressure cylinders« When the air had been 
suitably displaced, hydrogen was introduced into the reactor 
together with nitrogen at a total measured flowrat© required
85
to maintain th© b©d a suitable state of fluldlnation„
The reduction of th© ore was continued until sufficient 
water had been collected to ©naur© that the reduction was 
complet©, Complet© reduction was confirmed by a check run 
in which th© reactor was opened at th© end of the reduction 
tlm© and the powder from the bed analysed for iron content » 
h^ 7o3t. Reaction of carbon dio:iide with reduced iron 
in the fluid!sed bed* Xt is well known that reduced iron
reacts with carbon dioxide to form iron oxide presumably 
through the reaction
Fe -i- COp, s F®0 -Î- CO 
Hence one mol® of carbon monoxide is formmd for every mol© 
of carbon dioxide in the reaction»
T&jro experimental runs were undertaken to determine 
the composition of the exit gas from a bed of freshly 
reduced iron fluid!s©d with a carbon dioxide§ nitrogen 
mixture at 1200®F and 1300®Fg The values obtained were 
used to calculate ©quilibrium ratios which were compared 
with the theoretical ©quilibrimm constant of the reaction 
between carbon dioxide and iron^
The experimental results aré reproduced below in 
Tables h and ^*3 and Figure % g 10*
As the reduction and gasification condition® for 
both eases were identical they are given below before the 
Tables for results*
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Réduction conditions 
Height of iron or© bed s
Partiel© ©is© imng©
Flowrat© of inlet gas a
Composition of inlet gas s
Tesîiperature of reduction «:
Volume of water collected 
Gasifieatlon cosid 11ion® 
Flowrat© of isil©t gas ss
Percentage oompositlorn
of isilot gas s
Inlet asid outlet gas
temperature ss
Pressure under the porous
disc 23
600 gmSo
( - 3 2 -I- 100) mash B.S.S.
0 .3 8 ftVmia at 20°C.
63^ hydjr'ogsn aad 37^ mitrogem 
1300®F.
155 o . e ,
0 .3 0 3 at 20°C.
30fo carbon dioxide and 
70fo nitrogen*
ai®c„
25o9 inchea of water at 1200®Fp 
Di 29o 8 inches of water at 1300®Ï
87,
TABLE k o 2 Equilibrium ratio® of carbosi dioxld© and
carbon monoxide over reduced iron at 1^00®F ,
A t
(mlms)
5
q y ^ COg fo CO $  Ng
10 10 3.8 0 2 18.2 63.6
10 7 . 5 7 .0 8 2 . 1 1 3 . 4 6 4 . 3
15 6 * 0 5c3 2 3 .%5 1 0 . 0 5 66.5
20 6* 0 5o3 23.45 3.0 . 0 3 66 . 5
____ ___
: Log IC
calculated
XgOO 
0 g 6063 
Ogè285 
Og&285
0*0000 
„o * 2131 
".0*36605
-0*36805
The run wa© eontinued for a total of 60 minutoe during 
which th©r® was not further change in the outlet ga© 
oomposltlom* Th@ outlet flow rat© corrected to the 
temperature and pr©s©ur© of the inlet flow was .found 
to b© identical with It* Thi@ is to b© expected from 
the ©toichiometry of the reaction*
TABLE k , 3 ÉA?,„.Q H J?S^ll(LqîPi_ÉAB ' ^  ®
,^ £SB£S5l_i;E£B-^ S-L=â5SSZ.E ®
At
sr i  M I » n  w e  rrrLtMcxTM-Ç1
q
trTn^fSSl ft
y
ere*i«rjr:?.-.«i»eMiïnvt*.*ï*rniatfïiri5
9. G0„ 1 fi GO 1 K 'Log K I
(mima) i& 1
. 1 ealewlated |
5 11*0 10*8 1?.30 19.50 63.20 1,127 -:-0,0,5192
10 9.^ 9*00 19.25 16.5.5 64,20 0,8597 -0.06565 1
15 ' 8*8 j 8*20 SO.10 1 .15.10 6h. 80 0.7512 -0,12424 j
20 8*1 17o80 20.60 1 14.50 6h. 90 0,7039 -0,15248
25 7.8 7 . 10 SiJîO 13,26 65,34 0.6196 ,..0,20788 1
30 7.5 7.00 SI.50 I 13,10 j65,40 0.6093 ..0,21516 1
35 7.4 6*90 21.60 1 12,90 165. 50 0.597 Si .,0.22388
&.0 ! 7.4 6 , 90 21.60 I 12 . 90 65.50 ! 0.597s ..0.22386
^5 ; 7.2 6*60 SI.90 j 12,40 65.70 0 . 366s ..0.24703
30 7.0 6*50 22.00 j 12.20 65. 80 0.5.545 -0,2.5610 1
55 I 7.4 6*90 2.1.60 i 12,90 65.30 0.597s -0.22403 {
6o 1 7.7 7.05 21.45 13.15 6,5.40 0. 6:127 1-0,21990 1
63 7.8 7.10 21.40 13,26 65,44 0.6129 1 -0,2126.1 j
70 8*0 7.50 20.9.9 13.95 65,10 0, 66,58 -0 * 17 666 j
73 8*0 ,7.50 20.95 13,93 63.10 0,6658 -0,17666 1
80 8*0 7.50 20,93 13,95 65.10 0,6658 -0*17666 j
Xt could b© seen from tli© reeulte that the gas composition 
warn very ©©smaltiv© to alight changea Im reactor temperature 
to Too expected while working at high temperature^
Théo TO t al ,.g Q. 1 c jiala t i ©gg., o f
c a r b on  ^ dlQX:ld® Em d _ e a r b p a  _g3c m o3S^^o OYQg^rQduoQd Iron at 
1200®F and 1^00®F*
The ©qiuiXibriusï oosiatant of a reaotl#m is related to the 
free ©mergy ohamgg^ b y  th© f a l l o w i n g  relationship
A F RT^ InK
The free esiergy change© of Bïost of the oommom r©actionG3 are 
lOTiiown* The free omm©%%y change of a reactiosm mmder considers^- 
tloia m a y  be calcuiXated b y  suidition and subtractiosm of the 
k n o w n  values of the free ©mmorgies of formation of the 
react ants and products* The calculation of the free on©7cyfy 
ehango© In tfe© react i o n  of earbon dioxide w i t h  iron at 1200®i 
and 1300®F are shawm below g -
Free ©n©:rgy of formmtlma 
( A a 1 ^
92
0 4- 0.
Bub t ra c t i mg) 
F© -Î-
(Adding) F© -o- G<
CO,
a CO ‘|-0 
S3 FeO
es 00 -Î- fo
2
gfi FeO CO
1200®F
-î-%8,375
i-%8,375
- 2S5
Oes1300”I
-%7,4 00
 ^ y 
i.%7,190
-:-%7,3.90 
- 510
Tta© required valu©© of fre© ©siergy may mow b© lsi8©rt©d 
Imto the equation
AP ^ - HT^lm Ko 
Th© following value® of log K were eaXculated. t *«
Aft .1^00° F
(=gg5) (-1 .9 8 7 ) 9 2 s (2 .3 0 3 ) log K
log K « 0 . 0 3 3 1  
Aft 1300"P
(-310) EE (-1.987) 977 (2,303) log K 
log K =s 0.1140
The ©xp©riraemtal value® for these two temperatures were 
found to be -0*368 amd -0*190 respectively* Thla may be ©@©m 
Im Figure 4 * 10* It Is evident from these result® that isi 
the fluidlsed bed the reactants had Insufficient time of 
contact to reach ©quilibrium^ but approached quite near to 
itg The values of off-gas analyses were preserved for 
comparison with those obtained when carbon dioxide was 
brought in contact with carbon on iron*
h o7 oh tf Preliminary attempto to deposit carbon on 
reduced iron and Its removal with carbon dioxide* A number 
of preliminary experimental runs were carried out with the 
staisil©©© steel reactor aimed at finding the best reaction 
condition© for trouble-free rummimg* Xt was necessary to 
detersHine the flowrates of the inlet ga.se© and a suitable 
Inlet gms composition to obtain optimum f%uidl^mtioE% Im
th© bad whil© the ga© expansion due to r©motion took 
plac©e Owing to the tandancy of the particles of freshly 
reduced iron in the bad to stick together and to th© 
appearance of pyrophorio character^ the temperature of the 
reaction had to b© carefully controlled*
The sticking tendency of a reduced iron powder is 
Imown to b© at a minimum in th© temperature z’ang© of 1200® - 
1^4 00® F but very sever© at temperatures above 1^00® F * The
factor© which influence the degree of coharenoe are
(a) th© ourfae© temperature of the partiel©© and the wall 
temperature of the reactor*
(b) the ©is© of the iron particles* (finer partiel©© have
a greater tendency to ©tick together and to the reactor 
wall than do particles of larger slEae) *
(c) the extent of reduction (sticking is most severe when 
the particles of oxide have beem metallised to the 
extent of 20 - 50^)* and
(d) the degree or extent of fluldisatioai* (violent 
fluid! mat ion prevent agglomeration of the bed) *
In the preliminary experiment©* the iron oxide reduction* 
carbon deposition asid it© subsequent removal were all 
attempted at 1%00®F* Xt was found that to prevent sticking 
during reduction the inlet flowrate for hydrogen and 
nitrogen mixture required to b© at least 0*38 ft /min at
92,
20®C (io©g suparfieial linear velocity at 20®C sa Ool53 ft/©©e) 
However if ©uch a high flowrmte was adhered to* during the 
carbon deposition* it was found that the carbosi deposited 
on the smallest iron particle© caused a lowering of their 
overall density and theme were quickly blown out of the bed* 
Thu© a lower flowrate (0*30 ft^/mim at 20®C ss superficial 
linearvelocity 0,121 ft/sec) was used for the mixture of 
methane and nitrogen fed during the carbon deposition, A 
flowrate of the mmm® order wa© mecessary during the carbon 
removal by carbon dioxide and nitrogen mixture. The 
optimium temperature rang© im which carbon could b@ deposited 
on iron without sticking trouble© making their appearance 
was found to be I300 - 1350®?, Hhen the reduction of iron 
oxide with hydrogen take© place at temperature© at or below 
1100®F p the reduced iron particle© burn on contact with air. 
For this reason all reduction runs except when otherwise 
stated were carried out at 1300®F,
On on© occasion when the thermmcouple in the toed 
developed a fault and the bed temperature was in fact In 
the pyrophoric region without this being apparent from the 
thermocouple recorder* when the bed was later opened up* a 
fire resulted. This underlined the importance of accurate 
bed temperature measurement,
%o?o5o Systematic carbon deposition and subsequent 
gasificationo After overcoming initial difficulties a©
discussed im the preceding ©ection and ©electing the moat 
suitable cosaditiosaa for operating the umit* ©yatematic studies 
of the extent of carbon deposition om thé iron im the fluidii^ed 
bed were undertaken amd measûrement© w©r© mad© of the rat© of 
this carbom gasificatiom by carbom dioxide,
600 gm© ( 1,32 Iba) of iron or© ( - 3^ 100 mesh 8,8,8, )
previously dried at 230®F for 3 hours were charged to the 
reactor amd fluidlEsed with air till a steady' bed temperasur© 
wa© obtaimedlo The air warn them replaced with mitrogem* amd 
hydrogen later Introduced with mitrogesi' while k©©pimg degre© 
of fluidisation comstamt* After the irom ore particle© had 
been reduced completely* the flow of hydrogen was replaced 
with nitrogen to maintain the degree of fluidisation. Methane 
from high pressur© cylinders wa© them introduced to the b©d 
together with nitrogen and fluidisation continued for a 
sufficient time to obtain the required asiount of carbon on
The methane used wa© ©upplied in cylinder© under pressure
95from a sewage work© and was found on analysis to have the 
composition
97 o methane
3,0^ carbon dioxide 
While the nitrogen continued to flow Into the reactor 
the flow of methane was ©topped at m convenient point
carbon dioxide from a oyllmder introduood to th© b©do The 
gmal f 1 om 11 om of ear bom on tli© tood was follow© d' from the 
readings on the kmthmrometer reeordor* usidor-b©d pr©maure 
roeordor* and off-ga© flowmetera. After gmsiflcatiom had
©ontlnuéci for a remmomablo tlm©* the ©arbon dioxld© ©mterlng 
the bed was replmoed by maothmme amd further carbon deposited 
©SI the bed, Bopoaition mmd gaaifioatlom eye le® were cïositimsed 
until sufficient 1 mforma11 on had boon obtalsied,
% o 7 o 6 o Principle© of easrbon dope sit lorn calcula tioHo 
The mothas%©* fed to th© reactor for carbon deposition* 
eositalmod 3^ carbon dioxide who©© pro seme© Isiitlally com­
plicated th© calculatiom of earbom d©po@ltlom, Xt was realised 
that It would hav© been possibl© to attempt to ramov© this 
carbon dioxide prior to IntroducIng the ga© to the reactor* 
but this warn mot dome due to pommlbl© difficulty associated 
with absorption trap©* the back pressure they would develop* 
and the comtimued meed to cheek for complete removal of 
earbom dioxide, Xt was felt that separatlom of the carbon 
dioxide could b© made umm©e©®sary by a suitable ealculatiom 
procedure,
Xsi the reactor due to the pMsemee of the carbom dioxide 
th© jfollowlmg remctlome tal£© place*
cs'-^y- 0 2 Mtjj
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These reactions caiiee a dilatatiosi in g£is volume so that t1
N.ToPo flowrat© of fh© gas leaving th© reactor is greater than
that of the gas entering,
Xn essence* the cracking" of methane deposits carbon on 
the catalyst* and some of thia carbon is subséquent 135* removed 
as carbon monoxide by tli© carbon dloxid© contained in the feed 
ga©o Xt is required to determine the net deposition of carbon 
on the catal3?*at during a run of t minutes,
Basis 00000 100 mol©© of impur© methan®
moles of methane fed s 97o0
moles of carbon dioxide fed 53 3,0
Let moles of Nitrogen fed es n
mid moles of methane decompoesed 
over the catalyst ?.3 b
Mole© of Hi©thane left =£ 97 - b
o o
moles of hydrogen formed s 2 b
Volume of gas leaving reactor
after cracking of the methane 97 -b4'2b4-n sa 97-î'b-î-n
Thus expansion du© to cracking ss ( 97 4 b 4- n)-(lOO n)
S b - 3,0 
Percentage decomposition of methane
S3 100 b Ks 1,03 b
But in the presence of carbom dioxide the reaction
COg c — > 2 CO
%'jill take place to some extent.
Thu© to a ‘to sis of >«0 mo lam cartoon dll ox id© fed 
Let molorn cartoon dioxide reactImg with 
sleposltecl cartoon ^ e
la© cartoon diexlde left :s 3 - c
earbon monoxid© foMOd ^ 2q
volm%o of gas leaving reactor after
reaction of cartoon dioxide ^ 3 - c *î’ 2c es 3 e
Thu a ©xpamsioia due to reaction . s 3 - c 4^ 2c - 3
S3 C
Them expan a lorn due to metbans décomposition ss totail mem mured 
dllatatloai-expamslon due to carbon monoxide formation* 1,0,
to t"’ 3 Es3 B — c
where D i© the total dilatation per 100 molea of Impure methmst©
to ÊS D — o .5. 3
Mow* one mole -of methane depomlte on© atom emrtoom* mmd* 
as well as contributing* to the ©xpansion* the production of 
2c molem of cartoon momoâild© results im the removal of c atom© 
of cartoon from the fImldi^ed bed. Thus the met depositlorn of 
■cartoom per 100 mole® of impure metham# i© given toy 
ÎD — c«i*3'^'^ ss B — 2C'5»3
Thu© If G 1© the weight of cartoom deposited im a rum of t
mlmute© *
© S C» - Se i. 3) 12 fe lb
where M is the mumber @f mole© of Impure me theme fed to the 
reactor uer mimute.
9V ,
Calculation of c. Assume that the reaction of carbon dloxid©
nacTtan tsBRAxnsi B.irarTScawfXgotBafa-jtaMr^gganaar. *, r*
with deposited carboim in the fluldissed bed of catalyst goes 
to equilibrium at the reaction temperature, Th© 0@.@e with 
which, squilibrium was reached im later experiment© suggest® 
that this is a valid .assumption,
Th© reaction
C %  4- CO^ ÎÎÎ 2 CO -Î^ 2Hg
is assumed to b© covered In this analysis a© its effect la 
really the summation of the deposition of carbon from thermmll]: 
cracked methane and the reaction of this carbon %7ith carbon
dioxide* io©
CH. C 2 H\
G "I" 00,31 2 GO
..ng| 4* OOp, 2C0 4*
The value of e may be obtmined from equllibrium data* where 
th® ©qui librium comm tant K 1® given Toy th©^’©quation^
Now Poo
'1
2cS3
97 b -s- n)^(3 4- ,c) 100 b m -î-
3 •=* c
^ 100 <. b 4" n c
K
k&'
( 100 t b •> n 4* e) 
ha^
%T00 ©y
lOO 4* b 4" n 4*
Substituting for b ta D <- e 3 
b
'^'0="' sa ( 100 -î- B — e <- 3 n *î- c ) ( 3 - cXI
he’^
i' 3 •(- n)(3 - c
-î- ( 1 0 3  f D 4- n)c - ( 1 0 3  <. D n)3
Th© Y’oot© of this quadratic equation are given by .
~(l03+D^ -m) + [ (103.1-D+si)^  i- 4(%)3(l004.D-^m)#
^  ^  *u.-a* t. ' ï  f «=r*ï»f^l3P-:»rJlicaitr!w '  f mù
K
z:njjirXX* tfii *.'C3=T=w?=3'=.ff
a> f
Since only th© positive root applies here
„ „ -(:l03.).B-:-ïî.) .J. [(103 .«-D^ -») (i03.>.>3-i-;a3“-)]'^ '^
%
C a 1Ù u 1 a t :i on o f B ,
<■?
Let ¥.^ inlet flowrat© impure sa©thau© at
and 'inelio© of water gauge*
Y p sâ Inlet flowrat® {tt / m ± n ) of at T^®C and p.^  
iaiehe© water gmuge * 
s integral outlet flow at T^®C and ataospherlc
pressure* assumed; to b© %0 6 , 8 inches water gauge
o o Total inl©t mol©© after t Erlmute©
(V ' -> ¥„) t (p, .«. 406.8)
(273 <- T) 406.8
Total outlet flow in the ©am© period.
st ^3 273 mole©
339 ° (273 i- T„)
Assuming that s; Tg ra T* 1 * ©, room temperature * them 
total dilatation over t sainut®©
ES 273 273i-t [ Ll
- (V. 4- ¥„) t (p. 4. 406.8)
fTBEAixj tsj *uLtJiLJcatc:ycgsascsaLatJTOirgaT^ -J;*.»ra.t-t tei«gJM ÿ;aa«fejg
^06,8
]
but impur® m©tham© passing im t minutes 
where M , 273
M t
( %06o8)
'59 466,8
r Vp .. .™===S23ii2 
' 359(^73'/r
Bsimple calculât!on ,
Rum 19 s
Garbom deposition temperature 
Flowrate of 5impur© met ham© * V
t (p^ 4o6o 8
mi trogem V
1
% S3
Total qummtit^r of outlet gas 
Temperature of Imlet amd outlet gaai 
Av©rag© pre svsure * p^
1325°P
0.16 fftVffli: 
0.2,4 ^
15.15
22°C
£3 ,8 imchea of 
water gaug®
mxmut©© 
oof 1325*^ 0
Total depositiom time 
A®sum© that IC* at a reacti(
This valu© of K i© taken from Lavrov’© data^ '^  o Xt may b© 
arguedp perhaps, that this choice of value i© unjustified 
im that chemieml equilibrium may mot b© reached Im th© 
reactor* Moreover* a© it is ©howm later that th® classical 
graphite/carbom dioxide ©quilibrium i© ^exceeded^by th©
1 0 0
reactant® in thi© system* a higher vaXiiQ o£ K might well 
have been used, Sinc©e however* the methane only eomtaimed 
a small amount of oarbom dioxide 3 th© calculated amount of* 
deposited carbon was not very sensitive to th© value ot K«
M ^  ^ 0,00045B moles/mlBo
Moles of nitrogen per minute e;j  ^^ 095) ^ 0,000405
Thus nitrogen per 100 moles of impur© methane
0,000405(100) _n s B/,4 moles,
^  273(100) 0,30(40) 451,6 1
» - 359fl9;WorooW3rp?ôf J
a 14.05 [1.85] s 26.0 
—  (  1 0 3 * >2 6 . 0 - f ' S7 .4 )  -5- [  (  1 0 3 - ^ 2 6 . 0 < '8 7 . 4 )  (  1 0 3 - ^2 6 . o < - 8 7 .4 jC
®/l.4
-2l6,4 [2l6@%
t.;gcÆi?»?gîa‘eatl aairrÆggg^ 8 2,975
Sc?l
% m®fhmi& docosHposltioM ki 1.031 (26.0 = 3.975 •> 3)
S3 S 6 o  9
0 „ o P Q % g 8  i 2 3 . 0 5 ) l 8 ..(4 o )  
100 m
Th© weight ©f earhcm deposited im Unsi 18 (see 
Table 4,2%) was calculated fcr a rang© of selected values 
of sr., Th© value© obtained w@r® a© follow© s -
1 0 1
K Gr (ibffl)
o«og 0.1003
0.10 0.0978
o.go 0.0933
1.0 0.0925
3»o 0.0917
10.0 0.091%
'It Dsay to© ©©©SI ttoat G to©com@0 I m © r © m © e m g l t i v ©  
to ÏC a© th.B valsi© of the letter Is redsiomdL lia all lator 
oartoosa d@po©itioaa ©aXosalatlosi© tto.® a^lia© of IC simed %Fmm tto© 
appropriate average fouoad for tliat temperatnr® for
th© ga©ifieatiosa of deposited carbosu Isa osar apparatu©o Tto© 
valM©© ©el©et©d ar@ ©homi isu Tatol©  ^« 26, A val%© of IC ® 80 5 
wa© UBQÜ for all ealoulat©d depoaltlom© for cartoon at 1325^Fo
102
% o 7 o7 « Comparison of actiaal earboxii deposition■ -■ LH..HjS=^*ar..^ i.j-L-=efvTJT-y;;mf:iüJ-j-irrtJ^ riitTgfJT-tr-.'.i w»=t=.gmrS5J=g.t<-^ "■ ■ rtM 1 i i r grrrtCT ■ gJL j.» i - ' h-r—TMJ "l rr*-,.- rr»
wlth theory. After tit© carbon deposition bad beam eompleted
mmd tb© reactor cooled to room t©mp©ratnr@ %7ith, mitrog©m ©till 
fini dicing tb© bodp tb© reactor opened and tb© mlmitnre of
rednoed iron amd deposit^od carbom were tmkem ont and bottled»
Tlie iron oomtemt of a represemtmtlv© ©ample of the mliitmr© 
was d©t@%'*mimed by the proeedur© g
A weighed ©ample (0,279 gm®) of the 1 rom-*ea^rbem misstur© 
was treated with 30 ml hydrochloric acid (ScG, s 1»l6) and 
th© iron dissolved with heat. The residn© of carbon asad 
gasiign© eosTistitnemt© was filtered off and the filtrate dilnted 
to 100 ml x^ rith hot water. The ©oIntlorn was- boiled while 
adding dropwls© ©nfficlesat 20^ ©tamion© chloride ©olntlom to 
dispel the yellow coloration. Cold water was them added to 
bring th© total volnm© to abont 200 ml, the ©oInticm cooled 
rapidly to abont 30®C amd 10 ml of saturated mercuric chloride
80lutlorn added» Whom the solution was cooled to room
temperature a further 200 ml water wa© added followed by 50 ml
of phosphoric-sulphuric acid miinture (50 ml of ©yrupy phosphoric
acid and 200 ml of concentrated sulphuric acid diluted to 
1 litre with water)p and a few drops of diphenylamino indicator» 
Thi© was then titrated with ^/gQ potassium dichromât® solution 
to a bluish-violet end point.
The carbon content of the sample was calculated from a 
comparison of the iron content of the reduced or© before
1 0 3  n
deposition of th.© carbon and that of tb© final iron-carbon
misstusp© taken '£Tom the reactor» It was felt that ©wing t@
posslbl© losaaa ®f material In opemlmg the react or,, this
would give a mor© accurate ©atlmmt© of th© carbon deposited
than a ©Ample measwrememt of weight inereasap
" 1» e, if W s; total weight of material taken from tli©
reactor at the end of the rusip and 1 and are pojreontag©
iron contentB of the bed before amd after the ruup them
Ip
weight of earb.om dleposited m ¥ (l - ),
■*■1
flc^ur such experiment © were carried out to verify the carbon 
deposit lorn fo*rmula„ :Im Table a oompariaom la mad© betwe@a
the weight© of carbon calculated from the d©po©itiom formula amd 
that given by th© weight of material removed from the bed and 
the ratio of the asid iron comtemta. It may be
©o@m that a good meamur© of mgreememt ©xl©t© between them mmd 
that the deposit lorn formula may be with a certaim amouimt-
of eoxafidemc© im ©pit© of the omcertaimty of the value of the 
©qui llbXiTlum eomatmmt for the Boudouard ©qui librium »
TABLE h o h
lOh
Weight of iron or® b©for© roduotion 
Temp©ratme® of reaction 
Flowrat© of Impure methane„ V»
" ” nitrogen  ^ Vp
K at ice act lorn t©mp©ratur©
a 1.38 lbs (600 gra) 
13%5'^F
0..16 ft3/®in.a* SO°C
Huïi Room Duration p^pAverage Total
Wo, Tamp, of ®%pt, pressoir® outlet
T®C (t,mine) (inches flow,^
water ( f
 _  . gaûig® ) .
Carbon deposited 
C lbs)
Calculated Found
Thee® result© are plotted in Fig» 4 » 11
19A 22 ho hk.So 13.15 0.0501 0.0%85
19B 22 h2. 57.0» ■ 15.%5 0.026g 0.0316
19G 2k ko h i  ,12 15.83 0.0691 0.0810
19D 2h ko 61.80 15.05 0.0316 0.0313
ho7^8o Principle© ®f carbon removal ©aleuXation» The 
calculation of the removal of carbon from tta© bed by tli© 
introduction of a mixture of cartoon dioXid© and nitrogen was 
based on a cartoon balance. In tto© following discussion % and 
y have th® mmm® ©igmlfIcmnce m@ earlier and were derived from 
the kathmrcm® ter recorder chart »
0-2
o
0-06
TED)
0 12
GHT OF CARBON, lbs 
FIG-4-11
«"a
w Imlet f (ft of oar bom cHossid© amd
mit ICO gem sssixtmrog at and p^ Imohea of
water ^ango ^
R3 Imtêg^ral 'outlet flow at and atmomphorie
prosssuro (asîsusiaod to b® %06«8 lncb@© of water
Thus at time minute© fro® stax't of inlet flow , molo©
of carbon dxosrid© admitted to the bed
. . 523 . b z  406,8)
eirasMBMÎtHtÇŒ-nt*> .ssan-'Jtvtr. gTfUsaggys^tVX. tijJJ
100 359 STS-frT, 406.8
S3 atom® carbon in,
^ (CO^  ^go) in outlet ga® s.5 (% 4- y) 100 -î’ 2y(iQO)
lOO-^ y 100 -Î- y
100(% *5^ y)
^ 100 y
Total mole® of carbon diossid® plus carbon momo^iide that 
have left the bed after minute®
„ (% ±__%) lg_ _l27:
" (lOd-s-y)"
^ atom® carbon out «
Then total carbon removed from the bed during t^ minute 
a atom© carbon (out - in) ^ A G
5S ■!•■ t) ^5 (273) % 273 ^^2 ■'’%JViàVaca=r——tfa  '  <ï=*eÆ5nn=n _ .. t?s=T5s==se==M #. i _ ■ ■ ■ f--.  ^ tasagffre-m*^ =r.'«.1" (I00 y^)“ 359 “ (273->TgJ “ ioo “ T559)”273Tt;^
Aesuming that is ^ T
AC " -yXg-'O.i- -i- If 5^.(.^ -t. y.) .. (^s ■*•
3-^T)  ^ 359 “ t 100 i. y  " 100"  " “ T o S T I
atom© carbon removed from the bed during minutes of rim,
î^o7o9^  Calculation of taken up by the
Xt 'warn realised that, during the admlmsioEi of a mixture of 
carbon dioxide and nitrogen to the bod of carbon and iroBp it 
was quite likely that the carbon dioxide would react to some 
oistoat with the iron as well a© with the carbon*, To evaluate 
the ms tent to which the iron wa© ozidissed in the pres'enc© of 
the carbon, a formula wa© derived based on asi oxygen balance 
between inlet and outlet gases* The carbon dioxide content 
of the methane which eaisae in contact with iron during the 
deposition of carbon might have a ©light effect on the result© 
but from a consideration of the faeta, it was decided to 
neglect it*
The bed during the passage of carbon dioxide ©hould 
absorb oxygen by the reaction
F© -«• C0.-5 ^ CO FeO
or other simi3,ar reaction* During the passage of carbon 
di©xidet?
moles of oxygen admitted ss atom© of carbon adsaittëdg 
and mole© of oxygen leaving th© bed o mole© of carbon 
dioxide out 4» *|* moles of carbon monoxld© out *
^ '3,r; «rv (x « y) 100 100 T 100 X
^ COg i- #  GO = " % I o o # y  + lÔÔTf ^ 'ÎÔÔ7? '
Them if 6 O ^ atoms of oxygen absorbed by the bed in
minute©*
AO S3
• __ ^7s2âl S73 (pg-ü406o8)^  2k %g_
o o 1 0 0 ° I 3 3 9 ) ”S73«ï* “loSTs " lOO^-y ° (359)‘(2f3ÏT)
HAA Q. %nmA.h>v JS') 359 «- ioo %06,8 ' 106-j.y
1 0 ?
ka?otO (gasification rune and results obtalmed*rxuiKLP uui a ftfjCZL^tWTMOTA<a-cn:*=Act=%r:
With the fluicl^ -^ fead gaalflüatioan apparatus asad th© a©©ocimt©d 
recordlmg asmlytical Imetrumenta, it warn relatively ©aay t© 
carry out a large number of experimental gasification ron® Im 
a relatively short time and to obtain thereby a considerable 
quantity of data* A number of th©®© ruma have been selected 
for presentation her© and th© ©xperimental condition© under 
which they were carried out are listed in Table %*5v
Run© lé to 20 were carried out at four different 
gasification temperature©* During each run at a particular 
temperature, the carbon deposition and gasification cycle u&ib 
repeated several time© to determine the trend in the 
B(ô)ud0uard equilibrium ratio with gasification time ( i * e* 
amount of carbon on the bed) and with life of catalyst (i* ©* 
age and oxygen c ont ©ait of iron in bed) *
Run 22 was carried out to study the effect of partial 
pr©©sur© of carbon dioxide on th© ©quilibriusa ratio aand on 
the rat© of gasification of carbon*
Im Run 23 the effect of reducing the iron with hydrogen 
at a temperature which confers pyrophoric character on th© 
reduced iron wa© considered*
In Run 33 air was used in place of carbon dioxid©*
In all th® experimemt©, the amount of iron ore put in 
th© reactor was 1* 32 lbs (6OO gma) <,
The experimental data for Run 16 in which ten 
depositiosrag gasification cycl©a were carried out is given
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in detail below in Table® & » 6 -  ^* If) *
It may be seen that for ©ach gaaificatiosi run the 
valu@*V^^ carbon dioxide, tli© reading of th® dlfferont 1ml 
katharom©t©r, bas b@©n tabulated at fiv© mlmut© intervals 
together with the total exit gas volume up to each instant 
of measurement*
As ©Kplained earlier, the exit-gas analysi© may b© 
determined from carbon dioxide in the inlet gas and fa
in tb© outlet gas foy the use ®f curve®, Figure % * 8 and 
Figure % * 9 « In order to handle quickly and more accurately 
tb© large amount of data coming from the gaaifloatlorn unit, 
it was decided to evaluate tb© ©xit-gas analysis, and, from 
this, th© equilibrium ratio by means of a Ferranti Sirius 
computor* At the ©am© time tb© cosoputor was asked to 
calculate the progressive removal of carbon from the bed by 
means of the carbon balance technique described above, and 
also the uptake of oxygen by the iron through the oxygen 
balanc©* Th© data provided for the scale ©Imp© curve 
(Figure % *8) enabled a cubic equation to b® ©©t up of the 
form
IS £3 q) 4- p(x^ q^) 4' « q^)
and th© constants p and 5 were evaluated by a least-soiuar©© 
*
e relation b©tw©©n %, y and Z may be written In the
100(x-y) 200 y(li*3 4- o*o6x 4* 0*053y)
xt was dQeicÀod to Boi.v© for y by ar Iters.tivo laotbod* dtiF;
q (Qj
iterative ©quation adopted was that discussed by Lapidus 
and In principle is used as follows g
Let F (Y ) h e the value of th© left hand side of th© 
equation above^ whesi a trial value of y is substituted., 
Successive values of t are determined from
y‘ m-1.
^  n r *  «*uiarrtW'.-rT’-nrjr:n-Tï.trrT-#'r;Tre**«.Uhi..ttT^lKnrt<aTiintTS
H4. 1 ”” F ^ ,y ^
i'irj " y,, F (y„.-i)
i
A Sirius Autocode prograsmae was prepared in which
(i) IS was evaluated from the cubic ©quation In s and q. 
u s ing the ccnotasits 0 smd o *
(ii) two trial values of y  ( i . e, y , y.,) were specif i edo j.
and th© computer wa s  instructed to solve for y\, ani 
subsequent v a l u ® (a of y until two successive values 
agreed to five ©ignificant f i g u r e s , The last valu..; 
of y  was rounded off and taken as tho value wt'.ich 
satisfiod the equation*
The computer was asked to tabulate for each gaaifi oa11 oi-. 
rom th© following, mnd.©s:* the headings shown beJ.ow s
Time in run (t^ Esin©* } « o o o q o o
Percentage of inlet carbon dio.xlde
decomposed (y) * * * * * *  .
Percentage carbon dioxide in out lot ga@* * *
Porcentage carbon monoxide in outlet gas** "CO"
Boudouard oquilibrium ratio * * * * * * * "k"
Weight of carbon d e poaited in time
1 nt e rva 1 ( gm )
Total weight of cartoon deposited up to th©
©nd of the total stated time*
1 1 0 *
Weight of* oxygem absorbed by th® b©d In tlsîi© 
interval (gasi) * 0 * * 0 ^ *
Total weight of oxygen absorbed up to th®
end of total stated time * * * ; * * *
Th® weight iimlt of th© gramme was preferred h©r® 
to that of th® ponnd dn© to th<B small amount of material 
Involved and th® greater oonvenlenc© that thl© gave In th© 
eomputor print-out*
Tfeus C.J s A C (12) 453o6
arad 0_ s. A O  {l6) 453.8
Th® cotaputor priat-oiit shaefea £*or Rums 16b to 16IC are paged
in front of ©aeh appropriate tabl© of @xp@rlmemtal data.
From the computed result© for earbom deposition and 
removal at ©aoh ©tag© In the rum^ it was possible to oalcu3.at© 
th© approximate carbon ©omtent of th® bed at th© end of th© 
rum, and to compare this with th© value obtained by direct 
chemical analysis of the bed* In such caw© where the bed 
contained not only iront, carbon and gamgu® const!tuents, but 
also oxidised material, th© chemical analysis Involved 
solution of th© iron in a d d  and Its subsequent determination 
a© described in page 102, together with the weighing of the 
UEidissolwdr©®ldu© (containing carbon and gangu©) and th© 
calculation of the carbon content from th® known gamgu© 
content * Xt was found in all csiae© that good agreement was
ototalnod batween calculât©d smkI. carbon, content
of tho bed* This In illu.stratad by the f’igtireo given be)low
for Hmi 23o
Calculât©d total weight of carbon deposited
" " gasified
" eight of carbon on b@d at omd
of* run
Go 6882 ib
0*3189 Ih
0*3693 lb
Weight of bed at end of run 
Composition of bed i- Fo
C
Gamgu®
Qxj'gma
S 0.736 lb 
= 67.65^
i-s .15.5515
KfXt
o yyp
fo by weight
" Weight of carbon on bed
Weight of solid.® in eye lorn® at
osid of jrmi 
Composition of cyclone a©lidsr
0*111? lb
C
0*&;ü2 lb
■- 43.85'^
=! 53) 05^
fxyg©n S3 mi
100o00^ fey weight
it of carbon in cvclon© solid© 0*^3%5
" Total weight of carbon, found 0*3% 62
Fme B.um 1?, @jaly the carbon d©po®ition result© and the 
cGr93piit©r print-out sheet© for th© gasification psirt© of each 
cycl© are giv©?a In Tables % * 16 to For the remaining
runs (except for Run 33) whose reaction conditions are given 
in Table & * p« in order to rechao© th© bulk of this work: only 
the result© derived from th© computer sheets are Included in. 
Table© % * 2% * Run. 33 results are tabulated in Table ko^ '^5o
Th® material in th© reaetor at th© start of the 
carbon deposition part of the cycle for 16B was reduced 
iron which had been through a number of deposition and 
gasification cycle© in a previous unreported run*
(For all the other runs reportedp the material in 
in the bed at th© start of th© first carbon deposition 
was freshly reduced iron ore)o
The following variable© were held constant during 
this aeries of eycle© s-
B E P O S I T X O Ï Ï GARBOI
Campoisitlon of the inlet gas s"
Methane O d d  ft^/raiuo
Nitrogen Oo 14 ft^/min»
Reaction temperature => 1325®F
fiâllSLSllSIM
Gasification mixture ^ 3 0 ^ carbon dioxide and
7 0^ nitrogen*
Total inlet flowrate of gasification mixture Oo254 ft^/mln 
Reaction temperature 12 00®F
The other reaction variable© which differed from experiment 
to experiment are given under the appropriate heading*
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TABLB 4o6 
CARBON DEPOSITION
HÏÏN 16b
Total outlet gaa flow (V^) 
Room temperaturo (T)
Total reaction time (t)
)9 o2 ft-'
- 20®C
ra 100 minutes
Average preasur© of inlet gas (p^)= 48«48 inches of
water ga,uge
Average décomposition of methane
Gs.lculat©d weight of carbon 
deposited in t minutes - OOI500 lb
Average rate of carbon deposition (O/^) 1*/ ^
CARBON REMOVAL
Tota-1 gasification time ( t^  )  ^7 0 minutes
Average pressure for inlet gaa (pr>)
X 10 lb /mi
5O0O8 Inches of 
water gauge
H q 5 -z
(mins) fo ft/
5 I 5 o 0 X 0 ^
10 95 .0 2 . 9
15 14o5 4 «5
20 14o5 60O 5
25 14o5 7 . 6 0
3 0 n^oO 9o 16
35 15 oO 1 0 .7 5
40 ilSoO 1 2 .5 0
4 5 1)5o0 1 5 . 8 0
50 1 5 .3 0
5 5 l5oO 1 6 .9
60 14o5 1 8 . 5
65 14o5 2 0 . 0
70 1 4 o 5 2 1 . 5
Weight of carbon r©moved ra 0 . 0 8 4  l b ,
Rat© of carbon remov Sil S3  1.20 3S 10"5 i-fa/:
Weight of oxygen absorbed C3 0 . 0 4 1 1  lb
Eat© of oxygen absorption E 5 0 .59 5  X 10=9 lb, ms.n
SABLE 4oI B¥K 16c
CAHBOB BBP0SIÏÎ01fjr—f s ' É?! aIm? m
Total outlet gas flow (V^) m 12.6 ft^
Room temperature (T) C3 20^ 'e
Total reaction time (t) Q) 50 minutes
Average pressure of Inlet gae (p.) U3 51o2 inches
gauge
Average decomposition of methane B3 %7.1^
Calculated weight of carbon
deposited in t minute© (g) 33 0.0719 I'b
Average rat© of carbon
deposition (Gy lO 2.396 s IQ"
GAEBOm REMOVAL<5--=cîrîT«rK=.’asî32i^ei8.*ceF=Gt5=csrîtii53'acT=:arîifse::5S
Total gasifieation time (t^) tEl 70 minute©
Average inlet gas pressur© (p^) c: 50c.8 inehe©
gauge
(min©) #
5 t5oO 1 « 65
W I5o0 3.15
15 15o0 4 065
20 15o0 6.22
25 15o0 7.80
30 I5o0 9o27
35 15«0 10.75
40 15,0 12.34
45 15 oO 13.94
50 15o0 15 ,44
55 I5o0 16o95
60 15o0 18 o54
65 15.0 2Ô0I4
to I5o0 21 0 6Ô
Weight of carbon removed 13 Go 0860 lb
Eat© ©f carbon removal Ü3 1.229 K ie“9
Weight of oxygen absorbed tS) 0.0413 1%
Hat© of oxygen absorption nc 0.590 %  10“9
OX water
lb /min
r* nn
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n T-i.%/
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J 1 7 0 r t/ F 1 T-+»-* uV:ct
c 0 17 0 7
0 •%*F0V
■'p " 7^/ 0 r 1 /
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0; 0 0
30 f J /
0 rJ*0 w
■ ■ K u J X f-7ii 7
0V X 0
3 0 X *•:i 7
nvy w
* r  j
n
i
V 7
n Y
Ju 0
J O 7 0 /
c\ ^> I 0 0
J u 7 4)7
>*
i 0 V
0  0 ■t" 7 0 7
7
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■‘ J
1
/
C
0 r
A. 0 V
70 I JT^
/
0 7
0
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3 7 
3 7
-7
^  J
; ?
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3 7
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- 'J  »7
3 7 
3 7
J  /
3 7
U  /
3 C o
3 0 .
9  
J
3  O  a
2  0 »
3 0 «
3 0 »
J V  »
3 O 0
3 0 “
3 0 “
3 O 0
3 0 c
3 0 »
3 0 .
G , to m-M i6D 
lUJN 16D
113.
V 13 11 Y
J2 O
o J
‘r^  
■r ^ 
:;- 
V  J
/ “ J /
1 V ■;. 7
-  " ;  7  
o7 
7  " 7  -  
7  “ 7  ^  
' / ‘'7 5
J ^  a ~
7 * c o 
7-7^
1  m : :
7  « :  7  
7  “ :  7  
7  « 3  ::
‘=■'>77 
0=7 7
=>-75
C* e 7
G  ù ", 3
j -  / J  
: :. ° ; 
3%. 2 ;
ï a O  4
■ - « : 5
J 
J
3  o  ® I 9  
39.35 
3 9 . 5 3  
^^ '“33
G 3 * j 3 
3 9 'i J  G
1.33
1 * 0 9
1 . 0 9 5  
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0 * 3 7  9  
Ov 379 
0 * 3 9 1
^  P  ^3 J
0 * 7 3 3
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O o 3 O 5
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r*
V a X 4
3  * 5 3  3 9 X 5 3 1» 9 7 0
0
0 I
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3 * r
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A'ïfersîage rata @f e@,glioa dsposiftl 
CAEBOB HSMO¥Aïi
r;3ZMi.Tcrc::^ï‘:Ta'cjTiïüreüU=<&ffrt?
Total gaolfioa-^ t^ lon time (t^) 
Average inlet gas prooeiiz*©
2o049 10 Ib / mi:
55 mimâtes
52oI Inch©a @f wate
%
mluB) fo
3 16*5
1© I60O
15 I60O
15.5
25 15 oO
50 15o0
55 14 0 0
40 14 06
45 14o5
50 14 0 6
55 14 0 6
of emrbon removed
carbon removal E3
V,
R&to (
Weight of ©Kyg®a absorbed 
Hat© of absorption
l o % 7
1 ô ê 
3o15 
4o?0
o95
15o90
i5o4î
1?o05
Ib/nnln 
Si Ib 
I Ib/E®l)'c1l
ROT 1 6E
CARBON DEPOSITION
11.60
Total ©ntl©t ga© flow 
Room temperature (T)
Total reaction tlm©
Average pr©©©nr© of inlet 
Average deoompomltiom of methmm© ^ 
Calculated weight of carbon
deposited in t minutes (G) m
Average rat® of carbon deposition
) •t
CARBON REMOYAI
Total gasification time (t 
Average inlet gas pressure (p^)
21®G ^
%5 mins
49o45 In©owater
0*0798 lb 
1.774 JÏ10”^
80 mins*
51o 5 in© o wat©r
min, p
16*5
o
I065
3ol6
RUN 16E
r*n Cl C-: n «
J X 7 Cl c 7 G G ,»/ 7 3 ti 2
y.
3 6  0  0 3 0 G 0 I I 47 I b G
kv — 0 9 V -G 7 0 I £»
n
'>7 I w 0 V «V 7 I 6 ‘J G G 0 6 ■ r 0 7 -
3 7 2^ G J 7 0 0 * : 9 G e>
0
7 9 2 5 2 S
0 . 5 3 - 4 b y G-
■X' 7 * G * 3 G 1 9 0 *
0
79 2 ** G 5 ï  I CiS 6 7 2 0 y 7 3 3 b y
7 - G 0 V i V G a ■^9 0 - 7 9 2 - 7 - G I  /. 0 3 7 2 «! 9 7 V C' z
■; * G 0 1 G 0 ù 1 9 0 3 7 9 2 * 9 'r 8 -  7 * 0 «V 3 0 r a ù
/
T G u u i G G : ' 9 0 0 3 7 9 2 ■3 <
0
: 9 - G 7 3 0 I ? 3 z
- 7 - G 0 J i G 0 0 - 9 0 *
0
7 9 G 0 I 0 3 2  2 0 7 7 I 0 6 3 2 2 - ii :
X / * I G 1. J 7 G G 0 1 9 0 * 5 79 G » 2 2 2  6 u 0 0 ï 0 -> "T y G b j; -
7 Ü 7 C * 3 7 G 0 » : 9 0
0
7 9 » 8 1 9 2 8 ù 8 I 43 G 9  0 2 j .* 7 G
X '/ * T
0 2; G a 3 7 3 0 & ï 9 0 *
p
7 9 2 0 S I 9 3 : ® <^3 2 & G 9 => 2 7 9
X V u 7
r> I 0 . j 7 3 0 » 1 9 0 V 8 7 9 2 * G 3 3 3 4 ï 7 3 y G 4 ^ V X 0 3
■J X 7 0 /
0 0 Q 7 G 0 1 9 0 S 7 9 2 S 3 G 3 '^ o 7 0 3 0 r”G 4 I 3 J y G y"
V *■ Y
Q I G B 3 7 3 => 0 1 9 0 « 8 7 9 2 -a 8 7 7 39 0 J 8 2 Cl 3 9  G 3 7 G 7
7 '.J / * 7
0 I 0 0 3 7 3 0 * 1 9 0 O 8 7 9 2 9 3 4 4 2 5 I 2 0 0 7 3 9 6 9 3
-- /
<")
: 0 3 7 G X '9 0 8 7 9 2 9 3 4 4 S 9 4 4 2 0 2 0 7 4 * 2 0
TABLE 4.10 EüH
CARBON DEPOSITION
Total outlet gms flow ( a
Room temperature (t) m
Total reaction time (t) a
Average pr©©©ur® ®t Imlot ga@ (p^) ©
Avorag© décomposition of methmm# m
Calculated weight of carbon dopemitod 
ii2i t misa* (G) a
Average rate of carbon doposltlon
mo
c
50 misa®
5^0% isi©owater
35^
o
10 ■ 3
CARBON REMOVAL
Total gasification tim® (t1'
Average pr©©@ur® of inlot g
75 mln
5^,3 *r M
'^ 1 q ^5 «
îln© )
5 16.5 1.60
10 15.0 3,09
15 1%.8 4.58
SO 15.0 6.1%
15o0 7.70
30 13oO 9.25
35 15.0 10.80
%o 15oO 12.3%
%5 1%„8 13.88
50 14.3 13.%%
55 14.5 17.00
60 1%.5 18.51
65 14 oS 20.02
70 14.5 21.61
75 14.5 23.20
of ©mrbom removed 
Rat© of emrbom removal 
Weight of os:yg®m absorbed 
Rat# of
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TABLE _ , 11
CARBON DEPOSITION
RUN 16G
Total outlet ga© flow (V^)
Ho#m temiperatur® (t )
Total reaction time (t)
Average presaur# of 1ml©t gas (p ) 
Average decomposition of methane 
Calculated weight of carboai 
deposited Im t misn©
Average rat© of cartoon 
deposition
CARBON REMOVALrsM-*im«iw«s5rjatSTX=rsz3r=ajri?3Mst-=.i~s-.-»F,«.,, «.
Total ga®lfication time (t^) 
Average pr@s@wG of inlet gas (p )
20*4
21®C 
^ 50 mlna
12 ln©o of wator g@
ya
S 0*0803 lb
s' 1.607 % 10"^ Ib/ffllîs
35 mlms 
5^013 ins* water gang©
"1
mlna
5
■to'
2
15
45
50
55
q
fo
15cO
15 oO 
15*0 
13*0
I3o0
•5o
15»
RUN i 6G
2)
lo5B 
3*12 
4 o 66 
6*21 
7o75
1 0 * 8 2
12*83
14 „ 02
15*54
1 ^ . nh
T / T V no C: 0
J 7 0 7 X'' X 0 G 7 G c » X 9 0 * G 79 ü V ''f G 2 0 9 7 p 4> G 5 4 >LG0
X 9 J 7 9 X. c i> 7 C-u X 9 0 a
0
7 9 G 0 7 * -* J 5 ü 7 # 8 I 3 4 c //
X 5 7 7 ■y I 0 w G 7 G 0 0 9 0 0 8 79 G V 7 T Y *T G 3 ù
0 r 0 7 « G
z- 7 y
0
0 a G 7 G 0 (a r 9 0 V
0
7 9 2 D
0
0 X I I 2 < 2 0 ' J 2 7 I 0 ta G  -
G / * 7 G G G 0 ti 9 c ,, 8 7  9 2 ü 1 4 ■ r X » 0 z 0
0
ï
0 Z qi G
J X ' /
n
7 G G 0 X 9 0 a. 3 7 9 2 6 n X
y <
9 J U 0 0
0 I 49-
X y 0 7 7 0 G G G 0 * 9 G i,
0
79 7 i- ■r ï 9 0 "r 2 tj 8 ï
0
ï
0
9 ->
r X 7 / 7 0 G y G 0 I 9 X' * •G 7  9 G 4 *T 2 3 0 S
p
I 0
0
X 2 0 </■
/ u 7 7 ï 0 u G 7' G 0 <1 X 9 Ü 8 7 9 J C 0 3G 2 G 6 I I a 8 '3G 3 * G
J 0 X i * ’/ 7 X c * G 7 3 0 *• I 9 0
n
7 9 w9 G 3 G 2 3 «_/ 4 J «1 X 9 y 5 ü 9=>
G G i - 7
0
X z - G 7 3 0 « I 9 0 8 7 9 3 ÿ 5 T 6 3 G 7 5 3 0 5
0 I 2 9 0 0  3
119.
TABLE %.ia 
CAHBOW DÎSPOSITÏOM
ROT 1ÊH
RUN 16H
CO n o
J 7
-  7
/ ' ' O
" G /
1-37 
1 “ 3 7
3 “ 7 G I » 3 9 w C 3’ z G 0 7 G
r'
G 2 7 0 G U G
0
7 û G 9
X c » 3 7 3 0 I 9 0 0
0
7 9 2 * G 7 9 5 « 2 8 G G 0 i_i
0 •-
X 0 * 3 7 3 0 I 9 0 S'
0
7 9 G G y 7
0
6 G ü G 0
T X 3 0 I
X 0 - 3 7 3 =) * I 9 G 3
0
7 9 'X *
<
T r 0 5 6 --V 9 w
~
X c * 3 7 3 0 X 9 0 « ■3 7 9 G 1» 7 I G * G
T 2 7 2 - G
T
z - 3 7" 3 0 * I 9 G 0
0
7 9 ?G * 3 I 6 G 5 X 7 6 9 X 0 G
X Û A 3 7 3 G X 9 0 ■a
0
7 9 G 3 X 9 *r‘r ï z 1 4, 0
T c Ü 3 7 3 0
T 9 G * fî 7 9 —■*
0
2 2 5 2 * G G G •l-G /
X 0 - 3 7 3 0 - Ï 9 0 3 7 9 G » 0
0
2 5 0 6 2 0 G 3 G • rW
r 0 - 3 7 3 0 I 9 0 <3 3 7 9 3 G X 0 2 S 2 7 I a I 9 'T 0 ‘r -r
9 1 3 I - 0 4 0 « 9
0 «
V 1 3 2 7 7 3 ï * 5 4 I 0 G
0 C y c 7 9
9 3 2 3 I “ 0 4 0 9 3 l 2 «• 7 0 0 3 4 0 2 4 3 6 2 5 4' 3 0 3 0 T
9 1 3 I * 0 4 G '9 S î z « 7 5 7 3 7 0 0 3 ® 0
<
3 3 3 é X T
1 5
SO
l6o
15o
15oO
15o0
15oO
I5o0
15,0
15oO
loO
'o5 
15c 5
3o 
4o5û
7o5: 
9ol3
10*72
13c 80
15o%l
17 o OS
Weight ©f removed
Rate of carbon remevml 
Weight ©f o3syg©m absorbed 
Rat© of ©ssyg®2E absorption
ÎS
S3
S
a
o
. fj da CJii-
5 lb
K  10‘
Ï lb 
o 561 10‘
120
TABLE %*13 RUN 16I
Total outlet flow
3'
Total r©m©ti©ML time (t)
Average inlet ga© premmur# (p^) 
Average décomposition of methmmo 
Cmleulmtod weight of cartoon 
d©po©it©d in t m l m m * (#) 
Average rate of ©artoon 
deposition (G/^)
CARBON REMOVAL
Total gasifiemtlon time (
inlet ga© pressure (p_)
4, 'j ■■
•e.
.na
IS
k3
"p
l6„0
15.0 
l%o5 
1%,5 
1&.5 
l%o3
13.0 
13.0
13.0 
HUX i6i
8 26.16
s 21®C
^ 70 mlm©
m %6@7 in©owater gauge
&9,3i>
s 1 .0 5 7  3£ 10'
s 65 alas
0% Ima.water gaug®
V,,
3
1. 
3.05 
%.60 
S. IS
9 .1 7
0.70
12.29
15/»
«a- es> tF
,G 00 ;< C ï 2 1 r - -
0
' " , y z9 2 - G T •■> J X 9 G V» '! T ‘T Y
'/ G - y G “ 7 9' 2 i. - G. 5 • f y 2 G 0 G » -■
2 ) V J J 0 -a / 2 -1 / :0 7 # yG 2 U G 3 > - 3
0 0 0
J — G G 7 G J •■- t» î- a y G *“' - - J
i. -Z ei G j 0 0 7
0
2 •i) G G
T
G 0
y.
0 G 0 / 2 0 T
0 ■q
- J ■' a J G / G 7 X 3 * -
0 0 0 p "
-J / G / '-
0 G 7 •J 0 X %
0
9 G !) 0 G 3 2 I 0
0
X t, / " t-
0
- G V G ' J ~ V G 9 G G 2 ■r 4-‘ G - / --
G / G 0 -a I 7 C 7 9 2 2 G 2 7 0 3 J 3
a
4 c 2 / V ■ -■X
a G 7 G c ü I 9 0 8 7 9 G T
0 2 29
p
0 3 U 3 ■79 t* 0
- G / J * i■y 7 V G * G -•'« X G 4 G ~ * '■-
G / G 0 * X 9 0 -
0
7 9 G I 0 3 9 U 0 X G 49 G 0 7
3.21,
G3=ïiaŒM*tMess6*teîa3llllBïaSœeaaSfliia
<rcqagîteeÆ5«CT«aia ia.airarwi.
KUN 16J
V /
" j 7
f' 7 7
" J 7
« -1 ■ ’
y
1 %
.: îJ C )
X C/ G y .,
XoO;, 7 
0^5 7 1
340 
; : 7
jvCO
j  1- G G
*' 3 'j
o i. /
r
7 7 j
-773
*'773
.G "G
' J i
t1
5
10
15
fS
17,
3.6 ,
16,
16,
3
3ol5
C
7o85
'o%5
1^0 3
l%o%3
Wml^ht of removed
Rat© ©f ©arbosi removal 
%l^ht @f ©myg©m ab©@rb©d 
Rat# ©f mh^orptlom
OoOéSl Ib  ^
us lo%03 % 1 0 1
@ O0OI87 llb 
^  Oohih 10^^  11
1 2 2  «
RUN
Total ©latlet gm© fl©%? (V^) m 19.05
Fo©m  t ©lapera tmr© (t ) & âi®G
'l'otml rmmotlom tlm© (t) s 50 mlm®
Av©Mg© 1ml©t ga© pr#g30w© (p^) 
Averag© deoompo^itiom ©f mmthàm© 
Calculated w©lg1it ©f cmrbom
J3 5306 lm#awater gmmg©
m ^3,6^
d©p0©lt©d im t mlm^o(G) 
Average rat© of deeoiMPositlom
s O0O56I Ib
I0I23 % 10“^ Ib/mlmC®/fe)
Total time
Av©rai|g© lml®t pr@®©Mr©
& %5 ml2:0
S3 55 oB isa©o'^ 5'^ t©E’ g;
'1
% Ê2
W o  5 
17.0 
16.5 
16.0
RUN l6x
fib-'
3.175
CO J
J*'.
o 
■“ /'
O
Ù -r*^
33-
J -'■
- o
' V  = u  J
''-'«■ 3
3 o 3 I
a l'V 'i' J s. D
I ■ü U 7 y 3 * i r" T J 3
ï 0, :; 7 3 * 3 3 rJ
0 9 0 ■ü3 9 3
0 4)7
0 0 " 3 4, 4 0 5
0 0 7 o 3 3 0 5 3 /I
0 «. 3 7 : 3 'J •r9 4
0 Q 3 7 : I 9
0 a 3 4 7 X * 3 I
0
3.C.
J '^'j ^
I G . 5 r 
X 4 .-; X
- 7 * 3 3 
.30*03
\^T ^ *4 
G G 3 3
o G O
Jo _
3 “ " / 
 ^^ 7 G
“  ^7 ^  
3 * T
O   ^ ^  —
, o
.4*
■ 3 *■
JR U H  17 C a “  H )
Tta© following reaction variable® were held 
thro^ghomt thl© nmio
Btmmt
CAEBOM DEFOSITIOM
CM*gCUB3ete^  :ü;%:
a© e itlorn s
Metham© (V^) 
Mltrogem (V^) 
Reaetlom temperatiir©
S-3 0.16 ft^
S3 0.1% ft /aim 
a 1325®F
CARBON REMOVAL
Total lml@t flowrmt© of 
Gmmif1ea11om mi%tmre ( 
Remetlom temperatmr©
® earbom dioxide and
70^nitrogom
a 0.289 ftVsfflia 
e 110e®F
The other reaction variable© which differed from 
axperlmemt to ©xperlmamt are glvon und@T the appropriate
12%
TABLE %„16 RÜH 1?A
gAHBOM BBFOSlTIOli
RUN 17A
' " 0  : GO :< Cx Gn Or
0 0
■ y J — » 0 -.3 lÛ 3 0 0
0
I ■-* * - "J I Q <3 3 - 0 0
r 0 , 
 ^V X © X r
0
V 0
.1
y 7 ^ 7 :
0
f> 3 3 G «I 0 0 I ti
<
3 ■7
r c 5
J - 3
0
-
0
0 4 0 G I 5 0 0 5 0 j 3 & J
^ V ■> y r
0
6 J 0 w r
0 ,
G A 7 0 I 0 i> 5
Q - f; ,-0 - - 0 *T- 0 ., , , P7 n T
'I « X 5 0  ~ I  . r
Ï - 7 3 3 - - 3 7
T^  J, Ü 'J 1 O , y  y !j ^
- I .30j
^ ^ \y A '  ^ A -  V ^  - .'  ^  .4. ' ^ - u w c > ^ ^  O  V 3 3
jC : G o s " : 7  ^^ j g c ^ i 7 5  ^r 7 o i g o 7 o “ 0*305
' : G V o 3 :"‘«cx :'N;g Oe.x3- G « i 7 o i G« 3 7 -o » 5 c 5 - c „3 .'.^  ^  •' s-' / t ' —/ —^
. ^  w  -■,.>:£, O ' ,   ^ o ^  -J ^   ^ ^  / " ^ O  O i ü i y
_5 : G G '■^ : 3,. c ; i 3 « 3 g o  <. 1 3 3 g o x 7 o i C , 7 o “ o ^ 3 o 3 - c o 4 7
50 I o a o 3 1,3*05 18^33 o o I 3 5 G « I 7 o G o *, 3 7 ”■ o a 3 o 3 — 0*7 7
umiBOW" MÏ#mVAI, " ....
Total gamifloatioim time (t^) a
Average premmmre of inlet gm# (p^) s? 5Ûol in©owater gang#
Total ontlet flow @f gam ([V^ ) 3 Ig^8 ft"^
Weight of ©arbom removed ^ OoO%6 lb
Em to of earbom removal :?s 0^ #20 x 10 Ib/mlm.
Weight of @5sy§;osa absorbed s O llb
Rmt© of oxygen abaorptlom m
TABLE RUM 3
1,25 o
Total outlet gm© f 
Room temporatur©
Total reaction time (t) 
Average premmure of inlet gam
Averag© decomposition of methaime
Calculated weight of carbon 
deposited In t mis'A©(>
Average rat© of carbon depositlorn
(f s?,/ \
s
m
m
22 ft
6 0  M i n ©
51o  O Inmo wator gauge 
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Xm this rusa, with a react lorn temaperature of IIJ 
carbon r«oval was aehievedl by adi^ aittimg air to th© b@)d 
Im place ®f earWs: dlozild®. The #5^ 11 gam warn analysed by 
comventlomal abaorptlom gas mmaly#1a teehmlquesp and it 
may be seem from th© Table thm,t the os^ygem content of the 
©ssit gam warn almost megllglbl© Imdieatimg almoat complet© 
utilissatiomo
The cartoon removal calculation and oj&yg®m mbDorptiom
by the bed calculation were dome by hand for thi© rum, Th©
carbon removal could b© ealcuXated ©amily from the ©Kit ga©
fimalysia amd floWp mmd th© cmygm abaorptlem from m combim©d 
mltrogem and ossygem balsac© om the ©ssit gas analysis «
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GENERAL DISCUSSION
The Isaportant point® for commlder^tiom in tta©
light of the data glvam im part® 2, 3 amd h of thi# w©rîe 
are th© following §
(a) th© value of the Boudouard equallibriia® ratio
©htaiiaed for oarhom gaalfled isi flssed and fluiidigsed 
Toed So
(h) the rmtem of carbon gasificationç and
(c) the rate of o%yg@m uptaSse hj the bed of iron powder
5» Iq, Bpuadouard equilibrium ratio valu©.
It ie apparent from the earlier parta of this work
that even with the abort remidemo# time poeaible with a 
©mall laboratory flmldi^ed bed^ m good approach to ©qui- 
librium between carbon dlossid© and ©mall eoke partiel©© i® 
possibleo A© had b##m predicted earlier, th© value© of 
equalllbrluma ratio obtained between deposited earbom and 
carbon dioxide Isa all came© essooedod th® B-'•graphite,
Boudouaard eqnl llbrluam c o m  tant®.
It may be #©#n from the data for Rum l6 that when 
steady ©tat© comdltioas had been achieved during gaalfieatiom 
of til© oarbom, on th® fluidl^ed bod toy oarbom dlossld#, m 
virtually eommtmmt value of outlet ga© eompositlosi mmd 
therefor© a oomatmat valu© of #qsillltorlumm ratio wm© obtained, 
Th© value of K tend© to depart from oomatamoy at the 
beginning of m. garni fi cat lorn cycle dm® to the lm#vl table 
short laps© of time between, the analysis by kmthmrom®t©rs
13%  o
©f inlet and outlet ga®. Changes is: th© valu© ©f K during 
the gmslflemtlom p©rl©d w©r© largely dm© t© ©light 
fluctuation© Im th© temperatur© ©f the bed, asad near the 
emd of the gasifloatlorn, if It wm© carried om long emough 
to remove esscesslve mmoumt© of carbon from the bed. This 
constancy make© It possible to tabulate average value© of 
li for steady ©tat© condition and these value© are to b© 
found Im the data for each cycle of rmm. The average value 
for each overall was them obtained amd theme are
tabulated Im Table %,26,
It cam b© ©®em that the ©quilibrium ratio© for 
Rum 16 to 23 (im the temperature range 1000®  ^1300®F) 
for carbom deposited ®m reduced iron (either ©table or 
pyrophorlc) are much higher than them© which have beem 
reported for g=graph!te im the ©am© temperatur© rmmge.
The differ©me© betweem these two ©eri©© of valu©© cam be 
seem much more precisely im Figure %,12 amd imdicmt©© that 
the deposited carbom ham am ©ssees© valu© of free energy,
The ©mcess free ©mergy of the deposited carbom wa© 
calculated Im the comvemtiomal mmmmer from the value© of 
K obtaimed her©, amd the result© obtalmed are tabulated im 
Tmbl© % o 26, Am may b© ©e©m, the valu©© of ©5s©e©© fro© 
energy rang© from 1,07 Kcml/#Momol© to 3,08 Ecml/gi'm,mol© 
accordimg to the reaction temperatur©. These value© 
compare very well with those reported by Squire©^^ for 
maethmm© sysathesi© react lorn©, This ©sscesfD free energy
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X'EOULIBRIUM OF DEPOSITED CARBON 
WITH NORMAL REDUCED IRON-
EOUILIBRIUM OF DEPOSITED CARBON 
WITH PYROPHORIC IRON-
2-0
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5E ibWa s“<sa€”fei*^ rity of thla
deposited carbosa % h^©m eomaparod witb mome ©taiadard ambstmmee 
miela aa p-gmpblt©o Tbe prmotloal ml$%&!f 1 emaeo of tbim 
earbom la ^bat it Ghe%ld be pomaible & m am
lm#:0trisl ©sal^ to g©m©rat© earbom waojaosid© Isa blffb 
yield at a low t©mpormtiare„
Isa a csyolioai preeemm as a 1 mg a ©olid powder a©
©atalyet 1© alway© eemeormed to flmd tb© of tbi©
catalyst o A© g%plmlm©d the irorni powder meed Im tM.® work 
wa© ©imply dorived from am iron ©r©o If till© proc©©© wa© 
carried out imduetriallyg a ©pecialiy prepared Irou 
catalyst would probably be meeessary^ ëlmce It ha© beem 
found that after about ©l^Tteem cyel©@ of operatiemg 
breakdown of the iron partielea had taken place to ©ueh 
am e.%temt that mieeaml-^e asiosamt© of the bed were belmg" 
blo^m out of the reactoro Thl© breakdown of the Iron 
particle© doe# mot appear to affect greatly the imlsie of 
it obtained until it hm© proceeded to aueh am esstemt that 
the reduction of overall partiel© ©Ime im the bed imcr©a©o© 
the violemc© of fluldi^atiomo ■ Thi© ha© the effect of 
laser©aslmg K  further (©o|go Rum l6J and K) @
Im Rum. 22  ^ the c ©sac emt rat loss of earbom dlostid© wm© 
varied between 10^ mmd 70*^  of the 1mlot ga©o The value© 
of iC for the outlet gas correspomdlmg to the imlet value© 
are plotted im Figure %o-13o It may be ®@©m that the 
value© of K except Im the case of ?0^ > carboss dios^ sid© imlet
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mr© m>Xl gremteg» than the l”©r p-gMptiit©o Ae th©
Imltlal rat lorn of omrhom dlossid© 1© Imereamed th©
will® of log SC fall© llsaoarly indieating that at th© 
temperature employed th© r©aid©ne© time naa Inanffieiesit to 
allow ©0Mpl©t© react lorn of the carbon dli©ssid©o Thi© mggeeta 
that with a deeper bed mmd low concentration of Imlet carbon 
dio3r.ld.© mnch Siigher trainee of SC woiuS-d have b©en obtained 
Indicating tSiat tSa© deposited carbon 1© even more reactive 
than la ©nggeatad by the vaines of ^^ free energy*^ that have 
been qnoted above^
3,2y Rat© of carbon gamlf1ea11on„
The rate of gasification of tSa© carbon deposited om 
the bed of iron powder will b© dependent possibly on the 
following g -
(ai) r ©ae t i on t ©mp© ra tnr 0 ^
(b) concentration ©f carbon dloKlde in tSi® inlet ga©g
(c) ©estent of coverage of iron by carbon„ and
(d) state of oxidation of iron catalyst^
If on© considered only tSae vaines of K obtained cSnring a 
gasification mn^ it wonld b© somewSmt difficult to k M W  
the ©3sact instant when all the carbon on the bed was 
gasified. Bine© the reaction
C  ^COp m 2 CO
Fe OOp E3 FeO 00
are taking place side by ©id©, the removal ©f all the 
carbon wonld cans® the vain© of E to move from the vain©
for th© Bomdemard remetlorn to that for the reaction #f iron 
mmd it© o5Sld©© with ©mrbon dlosilde, Th© mem ©mûrement ©f 
carbon removal by mqcmib #f a carbon baXmuc© and th@ nptak© 
of o%$yg©m by the bed by mean© ©f an e^ygom balmnc© ©nmbl© ©n© 
t® stmdy th©s© two reactiomm ©©pmrately,
Th® data provided by the compntoSf enabled n© t@ plot 
the weight ®f carbon removed from th© bed for any rnn agalnmt 
tlM©o Thi© has been dome in Fignr© h^lk for a niM3b©r of m n ©  
©elected at random. In emaes wlier© the removal wa© ©topped 
while mom® carbon ©till remained on the bod, tSa© rate of 
removal may be seen to be con©tan.t and tSm© lnd®p@md#mt of 
th© mmom^t of carbon on tlio bed. Since m© will be ©©©n 
Imtor, the iron wm© oKidising at th€^  same time5, it wouald 
appear that the rate of removal of carbon 1© lmd©p©nd©sit 
of the ©tat© of ©ssldation of the iron for the ©mall amotamt© 
of o^rygen absorbed b^ r th© bed,
Xm Rnm 1?H th# <sarb@n diossld© was pas©@d t'hrongh the 
bed for a ©om©:ld©rabl© time In mm attempt t® remove mil the 
car bom from tSa© bed. It may b® seen that after abont 310 
mimmtea) of rmm the rate of removal departed from linearity 
and th© compmtor data gave a mnmber of ai®gativ© reanlta,
Th© latter are possibly dm© to inlet flowrmt© fInctnatlone 
which ar© not Immedlmtely followed by the katharometer©,
Wh©n m ©erl©© of.negativ© vmlmem are obtained In thio way, 
it mmat b© taken a© an indication that th© cmrbon Sm© all 
b©0m removed0
OO
CARBON REMOVED, S ^ s  
"  -—   2 0 8
■'"n
Tho rat©G mm# ©^y^’om mp'^mk©
to7C "qrarlemm rmm eyel©e qmet©# ©mrller ha-^ ro b©©m
tebmlat©# fe%* c®mvomlemoa Im Tabl© % ^ o Averm^m wlm©o 
fQ^ ©aoto Emms l6  ^ 1? ^ 18 amd 2.0 as"© plotted mgalmat 
r©actl©Siri "Giemperatmre Im Fi^r© %ol5 amd Flgmr© %^l6q 
Xt may b© ©e©m rat© #f gaslfloatlem Is
appr©5staat©ly pr©p©rtl©mml t© the r®aeti©m t@mp©ratmra ^ 
up t# ab©mt 1200®F am# thermaftor lmer©a©©s rapidlyo Im 
©rd©r t© ©empar© this roaeter with a e©mv@mtlomal §?as 
prodmoerg operated at a ©omsidorably higher t©SBp©ratmr®g 
th© rat© of gasificatlom per sqmar© foot of reactor area 
was calculated amd Is Imclmded Im Table %o^?o By mormml 
prodmc©r stamdard© these rates ar© low, bmt are Im fact 
high wh©m th© reactlorn t©mp©ratmr© Is com©ld©r©do
Im Emai 22 Im which th© iml@t comc©mtrat 1 om of carbom 
dloitld® warn varied g th© rat© of gasificatlom wa© also 
fenmd to chamg© to mom© ©sstemto Th©s© resmlts ar© plotted 
im Flgmr® % o17 mmd It 1© moem that th© rat© appear© to pass 
thromgh m mm&lmmm at abomt carbom dlossid© im the imlot 
ga©o This 1© probably dm© to th© retardlmg affect of 
carbom momo^ld© om the react lorn b©tw©©M carbom mmd carbem
diaasid© which ha© boem reported by Hlmsholwood*^ d If air 
1© msGd to gasify the cmrbom im plac© of carbom diomldOg 
the masslmmm imltial comcemtratiom of carbom dlo^sldo at the 
base of the bod cmmot ri©© above 21^ mmd thm© th© rotardlmg
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Gffooù ef liife'fel© tep@s?'fe®sa©©o ûsa *S?Sa© ©•fetes.'* temdp If fete 
s*om©fe©£* la f©dl wlfeh essygem^ ^^ emiK*!©ted mlr ©r pw^Q BSiy^om fete 
p@00l1ble Imlfelml om^rbem dl^ssld© ©©mfeemfe afe fete te©o ©f fete 
s*0a©fe©s* will b0 m%eh hlgtez* am.d fete© feh@ mm© ©f @5sy^ ©sa will 
Tb© 11ml feed hy fete emrbem mesae^ sld©' refemWlmg mffeefeo 
5o3o Hafe© ©f o^wesE ahmor^felom W  fete bedo
In Fl^r© %«18 az*e plotted fete WGlg&fe© ©f ©:2ygg©3m 
ab©©s*?fi>©d by fete bad a^ galmafe s^ wa felsa© f©r aefee ©f dafem 
©0l@©fead afe TOîmclomo Bgieepfe Im m%o ema© fete pie fern ©tew m 
llmemrlfey wlfeh felm© mmd fete© Ife wenld appea^r fehafe fete rafe© 
ef ©ssygem uptake le mmmffeefeed by the amemnfe ©f emrbeim ©m 
fete tedo Ife Is lBfees*eefelm^  fee epeemlmfe# em wtefeter Ife le 
poeelTal© fee eevar fete Irem wlfeh ea%*b©m e® fehmfe fete ©mrtesn 
dlemlde eammofe reacb ifeo Ttes'*© bam b©@m %z® a'^ldmme® ®f 
fehmfe te^0 emd @©es© ®^ sldafel®m te© always be©m fo'^ md fe® feak©
Tte ®%y^©m ab©®s*pfel©sa ±m Eto© 17 asad 2Ë. ®a%*%*l®d ®mfe 
afe 1100®F l0 Isa ©^sa©5£*al mmemmleaa© Isa fetefe Ife 1© ©©saeidembly 
lewes? febam fetefe f®%* ©fetes* fe©mp©rmfessr00 asad Isa fete ©aeo ®f 
iQ me^ afel'^ f© f®?e a peselWo Thl© is lll#ofes*afe@d Im 
Flgmsre %ol8o M® adeqmafeQ ©ssplasaafelesa f@s* febl© ©am he glvem 
afe fete memomfe o The leafee© ®f @5sy^ ©aa ahmerpfelesa femhmlafeed 
Isa Table ho^7 as*® all ®®m©ldos*mhly ©malles* fehma fete s*afeè©
®f ®as*h®sa s*©m®'^ al ©w<Bm wtesa feb© dlff©s*em®e hefewemm feb© 
afeeml© wel^hfe© © f ®as*h®m asad ©siygemi mr© feakesa Imfe®
® ©sasldes*afel ® sa 0
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3o%o © f  h o #  ©më © f  E^ mm^
At th ©  ©më © f  Rmma 18 mmd Ë3 th# lb©ë wm© z'eme'^ eë p 
tW%*©M0h l y  m ls ie d  amd a  %*©pr@8om tm tlv@  ©mmpl© ta lsem  f@ r 
am a lym lm  h y  t h e  m e tW d e  ^ Iv e m  e a r l l e ^ o  T he  h e ë  @ #m p©©ltl©m8 
OS’© t a t a l a t e ë  h e le ^ r  g «=>
TABLm 4n28
G©®p@ ©111 ©m e f  b e d  at emd #f smia
(pes^e©satané© by
Riasa 18
ÏK ’a a 81o90 67 c 65
G as'lîoa 3 o97 15 c 55
©aægtto 5.88 %c85
Osyg®m 8 „gS 11c 95
100c00 100c00
A© ha© beesa 8he%mg it ?^a© passible te emtlmate 
with a false decree ®f meem^aey the easrbem eemtemt ©f the 
bed at amy tlisa©o Owimgg Wwevesep t© the redmetlem of ir 
t© am msateaewm ©sstemt by hydre^om liberated frem methmme 
dmrimg the earbom depealtlemp lc>©o
CH^ o G
Eg FoO 8 Mg© F©
Mg© © ËÏ Mg *5“ ©0
©0 ^ Mg© E3 ©0g 4" Mg
#1,
we were mmmble t® sm bmlam©© fer the
pTOe©a©o The esstesat ®f ©.Kidatlem th© Irosa r©©idm©© Im 
Table % o ^ 8 eerreapomd t® the f©ll@wim^ ©mplrleal fermmla©
“ ■ “ «.358-
83. ®^0.62
Thlm Imdlemtem qW,t© a ©mall d©^r©© pt ®f th©
Isrom by carbom dlesild© „
So So EfficiemcT ®f oarlb©m die^id© mtlllssatiemo
Xm thi© ÿ®©if,le,atl®m pm®©e©s It may be ©esasidered 
that carbom di©2Sid© rometlmg emrb®m 1© m©©f?illy
©Bsipl®y©d amd th© ©mrbem dlesrld© oKldlèlm^ Irem i© waatmftally 
©mpleyedo, Xt 9m© ©mlemlate© th© pr©p®rtl®m of the total 
©arbom dliossld© tasedl for ©a©h remet lorn omo may d©rlw ass 
éfflelesscy of satlliîsatiosa for th© pro©©©©„ a© follow© s«
COg  ^ 0 ^ ^ CO
Emeh atom @f earbom ^aslfl©dl 0 1 mol® COg
GOp HI- F© s: F©0 GO
Bmeh atom of ©Hw©m absorbed B 1 mol© CO^
Hat© ©f earbom dlossld© s3 Bmt© of gm^lfleatlem 
mtlllssatiosi (atom©
•s- Hat© of nKy^0M ^h^orptlom 
(atom© O/mim)
Éfflolemey ©f ©arbom dl©g:ld© satlllmatlom
ÎS3 (Hat© of 52 100
t© of carbom dliossid© ^tlll^atlom)
Frem th© data Im Table the required -caisse© are
eaeily ©btalmed amd are glvem below for Bmmo l6 «=- 20 o
Hmm WOn Eoaetlom temperatmre Efflciomoy of earbom
dlogside
?%oÛ
110#
18 100# 500^
1300
The©© ^atae© are plotted Im Fl^oare %ol9 agmlmet reaotlom 
temperatmre asad it may be ©eem that esseept im the ea©e ©f 
Emm 17 the ©ffieiemey imorea©©© regmlarly with resetiom 
t©mperatmr©o TMi© imdieate© that thl© ^a©ifi©ati®m proeeo© 
womld operate more ©ffiolemtly at a high temperatmre^ 
perhape 1%00^F o,r a little highero
Im ©omelmmiom the re omit© lllmot rated im Figmre %ol^ 
are of eomoiderahle imteremt mime© they imdieato that 
earhom depoQited ©m pyropherie ir©m im more remotive tham 
that depemited ©m ir©m rodmoed at a higher temperat^r©o 
Thi© ©mggeat© that the reseti#m ©©heme io lâmked im o©me 
way t© the ©atalyti© activity ©f the redmcod irom.
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5o 6 .  f o r  W o r k ,
Im til© light of" the r© emit a ©btalm@d th® f'©ll®wlmg 
smggeetioma are mad© for further stusdy^ ,
(a) Owimg t© th.® •variability of tli® eompoeltlem ©f tin© iron 
or© amd to th© fact that th® Irem partiel©©-pr©dmc©d froi 
it have b©©m fommd to dielmt©grata after eome hour® Im 
the gasificatiom proce@@, it 1® ©uggeeted that further 
%r©rh b© carried out ualmg a ©ymthetlc cmtalymt baaed cm 
pure ferric o^ld® amd a blmdlmg agemt,
(b) The effect of the depth of the fluldl^ed b©d of -d©po©lt®< 
carbon, om the ©qmilibrlM® ratio should b© ©tmdi©dp im 
commectiom with 1ml©t games coiitaimlmg low partial 
pressure of carbom diomld© to determlm© the
valu© of ÏC obtaimabl© at a given temperature *
(e) Th© classical studies of Him©h@lwo©d et al cm cocomut
charcoal could w©ll b© repeated msimg cmrb©m deposited 
from the thermal cracking of methamOc
(d) Other imdustrial gmeosp 1@ Propane amd Butam© should 
b@ studied a© soure©© of deposited carbon amd the 
result® obtained compared with thorn® recorded h®r©o 
(©) Th® Influence of th© t@mp©ratur© of r®duetlorn of th©
Iron om the reactivity of th© deposited emrbom should
144.
By memmm of eareful mmdp If possible^ eomtlmuom® 
mmalymls of th® ©%it game# during th© earhem deposltlonp 
the ©sstemt of which th© iron ±m re-reduced by the met ham© 
may he determined amd am overall ®%yg@n balamc© earn be 
obtmlmedg
The gaalflcatiom usait should be modified to allow samples 
of th@ bed t© lb© withdrawsa for analysis at any time 
durlmg a rusi „
Th© arrangement of the ©5£lt 03^0 lorn© should be changed so 
that mo lids blo^fm from the bed eould return t© it 
0 ©mtimu©u@Ty during a z%mo Thi© would ©suable higher 
fluidlîslng veloeitiee t© b© used and the ©ffeet o;f 
fluicIig;i)Bg velocity m i  th© rat© of gasiflcmtiom could 
th©m hm ©tiadlado
Â^ è. ©^p©ri®©sital tWlsii-^-'^gamifler should be built t® emabl© 
©arbom deposition and. carbarn. gasifiesis,ti@sa t© be earrlad 
©mt mimu 11ms%©©umly^ mmd a chamg© =-©v©r valv© system be 
provided t© d©t©rmlm© w h e t h e r  it Is pamsibl© t© produce 
vi rtually ©©mtlmuoum stream# ©f hydro gem-rlch (amd 
cmrbom M©mo5iid©-fr©e) mmd carbosa m©m©3Eld@-rleh (and 
hydrogem-fra©) gms©® for later blemdimg Im required 
proportlom.# for symthesi® gaSo
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